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Ottawa County Times.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, DECEMBER

15,

im

Allegan county will vote on local option.
M. G. M ANTING. Editor»nd Publliher.

PublUhodEvery Friday, at Holland,Mlebtgan.

Week

For One

OFFICE,

WAVRRLY BLOCK, EIGHTH

ST.

Red

Oil burns best

est.

Do you know Ole Olsen? He's at the
opera house to-night.

The old gentleman Boeuwkes who
known on

Application
J.

The little daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Van Houte is recoveringfrom a se-

r9T Entered at the post office at Holland. vere Illness.
Ileh..
for transmlsHlon
throughthe malls as
Mich
...........
.....
P. Gunst will lead at the Y. M.C. A.
second'd ass matter.

gospel meeting next Sunday afternoon
at

APPEAL FOR THE UPPER PENINSULA.
Iron wood, Mich., Dec. 9, ’03.
series of revival SUPT. C. M. McLean, Holland, Mich.
Dear Sir:— You pern&ps have read in
meetings in January.
the papers accounts of the destitution
Five Allegan citizens are taking the
existing in this locality,among the
gold cure for the liquor habit.
miners. The statementsmade by the
It is expected that the Louisiana lotnewspapers are in the main correct
tery will move to Honduras shortly.
The sufferingfrom the actual want of
Rev. Jacob Van del* M'ulen of Rot- food and clothing has been, and is pititerdam. Kansas, has accepted the cull ful.
to East O’erlsel.
The mines shut down in May, and the
There will bo a special meeting of the workmen have not had a single day’s
classisof Holland on Tuesday next at employment since that time, and conse-

f

quently no wages.

the Ref. church at Zeeland.

Bergen hull.

47.

way station.
Ganges will hold a
and lasts the long-

Terms of Subaorlj>noiufl.fiO|M-r year, or II per has been seriouslyill, has recovered.
AdvertisingItatea made

NO.

Iron mining is the solo industry;
William Rico, an Allegan county
Rev. A. Reese of Grand Haven will
there is no farming, and no lumbering
preach in the German Lutheranchurch nimred, shot a 20-poundwildcat which
attacked his dog while trotting by his except that connected with the mines,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. C. Kerkhof last next Sunday morning and evening.
and of course that stopped with tho
side.
Saterday— a boy.
Presiding elder W. I. Cogshall of
closingof the mines.
A stranger walked into the postofllce In June there broke out a fearful epiServices in Grace church next Sun- Grand Rapids district preached to a
at
Chicago
Tuesday
night,
sandbagged
largo congregation at the M. E. church
day evening at usual hour.
demic of typhoid fever, there being
the cashier and got away with several over one thousandcases in this city,
Remember the ten cent social at the last Sunday evening.
out of a population of 7,853 (census of
Christmastree service of the M. E. thousand dollars.
Y. VV. C. A. rooms this Friday evening.
An effort is being made to change the ’90). The fever is fast disappearing at
Sunday
school
next
week
Friday
evenRev. J. Van Houto has declined the
ing. An interesting
Iff program of songs name of East Saugatuok. Passengers, tho approach of cold weather, but this
call to the First Reformed church at
mail and freight bound for Saugatuck was a great factor in the general disand recitations. All are welcome.
Kalamazoo.
are often left at the first mentioned sta- tress. We have managed to feed and
Miss
Addie
Bell
of
Gibson,
Allegan
The son of Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Jation.
clothe all these people (estimated at
cokes is recovering from an attack of county, will commence a course at Hope
The total number of farms in Michi- five thousand) from our own resources,
College soon. Her sister Miss Minnie
typhoid fever.
gan are 141,232; acres of improved land until lately. We have recently received
Bell Is a teacher in our public schools.
8,360,022; acres of unimproved land 4,- suppliesof provisionsand clothing from
The Grand Rapids Daily Eagle has
Theological Student G. H. Dubbink 347,877; average size of farms, 00.02 the generous people of tho Lower Pebeen bought by E. N. Dingloy of the
occupied the pulpit of the Third Ref. acres.
ninsula, without which there must have
Kalamazoo Telegraph.
church Sunday afternoon, Rev. Henry
An English capitalisthas submitted been actual famine and freezing.
Crescent Tent No. 68, K. O. T. M.
E. Dosker conductingthe usual morn- a propositi
on to put in a deep water
Now to the purpose of this letter:
will nominate oHlcers next Monday
ing services.
channel between Grand Haven and
We have about 1,600 pupils in our
evening. All members are requested
Messrs. Henry J. Luidens and Bert Grand Rapids and charge toll to pay public schools, and at least 1,200 of these
to be present.
Slagh and the Misses Sena Smith and him for his investment.
are the children of miners. The apRoad the new ad of G. Van Putten & Reka Dykeraa enjoyed a pleasant sleigh
The Hillsdalecity councilhave adopt- proaching Christmas will bo a day of
Son’s. They are offering bargains in ride to New Holland last Friday with
ed a scheduleof prices for the new hunger and wAnt, unless it can be made
all drygoods*and have many specialties
one of Nibbelink’sfinest rigs.
electric lighting system now being con- otherwise by people outside of their
for the holiday trade.
A few years ago an Ottawa county structed. The prices are way down, families.
John Kramer Camp No. 118 S. of V. Hollander planted an acre of celery as and the citizens are pleased.
The teachers have determined on
at their meeting Tuesday evening experiment, though he had no doubt as
having in every school room a ChristAt
Mflford, electric lights for private
nominated officers: The election will to the result.Today the county has 800
mas tree, and on seeing that every one
use costs $18 per year lor three lights
take place next Tuesday evening.
acres of the plant for next season's and $1 per year extra for each addition- of these childrengets a Christmas
present. It goes without saying that
We are happy to say that the old market.
al light. Thus five lights would cost
this will be a great undertaking.
gentleman J. Schrader,who was not
Read
the
new
ad.
of
Wm.
Butkan
$20
per
year
and
lOJights
$25
per
year.
this
only for the
of ob- expected to recover from his present
the Fourth ward meat market man. Muskegon will aid the suffering Tho people here who can give, have
illness, is improving. He is 83 years old.
He has always on hand a full line of miners at Bessemer. The $300 lef t o ver been and are straining every nerve to
taining
The six-year-old daughter of Mr. and the bests meats, everythingbelonging from the furnishing of the Muskegon merely see that the iioor do not actually
John TeRoller died Monday afternoon. in a first class market, and sells at room at the World’s Fair lias been do- starve. Wo cannot ask them to help
So I -----------have decided to
sevthe opportunity to lessen
us. —
— write
..... - to
- —
The funeraloccurred Wednesday after- satisfactory prices.
nated to them, and other contributions eral city superintendents of Michigan,
noon from their residence on Eighth
Matter Frank Chapman of St. George, will be solicited.
yourselfamong the restj and through
expenditures.
street.
Ontario, brother of Mrs. Nelson Pitton,
Within the last eight months there them ask for contributions for these
C. Blom Jr , has purchasedthe store is now engaged at Pitton’s dry goods’ have been killed and wounded in the
Christmastrees, from the children of
and property occupied by C. Stcketee store as delivery boy. Ladies will find town of Allegan, by worthless dogs, Lower Michigan. We need toys, old
the grocer, corner of River and Ninth it a great convenience to have all par- about $460 worth of sheep and at a very
or now, children’s magazines, old and
r
realize the situation
are all placed in streets. It will be open for rent for cels delivered.
reasonable estimate about $10,000 worth new, illustratedpapers, confectionery,
some time.
Read the new ad of H. Stern & Co., in the county in the past year.
nuts, etc., or money.
Married, last Monday evening at the reliable clothiers.This firm is posPackagesaddressed to the “Women a
Henry Holcomb,a farmer living near
Muskegon by Rev. H. Beuker, Simon itively selling all clothing at sacrificing Grand Haven, made a deal last week Relief,” care of L. L. Wright, will be
De Groot of this city and Mrs. L. Bak- prices. They are closingup their busi- Thursday night by which 100 chickens transported free.
thari willing to divide profits
you.
ker of Muskegon. We extend congra- ness here and are making sweepingre- netted him 75 cents each. Thieves We propose to have this distribution
tulations to our veteran barber and his ductionsin order to close out their took the chickens, but in their hurry on Friday, Dec. 22nd. Will you kindly
bonny bride.
stock. Everything must be sold.
dropped a pocket-book containing $75. write mo?
The lecture by Rev. Dr. E. Winter The crop report for December shows Francis Glass, a methodlstpreacher Yours Fraternally,L. L. Wright, '
Presents,
City Supt. of Schools.
last Tuesday evening in the First Ref. that wheat has made littlegrowth, but since 1840, died at Grand Rapids Monchurch was well attended. Another it is in fine condition. Pasture has not day night, aged 81 years. He was a [The above letter shows plainly the
thing useful.
lecture will be given next Tuesday been good and live stock is rejxjrted missionary to the South Sea Islandsin condition of affairs. Packages for the
evening at 7.45 o’clock at same place; from 5 to 7 points below the average. ’41 and 44, and came to Michigan in 40. above purpose will be received this
subject: “Christ and Higher criticism. The total number of bushels of wheat He was also minister at the methodist (Friday) afternoon in the basementof
Be sure and attend.
marketed in November was 1,704,351.
the Central School building.— Ed.]
church in this city.
of
been
days, per- The Sunday school class formerly The stockholders of the First State Uncle Sam is looking closely after
Hoys and Girls of Ottawa County.
taught by C. M. Steffens, enjoyed a very Bank held their annual meeting Tues- the so-called bond and investment com. .Uy^AMag.„4.’iriMn(liim THQii rujnunijUut
pleasant social at the parsonage (f day
to
for dear ones.
sent by the governor to the Upper PeibrCtppon,
Hope Church Tuesday evening. Refreshmentswere included in the pro- Prof. J-W. Beardslee, Isaac Marsilje, are instructednot to deliver any mail ninsula to Investigate tho condition of
gram. The class elected Nick Jonkman G. J. ftiekeraa, Prof. G. J. Kollen, Dr. to them. Wo believe that there are the miners has reported over seven
treasurer and Otto Kramer secretary H: Kramers, C. J. De Roo, J. W. Gar- several people in this city who have in- thousand people in a destitute condition caused by the hard times. These
will do
thinkine for
I. W. Stark who rotuiiiodwith his velink, and G. W. Mokraa.
vested in such companies.
people must have immediaterelief or a
family from Hugo, Colorado last August
At Clyde, Allegan county, on Sunday
Grand Haven lias the largestlicet of
following list of appropriate
where he residedabout a year, received two little boys named Ray and Earle fish tugs for a port of its size on the good many of them will starve. Cannot we gladden some of these poor boys
a petition yesterday signed by a score Baker, 10 and 8 years of age, were play- Great Lakes. It also has two of the
and girls’ hearts by sending them a toof prominent business men of Hugo, ing with a gun in which was a shell largest fish tugs on fresh water, the
gifts
a selection:
ken of ou< sympathy as a Christmas
asking him to return to there. We hope containing only powder. It exploded Elk and the Deer, owned by Capt. T.
however that Mr. Stark will remain in the hands of Ray, and Earle’s face W. Kirby. The other tugs engaged in gift? If every noble hearted boy and
girl would give but one cent, how much
was painfully burned, but his eyes were fishing are the John A. Miller, Augur,
here.
true happiness would result. If you deC. Steffens of this city who is preah- not destroyed.
Callister, Frank Edwards, Anna Meist- sire to help a little, I might suggest
Silk
to
ing at Grand Haven, has been requested
The water-logged scow, Dreadnaught, er, Emma Bloecker.
that as soon as you read this, that the
by Painter, the condemmed wife mur- was sighted in the lake n--ar Saugatuck Allegan village will probably soon be pupils of each school as a commfttee of
derer of Chicago, to be present at his last week Thursday at noon. The tug tho defendant in two suits for damages the whole with the teacher as chair1.00 executionthis Friday. Steffens was Watson steamed up and went after her, on account of injuriesreceived on de- man, to secure this collection of one
once an evangelistunder Moody in Chi- but could not bring her inside on ac- fective sidewalks.W. D. Hicks and cent each, perhaps more, from each
0
cago and there became acquainted with count of insufficient depth .pf water on Mrs. Irving Van Keuren have both sus- royal boy, girl, teacher, and citizen of
Painter. He is in correspondence about the bar. During the night the scow tained severe injuries lately in that this county. I will receive the funds,
IceFascinators,
the matter with the governer of Illi- went on the beach and broke up com- way. As the charter of the village is acknowledgethe receiptsin the county

LOCALISMS.

Will Buy One Dollar’s Worth of Goods

C. L. Streig

We

do

&

not

Son's

purpose

money, but to give our patrons
Christmas

We

*

-

we

regarding money matters and are more
with

buy some-

While buying Christmas

\\

y Many

you have

wondering

haps weeks, what

We

buy

you. Read the
Christmas

your

and make

Elegant

“

“

Handkerchiefs, 12^c

Linen

$2.00

5c to

wool Shawls and

75c to 2.50

Shetland Wool Shawls and Fascinators,
25c to 1.50
Ladies’ Shoping Bags and Pocket Books,

25c to 2.00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas, $1.50 to 5.00
* Elegant Table Linen

An

Sets,

3.00 to 4.00

elegant line of fancy Celluloid Articles.
Neckties, Tidies, Doylies,

nois.

Children’s Knit Jackets and

Hoods,

Leggins, Mittens, etc.

Remember Our

85c. Sales Begin

Monday Morning, Dec.

18,

And Continue One Week
C. L.
y

Only.

STRENG & SON.
Mich.

Alberti Block, Eighth Street. Holland,

*

so constructed that the corporation is

papers and see that the proper authori-

not liable in such cases, the conse- ties receive these funds. The countiea
quences will fall upon the property most needy are Ironwood and Bessoraere. Send the money any way most
owners^/
convenient for you, but not in stamps.
PERSONAL.
Hoping that you will all do what you
Jacob De Vries returned to Chicago
can to make as many hearts happy as
Monday afternoon after , two-weeks possible this Christmas and that the
sojourn in our midst.
All Wise Father will be with you in.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garrod of Alle- this undertaking, I remain
gan spent Sunday in the city.
Your Sincere Friend,
Cora M. Goodenovv,
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Steketeo were in
Comm’r of Schools.
Grand Rapids Tuesday.
i

John Hellonthal went to Toledo Tuesday and from there will go to New York
on business.
Mrs. A. Visscher was in Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Miss Eva Rouse of Ferrysville, Conn.,
and Miss Daisy Reeve of Allegan have
been spending a few days with the
latter's mother, Mrs. James Reeve, on

Tenth street.
Miss

Anna Bosnian of Grand Rapids

of directorswere re-elected: J. C. Post, while waiting for his train tie stepped was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. VV.
P. H. McBride,W. H. Beach, D. B. K. in the waiting room a few minutes. Bosnian this week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. De Kruif of Zeeland
Van Raalte, Jacob Van Putten, Sr., J. When he came out again the saws iiad
Van Putten, Jr., A. Van Putten, M. disappeared and as Strabbing did not called on friends hero Wednesday.

Stamped Linens, Laundry Bags,

*

pletely.

For some time past petitions have
In the wrestling match at Grand Habeen circulated in Allegan county for ven last Friday evening between Tom
the purpose of securing a sufficient Cannon of Buffaloand William Andres
number of signatures to call a special of that city, Andres won two falls, Greelection on the question of the adoption co-Roman style. Ho won a $50 bet and
of local option. The friends of the law the entire gate receipts of about a $100
claim thereTs no question of its carry- house. Cannon made several fouls by
ing at the election, and that its enforce- punching Andres in the ribs and trying
ment will be easy as compared with to trip him.
counties of a larger urban population.
A company has been organized at
It is reported that last week Tursday Grand Rapids with a capital stock of
a dwelling in Laketown was burned to $25,000 for the purpose of prospecting
the ground and the family narrowly for oil and gas on the farm of Henry
escaped. It was at about 11 o'clock at Han^lton two and a half miles west of
night and when the owner awoke ho tba^iity. Expert prospectors give the
had barely time to break a window and opinion that there is an immense dehelp his wife and children out. No posit of oil and gas beneath a crust of
particulars have been learned as to clay. Operations will be commenced as
who owned the dwelling or how the soon as possible.
fire Started. The lire was noticed from
Mtaday evening John Strabbing, the
here also.
Hamilton hardware dealer, came in on
The stockholdersof the Holland City the Grand Rapids train. He had a
State Bank held their annual meeting package of revolvers and cutlery and
Tuesday afternoon.The followingboard also five cross-cut saws with him and

Everybody knows that the conditions
for health are not favorable when the
stomach, liver aud bowels are disorder-

ed.

In such eases, headache, indigestion, and constipation are the result;
for all which ailments the proper remedy is Ayer's Cathartic Pills.
AnmiHl

th* Stockholder!of the
Wnverljr Stone Com|>»U)'.

M«'ftliiic of

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Waverly Stone Company,
for the election of directorsand for the
transactionof such other business,
may properly cojie before it, will bo
held at its office in the city of Holland,
on Tuesday, the second day of January,
A. D. J894, at ten o’clock in the forenoon of said day.
Henry D. Post, President,.,
W. J. Garrod. Secretary.
Holland, Mich., Doc. 12, 1893. 47-9

m

Van Putten, and C. VorSchuro. The want to miss his train he could not trace
Henry Kleyn who has spent the past
followingofficerswore re-elected: Jacob theta that evening. Tuesday morning three years aud a half in Kansas and
Van Putten, Sr, president; W. H. he came hero to investigatebut no clew other western places is home for tho
Beach, vice president; C. VorSchuro, to whore the saws wenteould be obtain- winter.
ed and he was obliged to go and order
cashier.
R. E. Workman of Benton Harbor
At the annual meeting of A. C. Van some more saws.
was in town yesterday.
Raalte Post, G. A. R., held Wednesday There is one scene in “Ole Olson”
Seth Nibbollnk was in Grand Rapids
Red Oil burns best, lasts the longest,
evening the following officers were that never falls to produce—first,
on businessTuesday.
gives tho clearest light and does not
elected:Commander,D. B. K. Van thrill of nervous expectancy—then a
Peter Do Koning is at Grand Rapids smoko the chimney.
Kaalto; Senior Vice Commander, Peter storm of laughter and applause. The
Will Botbford & Co.
De Fey ter; Junior Vice Commander, scene occurs during the progress of the undergoing treatment for his eyes.
Nath arid Erskine; Chaplain, Johannes third act. The vifllans have abducted
Miss Reka Dykema is visiting with
Go to Wykhuysen for your watches,
Van Lento; Quartermaster, John Van a child and are hurrying to an old de- relatives and friends in Grand Rapids. clocks, anid jewelry. He sells at low
Anrooy; Surgeon, Peter H. Wilms; serted powder mill in a wood near the C. Steffens went to Chicago last night
47-9
prices.
Officer of the Guard, Hein Van Lento. sea shore. Deep mutteringsof an an- to attend tho execution of Painter, tho
LX-CMIPPE !
It was about midnight when they ad- preaching storm is heardT The child wife murderer
Two doses of Hull’s Superlativewill
cries with fright and is stunned by a
journed.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Sprietsma are
cure La-Grippe in 24 hours in its first
Wo Were shown a sample of boiler in- blov; In the uncertainlight, they both sick with the grip.
stages. For sale by all druggists.
crustationtaken from the inside of a think the child is dead. To conceal
ADVERTISED LETTERS.
boiler in the mill of J. k A. Van But- their crime, they piano tho body in the
Toilet eases, cuff and collar boxes,
List of letters advertised for the week
ton. The scales were fully a ouurter of mill and agree to blow the building to
shaving sets, brush broom holders,
an inch thick and some had dropped atoms. Procuring a can of powder, ending Dec. 7, 1893. at the Holland.
cigar eases and other holiday goods
from the sides aud formed into largo they lay It at the door, with a lighted Mich., post-office: H. Purmeleo, John
suitablefor Christmas presents,at M.
fuse'
attached
and
retire
to
await
the
B. Stark, Capt. C. D. Simons, Mr. A.
chunks. Boiler compound, usuallyemKiekiutvcld.
ployed to take the scales out of boilers, explosion. Ole comes in search of the A. Willson, L. Wondover.
G. J. Van Duhen, P. M.
had no effect and Messrs. Van Putten child. Tho rain has commenced to fall,
C. A. Stevenson the Holland Jeweler
experimentedwith kerosene oil. This lie attempts to smoke but his matches
has the largest and finest assortment of
People who have tried it, say that Holiday GixhIs in the city, ini sure and
did the work effectually. Mill and ma- are wet. Suddenlyhis eye falls on the
______
has , there is no better medicine for dyspep- examine his stock before you buy elsechine owners' may find this worth re- burning fuse, which by this time
d tho powder.
re-: sia than Ayer's Sarsaparilla. It may wj„.ri.
i»owdcr. Ole remembering. When the boiler is empty ului'iSt reached
two or three gallonsof oil is poured in gardl It with innocent curiosity for u 1 not give one the stomach of an ostrich.
ClirUtmuN PrmeiiU.
it up
the nick of UUl
but 11
it so strengthens
alimentary
orUUU then
iUCll water
nuwuj is
»o let
«uv into
*uw» the
irii-r boiler
Tryirpi I mournt,
___ I then
— ___ picks
_____ ___
r In
-----------IIB the
MIC uhiuc*ii»i
j »'*
and
Two' l^aut if ul Christ mas present*
and as the water raises tho oil floating | time and coollyV lights his pipe. At the gans that digestionof ordinary food be- Twelve
on top acts upon the
1 open house this (Friday) evening.
comes easy and
1 for $.1 at \\ til I). llopkin s.

i

scales.

I

BtJ

|

natural.

DRY
GOODS
WMlnoMlfty,!»•«. «.
Cariillftcman haa orden* from Ctowland pnrtien for 5,000 Christmmttr««*.

A

Nine bens beloDKinK to a Spring lake
farmer have laid 1,230 egga during the
part aiimmer.
Roliert Huff of Fenavillew«" aeriouilf
Injured by a ball from a rifle in the hand*
i of a companion.
1 Hopkina*Station, an Allegan county
I hamlet with a populationof 2j0, haa

W

1

cane* of the grip.

i

Six farm I Him* have Iteen recently de-

stroyed by fire in
I

Van Buren county, and

Three Mm Faseed Through the Coaches
and Made tho FaMenvert Deliver Up
Their Money and Other Valaablee.
Amount of Booty Secured Variously
Days!
Katlmated at From •10.000 to •AO.OOO. For the Next
Austin, Dec. 12.— The express car
looted of all the money and valuables
in the safe, every passengerin the We positivelyare going to make
this the
coaches robbed of their purses, watches
and jewelry,a pistol ball in the arm of
There you will find a complete line
Fireman ••Rod*’ Corrigan is the record
of hardware, such as

in every caae the incendiarygot in bi*
work.
Mm. Kitty HabbUand, aged W yean,
who lived alone at Nile*, wa* found dead
in her Houm Monday night. It i* *iippo*ed
that *lie died Sunday.

Thunder, Dec.

7.

Marquette ha* procured plan* for a new
city hall, but the bids for construction
were all al>ove the estimateand the con-

8. P. Smith, of Towanda, Pa.,
whose constitution was completely
broken down, is cured by Ayor'c
Sarsaparilla. He writes:

trolleris advertising again.

|
1

For eight yean, I wa*, most of the
time, a great sufferer from constipation, kidney trouble, and Indigestion, so that my constitution seemed
to be completelybroken down. I was
induced to try Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and
took nearly seven bottles, with such
oxeellent results that my stomach,
bowels, and kidneys are in perfect condition, and, in nil their functions, as
regular as clock-work. At the time
I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,my
weight was only 129 pounds; I now can
brag of 153 pounds,and was never in so
good health. If you could see me before and after using, you would want
me for a traveling advertisement.
•*

Traverse City sent a carload of flour,
meat, Wan* and clothing to the famine
sufferers Wednesday, with more to follow.
Over 11,000 have been raised iu this city
for this work.
The Northern Michigan Hardwood Lumberman's association hold it* annual meeting at Traverse City Wednesday. Radical
changes in methods of work were planned
for the coming year.
Mrs. Hannah Daley, a pioneer of Imlay
City, died at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Newell Watkins, Wednesday. She
was about 78 years of ago. She recently
fell down cellar and broke her shoulderbone, besides otherwise injuringherself,
thus hasteningher death. She was highly
esteemed,and left a large circle of friends.

SLAUGHTERED
30

NOW

IS

of the holdup and plunder of the north-

bound Internationaland Great North*
ern possenger train at Dual station, 15
miles north of Austin,at midnight Sunday night.
Corrigan’*wound is painful, bnt not

dangerous.

GREATEST
SLAUGHTER

A Full Supply of Footwear

NIES

J.

for Fall and Winter

OPEN.

RUBBER GOODS!

TOOLS, STOVES,

If

AND HEAVY HARDWARE.

IDRY

* *

In Assortment.

CUTLERY, TINWARE,

SALE IN

The amount of money

Use.

or a

GOODS

taken from the express car and passengers is not yet accuratelyknown. The
do
gangs identityis not yet learned, Ever given in Holland.
nor mean to make this reducthough the trainmen give good descriptions of two of them.
tion in word only, but a
Tlie train passed this city at 11:20 p.
m. in charge of Conductor Joe Thomas,
with Engineer Ed Rutledge and ‘‘Red’’
Corrigan, fireman.
ApproachingDuval 16 miles north,
!
Engineer Rutledge discovered the
switch open and promptlybrought the
train to a standstill. Just as he stooped Come to our store and see for
the train two well armed men with reyourself that what we
volvers cevered him.
say is true.
Fireman Corrigan was a little slow
and the fellow who had a gun drawn on
him fired, making an ugly wound in
Corrigan’sleft shoulder. The firing of
this shot was the signal for a regular
fusilladefrom both sides of the train
and in front, shattering headlight,
windows and all. The bandits then
attacked the express car, in charge of

you want a Fine

Good Fitting Shoe

work

We

From

years

of*

experience I

am

Dress Shoe,

in,

and

you wish

if

economize

to

to

in this

acquainted with the hardware trade.

GENUINE

BIG REDUCTION

line, trade

I will try to run a first-classstore

with

in a first-class way and solicit a
share of your

trade. Prompt and

courteous treatment to
. Call

A.

all.

HELLENTHAL,’

and see me at the store for-

EAST EIGHTH STREET.

merly occupied by Notier & Ver
Schure, Right'llstreet.

HOUSE

Dress Goods,

-AND-

—
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Friday. Dee. 8.
-and
Sanilac county has been troubled with
sneak thieves to such an extent this fall
that iu several townships detective assoALL
DONE IN
NEAT
ciations have been formed to try and stop Messenger Rumnger, who was compelled to open the car and the safe.
the nuisance.
AND ARTISTIC
*
An ttempt was made a few nights since Speedllv lootingit of all valuablesthe
I believe this preparation of Sarsaparilla
two
robbers
joined
their
confederates
to blow up Loranger'sdam in Stony creek.
Seven one-pound sticks of dynamite were and a raid was made on the passenger
to be the best in the market to-day.”
used, but only two exploded, and the dam- coaches, the trainmen being left under
age was slight.
guard.
The undersigned has opened a black- Fourteenth Strost, West of Pine St
The Allegan County Christian Endeavor
Three men passed through the
smith
shop in tho place formerly occuunion has made arrangements to hojd coaches,while those on the outsidekept
Fnptred by Dr. J. C. Ayer Sc Co., Lowell, Hue.
meetingsin every villageand township in up a constant and rapid fire to intimipied by Henry Visser on South River
county, with the object of largely inCures others, will cure you the
date passengers,many of whom, when ££•• £ and everything in the
Street. Horse-shoeing, Job Work, and
creasing the membership of the organizathe bandits entered,were hiding under
tion.
all repairing promptly attended to at
Dry Goods Line at
the seats. But the robbers made all
John Bourdeau, for many years a nromieasonable prices. I will be happy to
deliver
money,
watches
and
finger
nent resident of Monroe county,died at
meet my friends, acquaintancesand
rings. One man did the robbing while
his residence in Monroe Wednesday morning, after a painful illnessof more than a the others held 6-shooters.
new customers at my place of businesa. SPLENDID ROASTS!
year. The deceasedwas 00 years of age,
Charles Turner, a ’bus agent, saved
JUICY STEAKS!
Are Ready for Business with whs bom in this county, and left a widow
his watch and money by throwing it
and 12 children.
a full line of
under the stove. When the second pasMILES OF SAUSAGE!^
senger coach was entered one roblier
Buturday,Dec. 0.
Everything belongingto a first-class
About a month ago Mr*. Fred Tilk of lefts package on the coalbox,and after
in such variety as to enable Mount Clemen* fell downstairs, receiving the robbery
ibbery it
it was discovered to be an
meat market, at
injuries which caused her death last week. express package containing $800. The
us to fill any
robbers
did
not
enter
the
sleeper.
MesThe till at the Burdick House bar iu
Kalamazoo was recently touched for 150 senger Rnfflnger does not know how
during the momentaryabsence of the bar- much money the express safe conSOUTH RIVER STREET,
0 \
tender in the evening.
tained,but the run on Sunday night is
The Sunday schools of Mason will meet
’* ,
RIVER STREET.
in annual conventionat the Presbyterian
After going through the train the
which the most critical cus- church Friday, Dec. 15. Afternoon and robbers got away as quickly as itoseible
eveningsessions will lie held.
in the darkness towards tho mountains.
tomer may have. In choosBnrodn,the new and hustling Berrien The amount of the booty is variously
county
village,
whose
site
two
years
ago
ing our stock we have seestimated at from §10,000 to §30.000. It
. — . j(
was covered with a primeval forest, lias
cured styles that we feel just voted to erect a large graded school is suspected that the gang is the same
that made the big haul at Plano, Tex.
f^Lutr
building.
certain will meet with
robbed train is the Cannon Ball
Paw Paw’s newly established electric The
In
the
New
Block,
No. 2. Messenger Ruffinger . thinks
lighting plant is at a standstill,awaiting
i*i» ummi in the gang. They
too Itrrfvu
larrvm «|»t
v* «*
» 'txmMipMUigt,
tamMsMumt of riMlWmn*
«“*> !**'*»»
Eighth Street, Holland.
I want to call your attention to the do*
which are sidetracked somewhere lietweeu all wore masks. It took 30 qhinutes to
lioious fruit which we are soiling.
Rochester and that unfortunateburg.
complete the job. The bandits were
very abusive and seemed to bft.drunk,
Monday, Deo. 11.
Oranges from Sunny Florida!
cursing and striking passengersat will.
approval, and by thus catering
Petoskeypeople are taking up a collecNutritious Bananas!
to your interests,we feel that tion with which to provide a gymnasium
AGAIN IN THE TOILS.
New Holland City State Bank Block,
for the Young Men’s Christian association.
we arc justified in soliciting The estimatedcost is about $1,000.
Lemons, for Your Pies!
A Famous MIhhImnIiiIOutlaw Capturod In
SECOND FLOOR.
ZEELAND, MICH.
The people of Wexford county are talkArkansas.
your
Cranberries,
for
Your
Sauce!
Cor. River and Eighth Streets.
ink over tue new county road law, and it is
New Orleans, Dec. 8.— R. Ray Coy,
not unlikely that an election will lie held
I have now opened ray new gallery and
the
noted
Mississippi
and
Arkansas
outon the question of adopting it in the near
Sweet Potatoes, Canned Goods, Figi
am prepared to do all kinds of work
„
future.
law, has again been captured, anti is in
in the line of photographs.
Samuel Martindale,a McDonald (Van jail in this city. Coy is wanted for
DATES, ETC.
*
oh
Buren county) merchant, cashed
a check
horse stealing,for burning a livery
I am making
on ir von wakv
for u pleasant appearingstranger, with the
FIRST-CLASS.
stable and for other crimes, and he has
usual result in such cases.
WHITE
BREAD,
been
leading
the
authorities
a
long
and
Eddie and Jesse Brooks, two Luwt'<u
youths, were playing Indian, when Jesse hard chase. He was capturedin ArRYE BREAD,
accidentally jabbed a knife into his broth- kansas some weeks ago by Sheriff
FOR THE
GRAHAM BREAft
Eighth Street.
er’s arm, severing an artery.
White and brought to this city. The
Tlie postofllce at Saline,Washtenaw officer permitted him to go to his sisterCakos, Pios, Candies, Nuts, Cigar*
county, was broken into a few nights since, in-law’s in this city, and while in tin
then call at tho
but all the burglars got for their pains was honse Coy gave the officerthe slip and
Call and see me when in Zeeland.
something less than a dollar iu small made his escape from the city. Some
mge. Both front and rear doors of the time ago White learned that Coy was
ildiug were completelyruined by the
Those wishing work done for the Holiat work in Texas on the Aransas Pasi
robbers.
days should not delay, as at that searailroad. White started for the plac
Tuesday, Dac. 13.
and found his man who was working ns
TO
son it is very busy which someA Hillsdale lady, while sweeping snow a farmhand under an alias. Coy was
•ay Headache or Neuralgia,or money refunded
times causes (fylay.
hlu
arrestedand White brought him to this
WHITS ft WHITS, Grand Rapids, Miclu off tho sidewalk, fell and brokes a hip.
There
is
not
a
criminal
case
on
the
city. He will be taken to Hattiesburg
25cts. A BOX.
Gallery on West Main street, near
docket of the Branch circuitcourt for the to stand trial. Coy has been remarkresidence.
current term.
ably successful in getting away from
Marquette’sYouag Men’s Christianas- the officers.
J.
sociation is in debt, has no funds, and has
•losed its rooms.
THE MOB FLED.
Eirfith
Holland, Mich
Prflms, Sanilac county, with a populaZEELAND, MICH.
tion of 10Q, lias two saloons, and is going Fight Muter* Klled and Fourteen Others
to have another.
Wounded by Heldlere.
The Best Shaves and Bair Outs in ths
While cutting logs in the woods near
Palermo, Dec. 12.— Serious rioting
I have the negative of the wreck on
city, at the Eaglo Toasevial Parlfsa. Benzonia.W. J. Lumpkins was struck by took place in the commune of Glardia falling limb and fhrtautly killed.
the C. & W. M. Ry. near Zeeland on
nello
Sunday
morning.
The
dieturbNorth of DeKralesr1*meat market,
A Mount Morris man got mad and swore
on the public street, tfnd a Meant Morris ances were instigatedby the Faeco del the night of Nov. 23d. Pictures of this
River Sty Holland M*oh.
Lavoratoresociety. Troops were cun bo had (size 8x10 inches)at 50 cents
justicelined him Kl.
WEIGHT !
West Branch is sending Detroit a whole hastily summoned from Montelepre each.
carload of Christmas trees, the merchant* and upon arriving at Giardinello they
Hr using Dr. Edison'sF
there purchasingthem from tu* farmers.
I’lUlsud Hands AD1
were attacked by the mob and a severe
Fruit Salt: ll will *|um
William liloe, an Allman county nim- conflict followed. Finally the soldiers,
weljfbtwithout disuaf;
rixi, suoi
rod,
shot a ai-pouna
20-pound wijacai,
wildcat which at- mistaking an order, ftred upon the
uunaatljrreuiovusUis otuses of obskitf • sue* ll
tacked his dog while trotting by his situ.
drk|i«e«i<VrlimimatJim,oorvouthMa. dMUSh.
rioters, killing fight of them and
kliluiw tmulilM, hu'1 keeps you haalthy, tLA
Having no further liume'Uateuse for wounding 14 others. Of the wounded
Uautuies tho uoiuploilen.
their wigwam at Au Sable, the Loud comfour are lu a critical condition. None
rmuy think of transformingit into an opera
DR. EDISON’S OBESITY FRUIT SALT Office on Rim Street, Opposite old*
of the soldiers were injured.Further
house.
reft fuxajl vo. Co* talus all tbo valuafcl* tt*
troops were summoned, hut before they
lluo
j oomtlttiMiU
oouttitiieMNof IMpa
iil|te fruit;
rrutt; ll
Is at
effetyasoant,
erfaioant,
Mauirtiquechoppers are return lag from
tit|tcss«*oe«.llkoMiita,M<1
|teiswMrt.Uke*oda,Md^‘
Mppsyaa
* “
tplJA
For Speculators and Homoseekers.
arrived
the
mob
had
fled.
the lumber woods, and report that a rePhoenix Planing Mill.
ibneu. U per bottlo hi ourstjms, or of Drugpm
duction iu wage* was auuouuced and they
MumiureijjwittfortUubnod
TWO
TRAGIC
DEATHS.
threw up their jobs iu cousfcqtMUM.
‘ Urgent part of tbashWAn.
' the
50,000 Acres of Hie Finest
xncu. The Imnds cant It.&t
Man
Coin in Is Rulcldo,Nio Othor
Oho
chcIi for mi v leagth up to IR)
Hold. AND, Mini.. Feb. Ill, IH'.CI.
Hhootn llliUMlf AooUlMiUlIj'.
iuuhoa, but for one In wer tann
Agricultural Lands!
MR. Hull. Dear Sir:— I have paid
HO inoiU'H ndd tea oeut* extra
Cincinnati,Doc. 9. — Two tragic deaths
out for myself over Four Hundred and
for cuidi Hildltloiiullack. Y
That can bo found In Missouri.Beau- Fifty Dollars ($-150) for medicine and occurred hero Friday afternoon,one a
can buy tba Mil, all)*,
*
bnuiln a root from •di Mere* or br «alt aqd ax
tifully located on the southern slope of doctor bills tho last nine years, and suicide. T. C. Baiter, an expert mepress. Or your druggisl will rureisk thaax
the Ozark Mountains. Fine Climate*, found no cure in the medicines for me, chanic, shot himself. His brother,
all
rllto.Iliii per bottle, or S bottles fur M.OV.
Good Water; Excellent Fruit and Agri- but found a cure in Hull's Superlative, Jacob Baitei, is manager of Fleischcultural region. Fruits of all kinds; of which I used live bottles in seven man's yeast works in New York.
LORIM & CO.,
Winter Wheat, Timothy, Clover, Corn months, and now I feel like a young Charles Baiter another brother lives iu
Agenta for U. S. Dep t Itf
IVy thoas flat Rwato which we *re MU'
And all kinds of small grains grow In of 25, and though I am nearly 48 years Baltimore.
Ham, Bacon, Dried Beef,
abundance. From 2 to 15 miles from old. Hull’s Superlative has done a
John T. Johnson, who came here with
115
STR.
lag at
Mfrailroad.Schools and churches in close wonder for me under God’s blessing. his wife and child from Pontiac. Ills.,
CHICAGO,
ILL.
proximity.
My ailment was Nervous Prostration, where he had charge of a tobacco
The Best Quality,
Bend for our l-oolutnnarticle an obesity. (Third
Catarrh of the bladder and Indigestion. works, attempted to clean a revolver
and
accidentally
shot
himself
throug
edition of 100,000.)
Or the fresh B*us*f es ?
Yours Respectfully,
the heart. His home is in KuBaellvilh
S. SPRIETSMA.
At
the
Lowest
Or the Pork Bteekt
Ohio.
DR. MILD’S NERVE FOOD. U not, you should do so. Have you enj
(jlov<>H mill MlttniH.
Struck a Gusher. VFor Nervoun lixhmtlon,Phynical
to Poultry te sell? If so, I will pey you
Ah cold weather has about startedin
Debility, Insomnia, Night Sweats, the
Grand Junction.Colo., Dec. 9.— An
Pains in the Hack, Cold Hands
faded the highest market price lo eash
Cattle and Hogs require no shelter you will be looking for a good pair of immense volume of natural gas was
Feet, had Circulation, blue Lines cheek,
during winter. Hogs fat on acorns gloves or mlttenH. Another thing will struck in the experimental well of the
under the Eyes. Pimples
Sufferers
be that the price suite you. The larg- Western ColoradoDevelopment comall Nervous or Ulood Diseases
from any
ready for the market.
In either sea, a ronitive
Derangement
These lands can bo bought for from $2 est stock of gloves and mittens of all pany iu this city at a depth of 500 feet.
Cat light* and Pish iu., Holland, glcb.
for Nervous Prostration, of the Nerves.
to $5 per acre. Improved farms from $8 styles and prices cun lie found at the The force was so strong as to blow out
Leucorrhoea,Seminal Impure Blood, or
clothing
establishment
of
Bosnian
Bros.
Weakness,
Nightly
Post
Errors,
should
the
pipes.
The
pressure
is
estimated
at
to $15 per acre. AW) pine lands for
K. O. T. M.
Emissions or 1-oas at once take this Wes200 pounds to the square inch.
wile on which good money can be made. Call and see
of tori KW*.
L!f# fcssw.r, $1.00
Crescent
Tent
No. 08 K. O. T. MWood mid Coal.
Dr. A5l4 I N
per box. two weeks treatAddress,G. RankaNB, Coopeiuvllle,
meets every Monday evening at their
BraiiioriELi),O., Dec. 12.-fCharlei
FOOD
Reiters# *%. meut. ft boxes for $5.00
The best qualityof wood and coal for
Mich., or Grand Rapids, Room 1.
VlUl Vigorto the
Cure Guaranteed. Circular hall opposite the* City Hotel. This is
A. Bauer, general manager of Warder,
nervous
Preeisenthy mall. WHITE cheapest life insurance
Tower Block, or Bella, Crocker, and sale at Austin Harrington’s.Telephone Bushnell & Glaasner shorn, stpea the
a
tem and brings -s%, ft WHITE, Grand fltpidt
orders
promptly
attended
to.
Lebanon. Mo.
W. A. Holley, K. Kfirm will put on Juu. 1 a force of 1,00U
the Rosy Jrl|i«h Mteh.. General Arts i.n
River Street.
7-)y
HEALTH -t. Dr. A5LM «rl IMS A. W. Regal,
Smoke OK1GINAL CTO Ait, 5 Ce -te. I Smoke Okicina l CTgak, 5 Cent*. ' iiieii*
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and
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Cure
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EIIVE

KDITi,

Bys-

OF

order.

Com.

PILES

I

PILES

I

PILES

I

Wllllami’Indlnn Pllo Ointment will cure
lillml.WfwlInK, uleeratwland ItohlnKI’llq*.It
atlborlMtlio tumor*, allay* the Itchingat ©nco.
acta a* a poultice, rIvch Instant relief. I>r. « Jllam*' ludlou I'lleOlntmentI* prepared onlj for
Piles mill ItchliiKof the privatepart*, and noth!'r.

—

I
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—

iK'&.

MEATS.

.KfRSuW'rriS.

1

Our now meat market on

Rose City.

corner of

Market and 13th
IS

Sts.

Overcoats,

NOW OPEN,

With

Hats and Caps.

a full lino of

Fresh and Smoked
A new and complete

MEATS.
You

stock, at low prices.

will find it advantageeuB to deal
with us. Give us a call !

Bargains for you in
this line.

, Van Zwaluwenbcrg

&

Lokknr

i Distemper

23-

Eight

St.,

Rutgers,

The only reason Mr. Stearns can assign for the act is that the men wanted
work and attemptedto hum the building so as to he employed in building a
new one. Nearly 500 persons are employed and if the plot had not been exposed they would all have been thrown
out of employment.

Holland.

POWDERS.
Em Cured

in

tin

Standing. Warranted
Heaves in

stages.

its first

rer Coughs, Colds, Distemper, and for
all

Lung Troubles
it

Try

It!

in

has no equal.

Are YouGoing to Build?

a

sold to

Anyone intending to

Lumber Wagons,

Acquitted of the Charge.
City. Dec. 9.— Mrs. Maggie Andrewa, on trial for setting fire to
a tenement house belongingto Hon.
John Welch, was acquitted in the circuit court. The trial occupied three
days. The building was occupied by
Mrs. Andrews and caught fire three
times within as many hours. She waa
seen using an oilcan in a back room
where the fire caught and in the room
rubbish was found covered with oil, hut
the jury considered the circumstantial
evidence scarcely strong enough for

Wagons,

-

DeKRUIF. Druggist,

MICHIGAN.

& HUIZINGA

DRUGS
PATENT

your

MEDICINES

:

School Books,

Toilet Articles,
Struck by au Engine.
Detroit, Dec. 12.— Barbara Lachant,
employed as a window washer by the
Grand Rapips, Deo. 7.— Judge Sev- Michigan Central railroad, received inerens of the United States court juries to ttoeyarosorwecompany MonProprietors of Crescent Planing Mill,
Wednesday cut through the tangle*’ day afternoonfrom which she died shortly afterwards.She was 56 years of age
West Eighth St.,
mats of litigationover the affairsof and had just finished the windows in
MICH.
Nelson, Matter & Company, the em- one car and ..was leaving it when she PhESCkiftioks Carefully Compounded by a Registered and ExHOLLAND,
barrassed furnituremaanfocturers, and was struck by a switch engine. He*
perienced Pharmacist.
ordered the Michigan Trust company, hips weie terribly crushed. She was
which is the receiver, to sell the entire picked up in an unconscious condition Full line of Inside and Outside Paints, Varnishes and Brushes.
property, including the large factory, and conveyed to Harper hospitalwhere
the plant, finished and unfinishedgoods, she died 2U minutes after arriving.
lumber, machinery, and everything exCor. Eighth and River. Holland, Mich.
Will Aid the Miner*.
HUDSONVILLE, MICH.,
cept the bills receivable.
Muskegon,
Dec.
12.—
A
citizens’
comThe sale is to be in parcelsand is to
be effected during the month of Janu- mittee, appointed by President Ireland,
Specialistin Delicate Operations ary next. The order also directs the met at the Occidental to take action
receiverto reopen the big retail store looking towards the relief of the upper
-INof the company for the sale of furniture peninsula miners. It was decided to
forthwith.The mortgagees and trustees ask the common council to grant for
:
have filed a stipulationshowing that that puriKise §600 left over from the
«
they consent to the sale, and their re- money appropriatedfor Muskegon's
RIDGLINGSCASTRATED.
ipective
furnishing for a room
stive claims
claims will
will he
he transferred
transferredfrom
from exhibit and the furnishin
the property to funds r alized from the fo the Michigan world’s fair building.
t’
TERMS REASONABLE.
It
to,,,
send out
cards
il was
WOO also decided
.
. ___ * __
____ ---T'V.q
asking for donations of clothing. The

W. C.

First-class Style.

SAN FNANCISO®.

!

Is the place to get

West Bay

A

Final Dispositionof Nelson, Matter
Company's Stock.

COVEY,

Stationery,

Perfumes,
Fine

Spring Wagons,

Manufacturedin

owners

WILL SELL THE ^ENTIRE PROPERTY.

Sla9h,Smith&Co.

Express Wagons,

CO.

Horse and Cattle

conviction.

on short notice.

Heavy

OVERMAN WHEEL

BOSTON, WASHINGTON, DENVIR,

worms.

H. DE JONGH,

Freight

so.

Lost 111* DIhiiioihU ami Squenlt’d.

HOLLAND
Sent to

you say

Bay

build should Cleveland firm and men are now at
work gettingout poles, 6,000 to 8,000 of
call and see us. We build houses which will be taken out this winter.
M. H. French, banker, of this village is
On EASY PAYMENTS.
the presidentof the company, and carShingles, Lath, Building Hardware, ried on the negotiations for the purchase of the plant. He will also conBrick, Sash, Doors, Paints,etc.
duct the business of the company in the
C Special low prices on mouldings.
selling of the lands and of the manuPROPRIETORS.
factured product of the mill. Milo
Lumber of all kinds and grades.
Eastman of East Tawas. who is vice
Planing, Matching and Re-sawing.
presidentof the company, will be genCITY, MICH.
Plans and specifications for factories, eral superintendent of the company’s
Any Address on Receipt of Price. residences,and all buildings prepared works at Rose City.

&

J.

if

City, Dec. 12.— The traveling
representativeof a New York diamond
Now is the time of year when horses catch cold. I am putting
importing house who has been in Bay
City advertising §75,000 worth of preup medicine for this which I have found in hundreds of cases to be
cious stones, tackled a game of “little
horses” nt the Alhambra saloon and
just the right thing. Most young horses and colts when taken
restaurant,and went away a loser of
diamonds to the value of §600. He re- up in the fall are troubled with
I prepare a worm and
An Kxtttiiiilve Plant Purcbanad.
ported the matter to the chief of police,
West Branch, Dec. 11.— The French who told him to prefer a complaint tonic powder that is especiallya good remedy for this. If your
Land and Lumber company of this against the Alhambra. This the man
place last week concludednegotiations did not do, the owner of the Alhambra horses or cattle are sick, call and try my remedies. It will save you
for the purchase of the extensive head- having given him hack his valuables.
ing mill plant of D. H. Burrell & Com- The Alhambra is within 50 feet of the many a doctor’s bill.
pany at Rose City. This plant is one of police station.
the finest in northernMichigan, being
ProceedltiK" For Divorce.
valued at §27,000. and has never yet
been run, not yet being quite comPort Huron, Dec. 8.— Mrs. James
pleted. The French Land and Lumber Boardnmn has commenced proceedings
company will at once utilize the plant for divorce in the circuit court from
for the manufactureof shingles, head- her husband, Jame4 Bardman, to whom
ing and lumber of all kinds, prepar- she was married in England 25 years
ations with that end in view being now ago. The petition states that Boardmade, and will employ about 100 hands. man desertedhis wife two years ago,
The starting up of this plant will give and that sinr - a legacy of £290 has been
the little town of Rose City quite a left her in England. To get this money
boom. The company owns a large tract it would be ecessary for the husband
of land in the vicinity of the plant on and wife to jointly sign the receipt. To
which there is 100,000,000 feet of mar- do away with this formality Mrs.
ketable timber, oak. ash, elm, basswood Boardman seeks a divorce and that the
(SUCCESSORS TO P. W. KANE)
and pine, besides about §25,000 worth of legacy be given her as alimony.

cedar. This cedar has been

BOX.

CENTS A

25

must be an inner tube removable through the
rim. Victors are built that way and they lead the world.
The most elegant bicycle catalog ever seen is yours

MARI

Horses

And You Will Use Ho Other!

PRICE,

11,65 There

ZEELAND,

Yean

Cure

to

Remember one thing about excellence in pneumatic

A.

Wtrld!

Heaves of Three

P1

Detkoit, Die. 11.— Shortly after 2 months, August-November, 6,658,671,
o'clock Sunday morning a dastardly which is 878.825 bushels less than in the
attempt was made by two men to burn same mouths last year. Pasture this
fall has not been good, particularly in
FrederickStearns’ laboratory at the
the southern counties,and the condicorner of Twenty-first and Porter tion of live stock is reported from five
streets. About 0 o’clock Saturday to seven points below a full average.
evening a boy who refused to give his Stock is practically free from disease.
name met one of the employes and told
Suit For 1>hi»hk«*.
him that he overheard two men talking
Flint, Dec. 8.— Suit was begun in
over the scheme. The man immediately
the circuit court by Mary Moutier of
returned to the works and notified the Pontiac, through* Attorney E. A.
firm. An extra watchman was put on Murphy, for $10,000 damages againstthe
duty. The two men gained an entrance city of Flint. In October last Miss
into a rear shed and they lit some ex- Moutier was here visiting friends. One
celsior. The watchman discovered evening she and some lady friends
them and fired two shots, but the men went to n neighbor’sto spend the evening. On her wav home she fell upon a
escaped through a hole in the roof.
defective sidewalk and broke her left
He then tried to put out the flames,
leg. The city has been unfortunate at
hut they spread too rapidly, and an late, as this is the third case commenced
alarm was sent in from Box 164. A
against it within a few months on acchemical engine extinguished the fire count of defective sidewalks. Miss
with but little damage. The firm will
Moutier is still detained here on acuffer a reward for the arrest of the fire
count of her injuries.

CALL ON US.

BURBKA

The Best Heave Piwders

BICYCLE1

fiends.

& Michmershuizen.

Heave

{Victor]

RccrnihfrCrop Report.
Lansing, Dec. 9. —The crop report for
December says that while wheat has
mad') small growth, the plant, Doc. 1,
was in a fairly healthy condition. The
small growth is duo to late sowing and
dry weather. The injuiy done by insects is hardly perceptible. The total
number of bushels of wheat marketed
in November is 1,704,651; in the four

WntrhiuM)Fired Two Shot* at the Fire*
bug*, but They Kwuped Through » Hole
In the Roof— A We*t llrnnch Firm PurcliMeii n Large lleitdliigMill Plant nt

and Winter

Fall

the south-east

A DASTARDLY ATTEMPT TO BURN
STEARNS’ LABORATORY.

Cigars,

Magazines, and Papers.

V. S.

MARTIN. & HUIZINGA

Blacksmithing,
Horseshoeing,

Veterinary Surgery

and Repairing.

'•

UNDERTAKING!

iale
_
__

sale.

,

WOULDBE MURDERER.

ALL KINDS OF

Wagon Hardware

OiDU

.

Central Drug Store.
H.

KREMERR,

CONSTANTLYON HAND.

M. D., Prop’r.

—a rvtt uxi or—

Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps,
Perfumery, Toilet Articles.

JOHN DE KRUIF

Sec.

ALSO A FULL LINI Of

Muskegon Cracker company has

David Calhoun Attempt* to Kill HI* Wife
Md A. H. Watt*.
Marshall, Dec. 9.— David Calhoun,
locomotive engineer on the Cincinnati,
Jackson and Mackinaw railroad, while
under the influence of liquor, told his
wife be would kill her, and seizing his
revolver attempted to carry out his
threats. Mrs. Calhoun ran to a neighbor’s and then escaped. Calhoun then

went to the home of A. H. Watte,

master mechanic of the road mentioned,
and rapped at the door. Watts bad just
Imported and Domestic Cigaro. retired, but answered the knock. Calhoun immediately grabbed him by the
H. Kbemsm, M. D., keep* hi* office at th« *torm
throat and fired one shot, but missed
trheracall* will be received and promptly
him. The men then grabbed and strugtended t*.
gled for the possessionof the revolver.
f risen ER, A REND, Attorney at Uw ANotarf
Office
hour*,
8
to
9
A.
II.,
and
3
to
B
P.
M
V Public. Collection*promptly attended to.
Calhoun was master of the sitnation
when Turnkey Gill appeared and quickG. J., Attorney at Law, OffloS
ly manacled the wouldlie murderer.

ZEELAND, MICH.

fit.'

to.

T» ACROARTKL,W,. TonaorfalParlor*. F.lfbth
and Cedar Street*.Hair DraMlngpromptly
attended

_

publican,and had served his county in
both branchesof the legislature. He
was inspectorof wagons for the Indian
commissioner under Garfield. Ho was
a high Mason. He had been connected
with many business interestsin Hudson, and we one of the original stockholders of toe Cincinnati,Jackson and

May He Murder.
Detroit, Dec. 12.-Monday night

Dry Goods.

.

comTqiafo
fiaabtor.General Banking Hualne**.

U11NS, PETER,

dealer in Pry Good*, Gro-

_

if

eerie*, Hat and Cap*. Hoot* and Shoe*, etc.,
Elf btb Street, Opporite Scbouten'a Drug Btere.

U1AIB1ANK8.I., Justice

DRESS GOODS OF ALL KINDS,
MERES,
GINGHAMS,

CASSI

Peace, Notary
Public and Penrion Claim Agent, River St.,

1;

near

of the

Tenth.

A MARKS, M. D.
bank,

Office over
office hour*, 9 to 10

a.

7

Pint State
3 to 5 and

TtpSr. x. Redden**, comer Ki*h and KiKhtb

•mete.
DR. W.

^

V

:

:

11

PARRY JONES,

PRINTS,

Mackinaw railroad.

JACKETS,
HOSIERY,

(Successor to Dr. J. G. Huizinga.)
In fact, everything belonging to a

ROOMS AT NEW CITY HOTEL.

First State

Bank

lodged in the Central station. During
the day one of the city physicians
called on Superintendent Starkweather
and told him that a woman named
Sadi* Heiuickswas lying very ill at
HOT Antoine street,and ehe claimed that
Bertrem had choked her. To the officers she stated that the quarrel was
over some furniturewhich she wished
to store, According to her Bertrem objected and assaulted her, choking her
until she was unable to stand, and then

_
~

injuries.

A You** Crluiluul.
Port Huron. Dec. 12.— Frank

9.—

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

G.

VAN PUTTEN

her

aell

jury.

_

-

Cur. ElghOi and

Isaac

C

apron.

President.

$50,000.00.

BKm

-

<».

W. Mokma,
Cashier.

River Streat,

NIBBELINK
HOLLAND, MICH

NINTH STREET.

White Rose Gasoline.
NO SMOKE!
NO OFFENSIVE

ODORS.

WILL NOT GUM THE BURNERS.

ABSOLUTELY PURE!

Feurtti Trial Far Murder.

his brother Albert in 1890 is in progress
It is manufactured from the finest grade of Pennsylvania crude
here. Thirteen men have been examined for jurors and none accepted. oil, and double refined and deoderized.
Palmer wai convicted on the third trial
and sent up for three years, hut was
claim that the White Rose Gasoline is not only better im
granted a new trial on error. In the
first two trials there was a disagree- every respect,but that it is more economical. One gallon of it will
ment.
produce the same amount of heat as one and one-quarter gallons of
Fire ut Deeulur.

We

g, H*glcy und occupied as a P
photo
graph gallery by J. L Huff. T
^'he en
dne refused to work and for aa time
disastrous results were feared, bni
hut me
the
waa confinedto the burnt structure
j.

;
!

_
Kua-

7——.

j

Seventeendollars were found on his of the oldest settlers of the
person and §15 more recovered that he mine local on, aged over ^ ^arb. was
Lad inrown
thrown away. The
of the found —dead
in —
his cabin.
The cause of
naa
iue rest
reet ui
— •—
Holland, Mich. | money had been spent. In the police death was heart failure.

& SONS.

H.

<J.

Saginaw, Dec 12.— The fourth trial
of William Palmer for the murder of

With Saving’s Department.

CAPITAL

RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTUS. JB

fy CHAIRS

John Eckert, a

cigarmarker, 68 years old, living at 82
Bellairstreet, was digging at the old
reservoir Friday afternoon when the
earth caved in on him and buried him
entirely. He was dug out in a few minutes and removed to Emergency hospital, where he waa found to be somewhat bruised,but probably not seriously hurt, although the doctors think
there may have been some internalin-

18 years old, while attempting to
a paper in ft. L. Boyce & Son’s
Dl.u ..r ii-urt DiMMe.
hardwareatore, entered the office dur- ; Kalamazoo, Dec. 12.— Isaac Sliter, a
ing the bookkeeper’s abeence and, uu- blacksmith, aged 63. dropped dead of
locking the money drawer of the safe, 1 heart disease in the office of the Comabstracteda pocketbook containing§40. imercial hotel. He luir.es a wife and
As soon as the low was discovered De- * nine children,
tective Buckeridge was notified. He
. ______

•ell,

first-classdry goods store.

•'/ .v

Hurled In • Cuveln.

Detroit, Dec.

STAMPED LINEN GOODS,
kicking her in the head. The
LINEN GOODS OF ALL KINDS. woman is now in a serious condition
and unaoie
ana
unable to
*u uw*.
talk. The mwwi
doctor »*u
is in
Decatur, Dec. 11.— Fire destroyed a
SHAWLS,
doubt as to her recovery and Bertrem ^re building on Main street owned by

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Office-New Holland City State Bank
Block, cor. Eighth and River Sts.

Greens and Patrolman Quinn and

will be held to await the reenlt of

i

Give me a call if in need of such service. We will give jou firat*
Hudson, Dec. 11.— Hon. J. M. Osborn,
class service at reasonable prices.
a prominent Pittsfordfarmer and capitalist,died of gangrene of the foot, Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future tnron.
aged 74 years. He was a leading Re-

Robert Bertrem, aged 28, who gave his
occupation as that of a coachman, was
arrested by Detectives Crandall and

-OF-

Caskets and everything necessary.

Death of Hon. J. M. 0*born.

It

Winter Stock

for-

warded five barrels of crackers.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Hew

Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

.»

mu

-

ordinary Gasoline which

is

sold at but a few cents per gallon less.

Save trouble and annoyance with your gasoline stoves by using
White Rose brand.

A COMPLETE LINE OF GASOLINE STOVES.

J' B:

Van Oort
EIGHTH 8TRKET|

Dealer in

Hardware

Stoves. Paints, Etc.

*

.

PRESS ROBBERY.

n AWA County Times. EX

)

I

II ULWII). MICH., FRIDAY. DEC’. IS. IWS

STATE

|

AN

INTERNATIONAL

AND GREAT

NORTHERN TRAIN HELD

UP.

iTEIdS.

Wednesday, Dee. C
Three Mm I'nMed Through the Coachra
Cadillac man has orders from Cleveand Made the FaMengera Deliver Vp
land parties for 5,000 Christmastrees.
Their Money and Other Valuables.
Nine hens belonging to a Spring Idtke
farmer have laid 1,230 eggs during the
Amount ml Booty Secured Variously

DRY
GOODS

A

!

past

summer.

mated at From •10,000 to •50,000.
Austin, Doc. 12.— The express car
looted of oil the money and valuable*
an Allegan county in the safe, every passengerin the
Katl

Robert Huff of Fennvlllewas seriously
injured by a ball from a rifle in the bands
of a

companion.

Hopkins’Station,

hamlet with a populationof 250, has 90
cases of the grip.

Six farm barns have l>een recently destroyed by Are in Van Buren county,
in every case the incendiarygot

m

and
his

work.
Mrs. Kitty Habbilnnd, aged 90 years,
who lived alone at Niles, was found dead
In her house Monday night. It is supposed
that she died Sunday.

coaches robbed of their purses,watches
•nd jewelry,a pistol ball in the arm of
Fireman ‘'Red” Corrigan is the record
of the holdnp and plunder of the northbound Internationaland Great Northern possenger train at Dual station, 15
miles north of Austin, at midnight Sunday night.
Corrigan'swound is painful, but not

NEW

For the Next 30 Days!
We

positivelyare going to
this

NIES

NOW

IS

make

A

ROBBER GOODS!
In Assortment.

CUTLERY, TINWARE,
TOOLS, STOVES,
AND HEAVY HARDWARE.

GOODS

GENUINE

BIG REDUCTION!

From

years

am

experience I

of'

to

if

you wish

economize in this
with

in a first-classway and solicit a
share of your

trade. Prompt and

courteous treatment to

A.

all.

and see me at the store

. Call

HELLENTHAL,’

for-

EAST EIGHTH STREET.

merly occupied by Notier & Vcr
Schure, Eighth street.

HOUSE

Cloaks,

PAPER HANGING.
ALL WORK DONE IN A NEAT

Shawls,

Repair Shop.

Hoods.

COST

AND ARTISTIC

MANNER.

*

JACOB HOEK

Fascinators,

Mitts,

SIGN
-AND-

—

-and

Jackets,

WINTER FOOTWEAR,

and

line, trade

I will try to run a first-classstore

Dress Goods,

_

in,

acquainted with the hardware trade.

m

FALL AND

Dress Shoe,

or a Good Fitting Shoe to
work

We

WE-

you want a Fine

If

Thandaj'. Dac. 7.
Marquette has procured plans for a new dangerous. The amount of money
dty hall, but the bids for construction taken from the express car and passenwere all above the estimate and the con- gers is not yet accuratelyknown. The
troller is advertising again.
do
gangs identity is not yet learned, Ever given in Holland.
8. P. Smith, of Towamla, Pa.,
Traverse City sent a carload of flour, though the trainmen give good deacripnor mean to make this reducwhose constitutionwas completely
meat, beans and clothingto the famine tions of two of them.
tion in word only, but a
broken down, is cured by Ayor’c sufferers Wednesday, with more to follow.
The train passed this city at 11:20 p.
Over
11,000 have been raised iu this city
Sarsaparilla. He writes:
m. in charge of Conductor Joe Thomas,
for this work.
with Engineer Ed Rutledge aud ‘‘Red"
“ For eight years, I was, most of the
The Northern Michigan Hardwood Lumlime, a great sufferer from constipa- berman's association held its annual meet- Corrigan, fireman.
ApproachingDuval 10 miles north,
tion, kidney trouble, and Indiges- ing at TraverseCity Wednesday. Radical
changes in methods of work were planned Engineer Rutledge discovered the
tion, so that my constitution seemed
switch open and promptlybrought the
for the coming year.
to be completelybroken down. I was
Mrs. Hannah Daley, a pioneer of Imlay train to a standstill. Just as he stopped Come to our store and see for
induced to try Ayer*s Sarsaparilla,and
City, died at the home of her daughter, the train two well armed men with reyourself that what we
took nearly seven bottles, with such Mrs. Newell Watkins, Wednesday. She volverscevered him.
say is true.
Fireman Corrigan was a littleslow
•xeellentresults that my stomach, was about 78 years of ago. She recently
fell down cellar and
1 broke ‘ber shoulder- and the fellow who had a gun drawn on
bowels, and kidneys are in perfect conbone, besides otherwiseinjuring herself, him fired,making an ugly wound
dition, and, in all their functions, as
thus hastening ber death. She was highly
Corrigan’sleft shoulder. The firing of
esteemed,
and left a large circle of friends.
regular as clock-work. At the time
this shot was the signal for a regular
I began taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla,my
fusilladefrom both sides of the train
Friday. Dec. 8.
weight was only 129 pounds; I now can
and in front, shattering headlight,
Sanilac county has been troubled with
brag of 153 pounds, and was never in so
sneak thieves to such an extent this fall windows and all. The bandits then
good health. If you could see me be- that iu several townships detective asso- attacked the express car, in charge of
fore and after using, you would want ciations have been formed to try and stop Messenger Rufnnger,who was compelled to open the car and the safe.
Be for a traveling advertisement. the nuisance.
An ttempt was made a few nights since Speedily looting it of all valuables the
I believe this preparation of Sarsaparilla
to blow up Loranger's dam in Stony creek.
two robbers joined their confederates
to be the best in the market to-day."
Seven one-pound sticks of dynamite were and a raid was made on the passenger
used, but only two exploded, and the damcoaches,the trainmen being left under
age was slight.
guard.
The Allegan County Christian Endeavor
Three men passed through the
union
has
made
arrangements
to
hold
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co., Lowell, Mue.
coaches, while those on the outsidekept
meetings in every village and township in
a constant and rapid tiro to intimiCures others, will cure you the county, with the object of largely in- up
creasing the membership of the organiza- date passengers,many of whom, when gjvti : and everything in the
the bandits entered, were hiding under
tion.
Dry Goods Line at
John Bourdeau,for many years a promi- the seats. But the robbers made all
nent resident of Monroe county,(tied at deliver money, watches and finger
his residence in Monroe Wednesday mornrings. One man did the robbing while
ing, after a painful illness of more than a the others held 6-shooters.
Charles Turner, a ’bus agent, saved
Are Ready for Business with year. The deceased was Oil years of age,
was horn in this county, and left a widow
his watch aud money by throwing it
and 12 children.
a full line of
under the stove. When the second pasSaturday,Dec. 9.
senger coach was entered one robber
About a month ago Mrs. Fred Tilk of left a package on the coalbox,and after
in such variety as to enable Mount Clemens fell downstairs, receiving the robbery it was discovered to be an
injuries which caused her death last week. express package containing $600. The
us to fill any
The till at the Burdick House bar in robbers did not enter the sleeper. MesKalamazoo was recently touched for $50 senger Ruffinger does not know how
during the momentary absence of. the bar- much money the express safe contender in the evening.
tained, but tue run on Sunday night is
The Sunday schools of Mason will meet light.
in annual convention at the Presbyterian
After going through the train the
which the most critical cus- church Friday, Dec. 15. Afternoon and
robbers got away as quickly as possible
evening sessions will be held.
tomer may have. In choosin the darkness towards the mountains.
Baroda,the new and hustling Berrien
ing our stock we have se- county village,whose site two years ago The amount of the booty is variously
estimated at from §10,000 to §50.000. It
was covered with a primeval forest, has
cured styles that
feel lust voted to erect a large graded school is suspected that the gang is the same
that made the big haul at Plano, Tex.
building.
certain will meet with
Paw Paw’s newly established electric The robbed train is the Cannon Ball
lighting plant is at a standstill,awaiting No. 2. Messenger Ruffinger . thinks In the ‘New Block,
tne Hrrtvju irt » c<mnt,su*>u!Ut
u»««T3 vrrTto aim mu*. i» tUo gang. They
which are sidetracked somewhere between all wore maakg. It took 20 iclnutesto Eighth Street, Holland.
Rochester and that unfortunateburg.
complete the job. The bandits were
very abusive and seemed to be.drunk,
Monday, Dec. 11.
approval, and by thus catering
cursing and striking passengers at will.
Petoskey people are taking up a collecto your interests,we feel that tion with which to provide a gymnasium
AGAIN IN THE TOILS.
for the Young Men’s Christian association.
we are justified in soliciting The estimated cost is about $1,000.
A FatnoiiH MlH*inwlpl Outlaw Captured In
The people of Wexford county are talkyour
ZEELAND, MICH.
Arkanaas. r
ing over the new county road law, and it is
New Orleans, Dec. 8.— R. Ray Coy,
not unlikely that on election will be held
on the question of adoptingit in the near the noted Mississippi and Arkansas out- I have now opened my new gallery and

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Winter Use.

OPEN.

There you will find a complete line
of hardware, such as

SALE IN

1Y

Full Supply of Footwear
for Fall and

the

GREATEST
SLAUGHTER

N

:

BOOTS and SHOES.

-OF-

SLAUGHTERED

J.

STOCK

~

The undersigned has opened

a black-

Fourteenth Strsst, West of Pine Si

smith shop in the place formerly occupied by Henry Visser on South River
Street. Horso-shoeing,Job Work, and
all repairing promptly attendedto at
oasonablo prices. I will be happy to
meet my friends, acquaintancesand
now customers at my place of business.

PRICE

ROASTS
SPLENDID ROASTS I
JUICY STEAKS!
MILES OF SAUSAGE

L. Visser, Jr.,

Everythingbelongingto a

l1*

first-class

meat market, at

Remember This Sale

WANT-

Lasts

ForSTHIRTYit

SOUTH' RIVFR STREET,

DAYS ONLY!

HOLLAND. MICH.

NOTIER &
VerSCHURE.

we

TOUR

NEW

PLEASE.
I

want

to call your attention to foe delicious fruit which we are selling.

Oranges from Sunny

Tromp's GALLERY.

future.

law, has again been captured, and is in
jail in this city. Coy is wanted for
horse stealing,for burning a livery
for a pleasant appearingstranger, with the
stable and for other crimes, and he has
usual result in such cases.
Eddie and Jesse Brooks, two Lawtou been leading the authoritiesa long and
youths, were playing Indian, when Jesse hard chase. He was captured in Araccidentally jabbed a knife into his broth- kansas some weeks ago by Sheriff
er’s arm, severing an artery.
White and brought to this city. The

Samuel Martlndale,a McDonald (Van
Buren county) merchant, cashed a check
on<

SIMON SPRIETSMA,
Eighth

Street.

The

Saline, Washtenaw officerpermitted him to go to his sistercounty, was broken into a few nights since, in-law’s in this city, and while in the
but all the burglars got for their pains was
house Coy gave the officerthe slip aud
something less than a dollar iu small
change. Both front and rear doors of the made his escape from the city. Some
postoffice

at

_

am prepared

to do all kinds of

work

Nutritious

Lemons,

GUARANTEED

CURE

BARBER.

The Best Shaves and Hair Ovte in ths
dty, at the Eagle Toasevial ParVore-

North

of

DeK

raker’s meet market,

HoUan* Mhk.

River Si,

THE MOB

Prflms, Sanilac county, witii a population of 100, has two saloons, and is going
to have another.

While

FLED.

Fight Illutera Kll«d nnri Fourteen Others
Wounded by Heldlere.

Saucel Cor. River and Eighth Streets.

FIRST-CLASS.

GRAHAM BREAA

TROMP,

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

RYE BREAD,

Dr. A. Lambert.*

Cakes, Pies, Candies, Nuts, Cigan
then call at the

Call and see me when in Zeeland.

G.

Hank Block,

Sfate

SECOND FLOOR.

WHITE BREAD,

FOR THE

CONKRIGHT

H.

New Holland City

Pies!

WAN*

OU IT TOD

HOLIDAYS.

Dental Rooms.

DATES, ETC.

building were completelyruined by the time ago White learned that Coy was
at work in Texas on the Aransas Past Those wishing work done for the Holirailroad. White started for the plat
days should not delay, as at that seaTuesday, Due. 12.
TO
and found his man who was working as
son it is very busy which someA Hillsdale lady, while sweeping snow a farmhand under an alias. Coy was
mbj Headache or Neuralgia,or money refunded
times causes dplay*
WHITE 4 WHITE, Grand Raplde, Mich. off the sidewalk, fell and broke a hip.
arrestedand White brought him to this
25CU. A BOX.
There is not a criminal case on the city. He will be taken to Hattiesburg
Gallery on West Main street, near
docket of the Branch circuitcourt for the
to stand trial. Coy has been remarkcurrent term.
residence.
ably successfulin getting away from
Marquette’sYouak Men’s Christianas- the officers.
J.
sociation is in debt, lias no funds, and has
closed its rooms.

Headache Powders robbers.

Your

for

Sweet Potatoes, Canned Goods, Figi

am making

SPECIAL OFFERS

Florida!

Bananas!

Cranberries, for Your

in the line of photographs.
I

RIVER STREET.

ITAMBERT’S

^

•

TRADE

r& DeKoster

BUILDING
MATERIALS
JOHN PESSINK,
Eighth

Street.

-AT--

Mich

Holland.

ZEELAND, MICH.

F-A.T!

cutting logs in the woods near

Palermo, Dec. 12.— Serious rioting
I have the negative of the wreck on
took
place in the commune of Glardia falling limb and fiistautlykilled.
A Mount Morris man got mad and swore nello Sunday morning. The disturb- the C. & W. M. Ry. near Zeeland on
on the public street, thid a Mcmnt Morris ances were instigatedby the Pasco doi the night of Nov. 23d. Pictures of this
justice lined him $6.
Lavoratore society. Troops were can bo had (size 8x10 inches) at 50 cents
West Branch is sending Detroit a whole hastily summoned from Moutelepre
1
each.
carload of Christmastrees, the merchant*
and npon arriving at Giardinello they
Hy tilling Dr. Edlaon’iFt]
there purchasingthem from ths farmers.
were attacked by the mob and a severe
FiliBtud Bun
and
William Rice, an Allman oountr nim- conflict followed. Finallythe soldiers,
Fruit Salt: ll will fM
rod, shot a 20-pound wildcat which atwilgbt
without
diet
mistaking an ord^r, ftred upon the
tacked his dog while trotting by his slia.
mauwitljrrMiovea the oeuneeof obAltf;
IMB eiifli
rioters, killing «ght of them and
dyKjievriikrheumatism, Dorrouiheea. '
Having no further immediate use for
kidney treublee,aud xeejii you healthy, aftJ
wounding
14
others.
Of
the
wounded
their wigwam at Au Sable, ths Loud combeautifies the comaleilen.
pany think of transformingit into an opera four are in a critical condition. None
of the soldiers were injured. Further
bouse.
Office on River Street, Opposite oldy
Mauiatiquechomiers are return lag from troops were summoned, but before they
line ooqatltuenu of liiye fruit; li effort eec an t,
the lumber woods, and report that a re- arrived the mob had fled.
Phoenii Planing MIR.
duction in wages was announced and they
MtuumremefiUforthe
bund
threw up their jobs in consequence.
TWO TRAGIC DEATHS.

Benzonla.W.

J.

Lumpkins was struck by

SCOTT’S

REDUCE

YOUR WEIGHT

Great Bargains

m

OYSTERS!

LUMBER YARD.

I

in Land!
For Speculators and Homeseekers.

50,000 Acres

That can

of the Finest

FRESH FISH

’*

One Man CuiutnlU Sulcids,She Other
Holland, Mich., Feb. 19, 1893.
Agricultural Lands!
Shoot* Himitelf Accidentally.
Mr. Hull. Dear Sir:— I have paid
out for myself over Four Hundred and
Cincinnati,Dec. —Two tragic deaths
be found in Missouri. Beau-

AND

and

9.

Fifty Dollars ($150) for medicine and occurred hero Friday afternoon,one a
tifully locatedon the southern slope of
doctor bills the last nine years, and suicide. T. C. Baiter, an expert methe Ozark Mountains. Fine Climate;
found no cure in the medicines for me, chanic, shot himself. His brother,
Good Water; Excellent Fruit and Agribut found a cure in Hull’s Superlative, Jacob Baitei, is manager of Fleischcultural region. Fruits of all kinds;
of which I used five bottles in seven man's yeast works in New York.
Winter Wheat, Timothy, Clover, Corn
months, and now I feel like a young Charles Baiter another brother lives in
end all kinds of small grains grow in
of 25, and though I am nearly 48 years Baltimore.
Abundance. From 2 to 15 miles from
John T. Johnson, who came here with
old. Hull's Superlativebaa done a
railroad.Schools and churches in close
wonder for me under God’s blessing. his wife and child from Pontiac, Ills.,
proximity.
My ailment was Nervous Prostration, where he had charge of a tobacco
Catarrh of the bladder and Indigestion. works, attemptedto clean a revolver
and accidentally shot himself through
Yours Respectfully,
the heart. His home is in Russell vilh
S. SPRIETSMA.
e,
Ohio.
GIovph and Mitten*.
Struck a Gusher. H.
As cold weather has about startedin
Grand
Junction,
Colo., Dec. 9.— An
Cattle and Hogs require no shelter you will be looking for a good pair of
immense volume of natural gas was
during winter. Hogs fat on acorns gloves or mittens.Another thing will
struck in the experimental well of the
be that the price suits you. The largready for the market.
Western Colorado Development comThese lands can bo bought for from $2 est stock of gloves and mittens of all pany iu this city at a depth of 500 feet.
to $5 per acre. m proved farms from $8 styles and prices can be found at the
The force was so strong as to Mow out
to $15 per acre. Also pine lands for clothing establishmentof Bosnian Bros. the pipes. The pressureis estimatedat
Call
and
see
sale on which good money can be made.
201) pounds to the square inch.
Wood and Coal.
Address, G. RanKANB, Coopersville,
Springfield,O.. Dec. W.-fCharles
The best quality of wood and coal for
Mich., or Grand Rapids, Room 1.
Tower Block, or Holla. Crocker, and sale at Austin Harrington's.Telephone A. Bauer, general manager of Warder,
Bushnell & (jlmsner
the
orders promptly attended to.
Lebanon.Mo.
firm will put on Jan. 1 a force of 1,000

Meats of

_

5

Cents. ! Smoke Original Cigar, 5 Cents.

kinds

Ham, Bacon,

men.
'

FUI*.

tUO

per bottle, er S bottlee for

AgOBU

Dried Beef,

115

KM.

for U. S.

CO.,
Dep

t

Itt,

STATE STR.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Best Quality,
Send for our

*

column article en obesity. (Third

HOLLAND, MICH.

Tty thaw fin* Rotate which

City

Or

NERVE FOOD.

f,

the freth Sausage* *

so. Have you any
to
•%. the Poultry te sell? If eo, I will pay you
-^^faded
Lines cheek the highest market prloe in cash

For Nenrous Exhaustion, Phyulral

^

If

not, you should do

Debility , Insomnia,Night Sweits,
Pains in the Hack. Cold Hands or

Bad Circulation, Hlue
under the Eyes. Pimples
?eet,

and
Ofro

Sufferers
m any
DcrauKctuent
or Nervous Prostration.
the
Leucorrnoea,
Imnure Blood or
Weakness,Nightly
Pa st
should
I. missionsor
at once take this
all Nervous or Blood Diseases
In either sex, a Positive

Cure
^0f

seminal

^

tass

KCITi.

River Street.

meat market'
Or the Pork Steak?

HR. MILD’S

FRANK

an MU'

lag at the

At the Lowest

CASH PRICES.

You

Did

edition of 100,000.)

|

shops,

Smoke Original Cigar.

all

LORIM i

Winters
Very Mild!

I

the largect part of tiiealxfo-

ineu- The band* emi K.5#
each for any leegth up ta ,KJ
Inches, but lor one larger than
M iuche* add tea oeuta extra
for each adAltloual
lacb. You
can bur the salt, pllie,
'T
bauds direct from eni kt*ree er by mail arul ex
2T yo?r fro**!** furalek them

K”,

Wo

WM. VAN DER VEEBE.
Cob. Klgbtk and Fish Bta..Holland, glcb.

K.

O T. M.

Crescent Tent No. f*8 K. O. T. M.
meet* every Monday evening at their
hall opposite the City Hotel. This is
cheapest life insurance
^
W.. A. Holley. R. K.

order.

OFH&lVll

A. W. Regal.

Com.

7-ly

it

NEW OPENING
—

IN-

PILES

1

PILES!

PILES

I

Dr. WUIIatnN'Indian I’lle Ointmentwill euro
tillnd.bleeding,ulceratedand ItohlnKI'lles.It
ndaorlM tbo tumorM. allaya the Itoblng at once,
acta hi u poultice, given Instant relief. Dr. \' II*
Hauls' ludlou Pile ointment la prepared only for
Plies hikI itoblng of the privateparts, and noth'
else. Kveryhox Is guaranteed.Sold by
druggists, neiil by mall, for II porbox.Williams

court young Russell was sentenced to
four years at the industrial home for

INCExNDlAitY^ BLAZE.

toys.

A DASTARDLY ATTEMPT TO BURN
STEARNS* LABORATORY.

mg

MEATS.

M'rgCo., Propra. Cleveland,O.
Sold on a guaranteeby J. <i. Docahurg. Holland.

Watchman Fired Two Shota at

the Fire*

huge, but They Kecaped Through h Hole
In the Roof— A Weal llrnnell Finn Fur-

chaaea a Large Heading Mill Plant at

Fall and Winter

Our new meat market on the south-east
corner of

Market and 13th
IS

Sts.

NOW OPEN,

With

Overcoats,

Hats and Caps.

a full line of

Fresh and Smoked
A new and complete

MEATS.

stock, at low prices.
You

will find it advantageeus to deal
with us. Give us a call !

Uoae City.

this line.

CALL ON US.

A

HURBK

Lokker

i

Heave

Distemg

ta-

&

Rutgers,

Eiglit St., Holland.

Hu Cured Heaves of Three Yean
Heaves in

Cure

its first stages.

For Coughs, Colds, Distemper, and fo»

Lung Troubles

all

in

Horses

H has no equal.

Try

It!

And You Will Use No Other! Are

PRICE,

25

CENTS A BOX.

YouGoing

to

Build?

Anyone intending to

build should
and see us. We build houses
on EASY PAYMENTS.
call

Shingles, Lath, Building Hardware,

J.

&

H. DE

JONGH

Brick, Sash, Doors, Paints, etc.
C Special low prices

PROPRIETORS.

HOLLAND

Lumber

CITY, MICH.

Sent fe Any Adarcss on Receipt

of

Price.

on mouldings.

of all kinds and grades.

Planing, Matching and Re-sawing.
Plans and specifications for factories,
residences,and all buildings prepared
on short notice.

Lumber Wagons,
Express Wagons,
Proprietors of Crescent Planing Mill,

Heavy

Wagons,

West Eighth St.,

HOLLAND,

MICH.

Spring Wagons,

Manufacturedin

First-class Style.

W.C. COVEY. V.S.

Blacksmithing,
Horseshoeing,
and Repairing.

Lost

HU

so.

BOSTON,

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
WASHINGTON, /
.

DENVSH,

SAN FRANCISOO.

Horse and Cattle
owners

DiHiiioniU ami .Sqimnlori.

place last week concludednegotiations
for the purchase of the extensive heading mill plant of D. H. Burrell& Company at Rose City. This plant is one of
police station.
the finest in northernMichigan, being
valued at §27,000, and has never yet
Proceeding*For Divorce.
been run, not yet being quite comPort Huron, Dec. 8.— Mrs. James
pleted. The French Land and Lumber Boardman has commenced proceedings
company will at once utilize the plant for divorce in the circuit court from
for the manufactureof shingles, head- her husband, Jame4 Bardman, to whom
ing and lumber of all kinds, prepar- she was married in England 25 years
ations with that end in view being now ago. The petition states that Boardmade, and will employ about 100 hands. man desertedhis wife two years ago,
The starting up of this plant will give and that sin* ' a legacy of £290 has been
the little town of Rose City quite a left her in England. To get this money
boom. The company owns a large tract it would be ecessary for the husband
of land in the vicinity of the plant on and wife to jointly sign the receipt. To
which there is 100,000,090feet of mar- do away with this formality Mrs.
ketable timber, oak, ash, elm, basswood Boardwan seeks a divorce and that the
and pine, besides about §25,000 worth of legacy be given her as alimony.
cedar. This cedar has been sold to a
Acquitted of the Charge.
Cleveland firm and men are now at
work getting out poles, 6,000 to 8,000 of
West Bay City. Dec. 9.— Mrs. Magwhich will be taken out this winter. gie Andrews, on trial for setting fire to
M. H. French, banker, of this village is a tenement house belongingto Hon.
the presidentof the company, and car- John Welch, was acquitted in the cirried on the negotiations for the pur- cuit court. The trial occupiedthree
chase of the plant. He will also con- days. The building was occupied by
duct the business of the company in the Mrs. Andrews and caught fire three
selling of the lands and of the manu- times within as many hours. She was
factured product of the mill. Milo seen using an oilcan in a back room
Eastman of East Tawas, who is vice where the fire caught and in the room
presidentof the company, will be gen- rubbish was found covered with oil, but
eral superintendent of the company’s the jury censidered the circumstantial
evidence scarcely strong enough for
works at Rose City'
conviction.

A.

A

Company’*Stock.
Grand Rapids, Deo. 7.-- Judge Severens of the United States court
Wednesday cut through the tangle*'
mass of litigationover the affairs of
Nelson, Matter & Company, the embarrassed furnituremanufacturers, and
ordered the Michigan Trust company,
which is the receiver, to sell the entire
property,including the large factory,

Struck

bjr

-

DeKRUIF. Druggist,

ZEELAND,

WILL SELL THE JENTIRE PROPERTY.

(SUCCESSORS TO

W.

KANE)

Is the place to get

your

DR,TTG-S
PATENT
Toilet

an Knglne.

P.

MICHIGAN.

:

MEDICINES

Articles,

School Books,

Detroit, Dec. 12.— Barbara Lachant,
employedas a window washer by the
Michigan Central railroad, received injuries in tne yards or ine company 'Monday afternoon from which she’died shortly afterwards.She was 56 years of age
and had just finished the windows in
one car and .was leaving it when she Prescriptions Carefully Compounded by a Registeredand
was struck by a switch engine. He*
perienced Pharmacist.
hips were terribly crushed. She was
picked up in an nuconscious condition
Full line of Inside and Outside Paints, Varnishes and Brushes.
and conveyed to Harper hospital where
she died 20 minutes after arriving.

Perfumes,
Fine

money appropriatedfor Muskegon’s
exhibit and the furnishing for a room
in the Michigan world’s fair building.
It was also decided to send out cards

asking for donations of clothing. The

Muskegon Cracker company has
warded five barrels

Stationery,

Magazines, and Papers.
Ex-

MARTIN. & HUIZINGA

citizens’com-

mittee,appointed by President Ireland,
met at the Occidental to take action
looking towards the relief of the upper
peninsula miners. It was decided to
ask the common council to grant for
that purpose §5100 left over from the

sale.

Cigars,

Cor. Eighth and River. Holland, Mich.

Will Aid the Miner*.

Muskegon, Dec. 12.— A

Central Drug store.

UNDERTAKING!
Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

for-

Caskets and everything necessary.

of crackers.

Death of Hon. J. M. 0*born.

Hudson, Dec.

11.— Hon. J. M. Osborn,
a prominent Pittsfordfarmer and capitalist,died of gangrene of the foot,
aged 74 years. He was a leading Republican,and had served his county in

both branchesof the legislatnre.He
was inspectorof wagons for the Indian
commissioner under Garfield. Ho was
a high Mason. He had been connected
with many business interestsin Hudson, and wp one of the original stockholders of t.ie Cincinnati,Jackson and

JOHN DE KRUIF
ZEELAND, MICH.

Mackinaw

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

New

you say

worms.

Kxlniielve Plant Porchaaeil.

David Calhoun Attempt* to Kill HI* Wife
and A. H. Watt*.
Marshall, Dec. 9.— David Calhoun,
locomotive engineer on the Cincinnati,
H. KREMERR, M. D., Prop’r.
Jackson and Mackinaw railroad, while
CONSTANTLYON HAND.
—A FULL LINE or—
under the influence of liquor, told his
wife he would kill her, and seizing his
Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps, revolver
attempted to carry out his
Perfumery, Toilet Articles, &c. threats. Mrs. Calhoun ran to a neighbor’s and then escaped. Calhoun then
went to the home of A. H. Watts,
41.80 4 m.L LINK OF
master mechanic of the road mentioned,
and rapped at the door. Watts had just
Importid and Domestic Cigart.
retired, but answered the knock. CalH. Kkimbm, M. D., keepa hla office at the etora houn immediately grabbed him by the
where oalla will be received and promptly at throat and fired one shot, hot missed
him. The men then grabbed and strugleaded te.
gled for the possession of the revolver.
Office boura, 8 to 9 A. M., and 3 to 5 P. M
Calhoun was master of the sitnation
Attorney at Law, OfDd
whea Turnkey Gill appeared and quickIv manacled the wouldbe murderer.

’DEACK, W. H.. Commihuion Merchant, and
JJ dealer In Gram, Flour and Produce. Ulrb*

if

Bay City, Dec.

A WOULDBE MURDERER.

Wagon Hardware

There must be an inner tube removable through the

rim. Victors are built that way and they lead the world.
The most elegant bicycle catalog ever seen is yours

!
12.— The traveling
representativeof a New York diamond
importing house who has been in Bay
Now is the time of year when horses catch cold. I am putting
City advertising §75,000 worth of precious stones, tackled a game of “little up medicine for this which I have found in hundreds of cases to be
horses" at the Alhambra saloon and
restaurant,and went away a loser of just the right thing. Most young horses and colts when taken
diamondsto the value of §600. He reup in the fall are troubled with
I prepare a worm and
ported the matter to the chief of police,
who told him to prefer a complaint tonic powdkk that is especiallya good remedy for this. If your
against the Alhambra. This the man
did not do, the owner of the Alhambra horses or cattle arc sick, call and try my remedies. It will save you
having given him back his valnables.
The Alhambra is within 50 feet of the many a doctor’s bill.

Veterinary Surgery

ALL KINDS OF

tires.

count of defective sidewalks. Miss
Moutier is still detained here on ac-

MICH.,

TERMS REASONABLE.

Remember one thing about excellence in pneumatic

as this is the third case commenced
against it within a few months on ac-

the plant, finished and unfinished goods,
lumber, machinery, and everything except the bills receivable.
The sale is to be in parcels and is to
be effected during the month of JanuSpecialistin Delicate Operations
ary next. The order also directs the
receiverto reopen the big retail store
-INof the company for the sale of furniture
forthwith. The mortgagees and trustees
:
have filed a stipulation showing that
they consent to the sale, and their reRIDGLINGSCASTRATED.
spective claims will be transferredfrom
the property to funds realized from the

HUDSONVILLE,

K\'

count of her injuries.

Final Dlapoaltlonof Nelaon, Matter

Slagh,Smith&Co.
Freight

if

late,

The only reason Mr. Stearns can assign for the act is that the men wanted
work and attemptedto burn the building so ns to be employed in building a
new one. Nearly 500 persons are employed and if the plot had not been exposed they would all have been thrown
out of employment.

An

The Best Heave Pewdersin the Werldl

to

was

West Branch, Dec. 11.— The French
Land and Lumber company of this

POWDERS.
Standing. Warranted

sent in from Box 104. A
chemical engine extinguished the fire
with but little damage. The firm will
offer a reward for the arrest of the fire
alarm

fiends.

& Michmershuizen.

a*

Detroit, Dec. 11.— Shortly after 2 months, August-November, 6,5158,871,
o’clock Sunday morning a dastardly which is 378.825 bushels less than in the
attempt was made by two men to bum same months last year. Pasture this
FrederickStearns’ laboratory at tlio fall bus not been good, particularlyin
corner of Twenty-firstand Porter the southern counties,and the condition of live stock is reported from live
streets. About 0 o’clock Saturday
to seven points below a full average.
evening b boy who refused to give his Stock is practical]}’free from disease.
name met one of the employes and told
Suit For l)MtiiHK«*.
him that he overheard two men talking
over the scheme. Tiie man immediately Flint, Dec. 8.— Suit was begun in
the circuit court by Mary Moutier of
returned to the works nud notified the
Pontiac, through’ Attorney E. A.
firm. An extra watchman was put on Murphy, for §10,000 damages againstthe
duty. The two men gained an entrance city of Flint. In October last Miss
into u rear sited and they lit some ex- Moutier was bore visiting friends. One
celsior. The watchman discovered evening she and some lady friends
them and fired two shots, but the men went to a neighbor’sto spend the evening. On her wav home she foil upon a
escaped through a hole in the roof.
He then tried to put out the flames, defective sidewalk and broke her left
but they spread too rapidly, and an leg. The city lias been unfortunate of

Bargains for yon in

Van Zwaluvcnbcnj

Itori-nilM-r Crop Itoporl.
Lansing, Doc. 9.— The crop report for
December says that while wheat has
tnadn small growth, the plant, Doc. 1,
was in a fairly healthy condition. The
small growtli is due to late sowing and
dry weather. Thoinjuiy done by insects is hardly perceptible. The total
number of bushels of wheat marketed
in November is 1.704,851; in the four

railroad.

Give me a call if in need of such service. We will give you firatr
class service at reasonable prices.
Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favon.
IT

CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTT1B.JI

J. It

•JINTH

N1BBELINK

STREET.

HOLLAND, MICH

Hurled In a Caveln.
9.— John Eckert, a
cigarmarker, 88 years old, living at 32
Bellair street, was digging at the old
reservoir Friday afternoon when the
earth caved in on him and bnried him
entirely. He was dug out in a few minutes and removed to Emergency hospital, where he was found to be somewhat bruised,but probably not seriously hurt, although the doctors think
there may have been some internalin-

Detroit, Dec.

White Rose Gasoline.

May Ha Murder.
Mt market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
Detroit, Dec. 12.— Monday night
Mora, comer Btfkth and Fleb Street*.
Robert Bertrem, aged 23, who gave his
-OFoccupation as that of a coacbman,was
TJAUMGABTKL, W.. Torino riel Parlor*, Eighth
arreeted by Detectives Crandall and
and Cedar Streeta.Hair Drawing promptly
NO OFFENSIVE
WILL NOT GUM THE BURNERS.
attendedto.
Greene and PatrolmanQuinn and
lodged in the Central station. Daring
JJOLLAjND CITY BTAMBANIL Coital Mft,
the day one of the city physicians
Fenrth Trial F«r Murder.
compkibiso
B. Beach. Vie* Prealdent:6. Ver Schura,
!
called on Superintendent Starkweather
Saginaw*, Dec. 12.— The fourth trial
Oaebler. General Banking Buelneea.
and told him that a woman named of William Palmer for the murder of
TOBINS, PETER, dealer In Dry Gooda, Gro- DRESS GOODS OF ALL KINDS, Sadie Heinicbewas lying very ill at his brother Albert in 1890 is in progress
It is manufactured from the finest grade of Pennsylvaniacrude
X eerlea, Hat and Capa, Boota and Sboea, etc.,
807 Antoine street,and she claimed that
here. Thirteen men have been examEighth Straet, Opposite Schouten’s Drug Store.
Bertrem had choked her. To the of- ined for jurors and none accepted.
CASSIMERES,
oil, and double refined and deodorized.
ficers she stated that the quarrel was
T2UIRBAKKS.L, Juatice of the Peace, Notary
Palmer was convicted on the third trial
over some furniture which she wished
GINGHAMS,
J; Pabllc and Penaion Claim Agent, River St,
and sent up for three years, but was
Mar Tenth.
We claim that the White Rose Gasoline is not only better ift
to store. According to her Bertrem obgranted a new trial on error. In the
PRINTS,
jected and assaulted her, choking her
«T A. MABB8, M. D. Office over Firat State
first two trials there was a disagreeuntil she was unable to stand, and then
every respect, but that it is more economical. One gallon of it will
(!• bank. Office houra, 9 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 and
STAMPED LINEN GOODS,
ment.
TteSr . Realdenoe,comer Flab and F.lghtb
kicking her in the head. The
/ : ' ‘ i ‘ ‘ • M II
LINEN GOODS OF ALL KINDS. woman is now in a serious condition
Fire at Decatur.
produce the same amount of heat as one and one-quarter gallons of
and unable to talk. The doctor is in
Decatur, Dec. 11.— Fire deetroyed a
SHAWLS,
doubt as to her recovery and Bertrem store building on Main street owned by ordinary Gasoline which is sold at but a few cents per gallon less.
DR.
will be held to await the result of her I. B. Bagley and occupiedas a photo
JACKETS,
injuries.
graph gallery by J. L Huff. The enSave trouble and annoyance with your gasoline stoves by using
PHYrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
HOSIERY,
gine refused to work and for a time
A
Young
Criminal.
(Successor to Dr. J. G. Huizinga.)
disastrous results were feared, but the
Port Huron. Deo. 12.— Frank Rus- tire was confinedto the burnt structure White Rose
In fact, everything belonging to a
Office-New Holland City State Bank
sell, 18 years old, while attempting to
firstrclassdry goods store.
sell a paper in ft. L. Boyce & Son’s
Divd «f Heart Di*«a*e.
Block, cor. Eighth and River Sts.
A
hardware store, entered the office dur- ; Kalamazoo, Dec. 12.— Isaac Sliter, a
ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.
ROOMS AT NEW CITY HOTEL.
ing the bookkeeper's absence and, uu- blacksmith, aged 63. dropped dead of
locking the money drawer of the safe, heart disease in the office of the Comabetracteda pocketbook containing§40. Imercial hotel. He leaves a wife and
As soon as the los? was discovered De- nine children.
tective Buckeridge was notified. He
—
With Saving s Department.
came to the conclusionthat young
A“ o;d 8®lt,*r
sell was the thief and arrested him.. Houghton. Dec. -John White, one
$50,000.00.
Seventeendollars were found on his of the oldest settlers of the Pewabic
EIGHTH STREET, |
Cor. Eighth and Blver Ntrwt*.
person and §15 more recovered that he mine location, aged over 80 years, was
Lad thrown away. The rest of the fonnd dead in his cabin. The cause of
\Y Mokma.
ISAAC CAPPON.
!
in
Paints,
Holland. Mich. money had been spent. In the police death was heart failure.
River Streat.
Cashier.
President.

Winter Stock

It

Dry Goods.

joi?-

NO SMOKE!

_

ODORS.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

•traeta.

_

W. PARRY JONES,

brand.

Son’s

,

_____

COMPLETE LINE OF GASOLINE STOVES.

|

First State
CAPITAL

-

Bank

G.

VAN PUTTEN

Rus-

-

-

—

J' B:

9.

Van Oort

& SONS.

Dealer

Hardware Stoves,

Etc.

%

4'.'

r

tawa County Times.

m

I.L

V

II

l)| MICH.,

FRIDAY. DEC.

STATE

15.

I

IWH.

ITEMS.

C

DRY
GOODS

EXPRESS ROBBERY.
AN INTERNATIONAL AND GREAT
NORTHERN TRAIN HELD UP.

WniiutMlfty, !>•«•
Tliree
CjMlilluc nmn hiu ordont from Clwrtand
land parties for 5,000 Cbristnuu trees.

A

Nine hens tielonginR to a Spring I*ke
farmer have laid l,23fl eggs during the
pant

summer.

Robert Huff of Fennvillewas seriously
injured by a ball from a rifle in tlte bands
of a

companion.

Hopkins’Station, an Allegan county
bamlet with a populationof 250, has

W

cases of the grip.

Men I’MMd Through the Coachra
Made the Faaaengara Deliver Up
Their Money and Other Valuablea.
Amount ef llooty Secured Varloualy
Katlmatedat From • 10,000 to 950,000.
Austin, Dec. 12.— The express car
looted of all the money and valuables
in the safe, every passengerin the
coaches robbed of their purses,watches
and jewelry,a pistol ball in the arm of
Fireman "Rad” Corrigan is the record

Six farm Iwrns have In-en recently destroyed by fire in Van Bureu countv, and
in every
everv cane the incendiarygot in bin of the holdup and plunder of the northwork.

bound Internationaland Oreat Northern possengertrain at Dual station, 15

Mm. Kitty Habbiland, aged 90 years,
who lived alone at Niles, wan found dead
in her house Monday night. It is supposed miles north of Austin,at midnight Sunday night.
that she died Sunday.
Corrigan'swound is painful, but not
Thursday, Dec. 7.

NEW STOCK
BOOTS and SHOES.

-OF-

SLAUGHTERED

Wc

positivelyare going to
this the

NOW

IS

make

There you

A

OPEN.

will find

SALE IN

RUBBER GOODS!
In Assortment.

TOOLS, STOVES,
If

AM) HEAVY HARDWARE.

DRY GOODS
<«EBB5S£21£u&:

GENUINE

BIG REDUCTION

years

experience

of*

am

I

to

share of your

trade. Prompt

courteous treatment to

A.

COST

-and

-AND-

—

PAPER HANGING.

Repair Shop.

ALL WORK DONE IN A NEAT
AND ARTISTIC MANNER. *

JACOB HOEK
The undersigned has opened
pied by

all

repairing promptly attendedto at

v,asonableprices. I will be happy to

meet

NEW

SPECIAL OFFERS

robbers.

building were completely ruined by the

SPLENDID BOASTS!
JUICY STEAKS!
l

Everything belongingto a
moat market, at

L. Visser, Jr,
SOUTH RIVER STREET,

first-clase

r*DeKoster

HOLLAND. MICH.

RIVER STREET.

IXAMBERT’S
PLEASE.
I

want to call your attention to the de*
licious fruit which wo are selling.

Oranges from Sunny

GALLERY.

TRADE-

ROASTS

friends, acquaintancesand

NOTIER &
Ver SCHURE.

postoflleo at Saline, Washtenaw
county, was broken into a few nights since,
but all the burglars got for their pains was
something less than a dollar iu small
change. Both front and rear doors of the

St.

MILES OF SAUSAGE ^

ForSTHIRTYEE

«»

Headache Powhers

my

now customers at ray place of business.

DAYS ONLY!

The

Fourteenth Str**t, West of Pine

Henry Visser on South River

Street. Horse-shoeing, Job Work, and

Remember This Sale

-WHITL^WhItE

a black-

smith shop in the place formerly occu-

PRICE

accidentally jaldied a knife into his brother’s arm, severing an artery.

‘

HOUSE

Hoods.
Mitts,

Eighth Street.

HELLENTHAL,

Schure, Eighth street.

Fascinators,

SIMON SPRIETSMA,

with

EAST EIGHTH STREET.

merly occupied by Notier & Ver

Shpwls,

YOUR

economize in this

and

all.

Jackets,

we

you wish

and see me at the store for-

. Call

Cloaks,

Lasts

if

in a first-class way and solicit a

Dress Goods,

WANT-

and

line, trade

I will try to run a first-class store

m

WINTER FOOTWEAR,

in,

to

acquaintedwith the hardware trade.

Shews
“ Corrigan’sleft, shoulder. The firing of
thus hasteningher death. She
was “
highly
regular as clock-work. At the time esteemed, and left a large circle of friends. this shot was the signal for a regular
I began taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla,my
fusilladefrom both sides of the train
Friday, Dec. 8.
weight was only 129 pounds ; I now can
Sanilac county has been troubled with and in front, shattering headlight,
brag of 153 pounds, and was never in so
sneak thieves to such an extent this fall windows and all. The bandits then
good health. If you could see me be- that in several townships detective asso- attacked the express car, in charge of
ciations have been formed to try and stop Messenger Rumnger, who was comfore and after using, you would want
pelled to open the car and the safe.
me for a traveling advertisement. the nuisance.
An ttempt was made a few nights since Speedilylooting it of all valuablesthe
I believe this preparation of Sarsaparilla
to blow up Loranger'sdam in Stony creek. two robbers joined their confederates
to be the best in the market to-day."
Seven one-pound sticks of dynamite were and a raid was made on the passenger
used, but only two exploded, and the dam- coaches,the trainmen being left under
age was slight.
guard.
The Allegan County Christian Endeavor
Three men passed through the
union
has
made
arrangements
to
bold
Fmpsred by Dr. J.C. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Man.
coaches, while those on the outside kept
meetings in every village and township in
a constant and rapid fire to intimiCures others, will cu re you the county, with the object of largely in- up
creasing the membership of the organiza- date passengers,many of whom, when ggv/Cand everything in the
the banditsentered,were hiding under
tion.
Dry Goods Line at
John Botmleau, for many years a promi- the seats. But the robbers made all
nent resident of Monroe county,ified at deliver money, watches and finger
his residence in Monroe Wednesday inorn- rings. One man did the robbing while
ing, after a painful illness of more than a the others held 6-shooters.
Charles Turner, a ’bus agent, saved
Are Ready for Business with year. The deceased was 09 years of age,
was born in this county, and left a widow his watcii and money by throwing it
and 12 children.
a full line of
under the stove. When the second passenger coach was entered one robber
Saturday,Dec. O.
About a month ago Mrs. Fred Tilk of left a package on the coalbox.and after
in such variety as to enable Mount Clemens fell downstairs, receiving the robbery it was discovered to be an
injuries which caused her death last week. expresspackage containing $800. The
us to fill any
The till at the Burdick House bar in robbers did not enter the sleeper. MesKalamazoo was recentlytouched for $50 senger Ruffinger does not know how
during the momentaryabsenceof. the bar- much money the express safe contender in the evening.
tained, but the run on Sunday night is
The Sunday schools of Mason will meet light.
in annual convention at the Presbyterian
After going through the train the
which the most critical cus- church Friday, Dec. 15. Afternoon and
robbers got away as quickly as possible
evening sessions will be hold.
tomer may have. In choosin the darkness towards the mountains.
Baroda, the new and hustling Berrien The amount of the booty is variously
ing1 our stock we have se- county village,whoso site two years ago
estimated at from $10,000 to $50,000. It
was covered with a primeval
' l<
forest, lias
cured styles that
feel just voted to erect a large graded school is suspected that the gang is the same
that made the big haul at Plano, Tex.
building.
certain will meet with
Paw Paw’s newly established electric The robbed train is the Camion Ball
lighting plant is at a standstill,awaiting ( No. 2. Messenger Rufiinger . thinks In the New Block,
iUote Ttmn uM>n in the gang. They
tnO HrnVHl yt
of <•*“’
Eig’hth Street, Holland.
which are sidetracked somewhere bet’
all wore masks. It took 30 ifcTnutes to
Rochester and that unfortunateburg.
complete the job. The bandits were
very abusive and seemed to bfulrunk,
Monday, Deo. 11.
approval, and by thus catering
cursing and striking passengers at will.
Petoskey people are taking up a collecto your interests,we feel that tion with which to provide a gymnasium
AGAIN IN THE TOILS.
for the Young Men’s Christian association.
we arc justified in soliciting The estimated cost is about $1,000.
A FamoiiH MIhhIhhI|)IOutlaw Captured In
The people of Wexford county are talkZEELAND, MICH.
your
ArkuiinHN. r
ing over the new county road law, and it is
New Orleans, Dec. 8.— R. Ray Coy,
not unlikely that an election will lie held
on the question of adoptingit in the near the noted Mississippi and Arkansas out- I have now opened my new gallery and
future.
am prepared to do all kinds of work
law, has again been captured, anil is in
Samuel Martlndale,a McDonald (Van jail in this city. Coy is wanted for
in tho line of photographs.
Buren county) merchant, cashed a check
I am making
for a pleasant appearingstranger,with the horse stealing,for burning a livery
stable and for other crimes, and he has
usual result in such eases.
Eddie and Jesse Brooks, two Luwtou been leading the authoritiesa long and
youths, were playing Indian, when Jesse hard chase. He was captured in Ar-

FALL AND

Dress Shoe,

or a Good Fitting; Shoe
work

From

i

V

you want a Fine

•<

WE

Winter Use.

CUTLERY, TINWARE,

Ever given
given in Holland. We do
8. P. Surra, of Towanda, Pa.,
Traverse City sent a carloadof flour, though the trainmen give good descripnor
mean to make this reducwhose constitution was completely
meat, beans and clothingto the famine tions of two of them.
tion in word only, but a
broken down, is cured by Ayer’s sufferers Wednesday, with more to follow.
The train passed this city at 11:20 p.
Over 11,000 have been raised in this city m. in charge of Conductor Joe Thomas,
Sarsaparilla. He writes:
for this work.
with Engineer Ed Rutledge and ‘‘Red’’
** For eight years, I was, most of the
The Northern Michigan HardwoodLumlime, a great sufferer from coostipa* berman's association hold its annual meet- Corrigan, fireman.
ApproachingDuval 10 miles north,
Cion, kidney trouble, and indiges- ing at Traverse City Wednesday. Radical
!
changes in methods of work were planned Engineer Rutledge discovered the
tion, so that my constitution seenifd
switch open and promptlybrought the
for the coming year.
to be completelybroken down. I was
Mrs. Hannah Daley, a pioneer of Imlay train to a standstill. Just as he stooped Come to our store and see for
induced to try Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and City, died at the home of her daughter, the train two well armed men with reyourself that what we
took nearly seven bottles, with such Mrs. Newell Watkins, Wednesday. She volverscevered him.
say is true.
Fireman Corriganwas a little slow
excellent results that my stomach, was about 78 years of ago. She recently
fell down cellar and broke her shoulder- and the fellow who had a gun drawn on
bowels, and kidneysare in perfect conbone, besides otherwise injuring herself, him fired,making an ugly wound
dition, and, in all their functions, as

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Full Supply of Footwear
for Fall and

a complete line
of hardware, such as

GREATEST
SLAUGHTER

The

NIES

J.

For the Next 30 Days!

amount of money
Marquette has procured plans for a new dangerous.
city hall, but the bids for construction taken from the express car and passenwent all above the estimate and the con- gers is not yet accuratelyknown. The
trolleris advertising again.
gangs identity is not yet learned,

.......

^

Bananas!

Nutritious

Lemons,

Florida!

for

Your

Cranberries, for Your

Dental Rooms.
New Holland City

Pies!

State

Hank Block,

SECOND FLOOR.

Sauce! Cor. River and Eig’hth Streets.

Sweet Potatoes, Canned Goods, Figs

DATES, ETC.

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

OR IF TOC WANT

FIRST-CLASS.

WHITE BREAD,
RYE BREAD,

kansas some weeks ago by Sheriff
FOR THE
GRAHAM BREAA
White and brought to this city. The
officerpermitted him to go to his sisterCakes, Pies, Candies, Nuts, Cigar*
in-law’s in this city, and while in tin
then call at tho
house Coy gave the officer the slip and
Call and see me when in Zeeland.
made his escape from the city. Some
fi,ne NVJnte learned that Coy was
at work in Texas on the Aransas Past Those wishing work done for the Holi-

Dr. A. Lambert,*

HOLIDAYS.

BUILDING

railroad. White started for the plat
days should not delay, as at that seaTuesday, Due. 12.
and found his man who was working as
son it is very busy which someA Hillsdale lady, while sweeping snow a farmhand under an alias. Coy was
any Headacheor Neuralgia,or money refunded
off
the
sidewalk,
fell
and
broke
a
hip.
.
‘
keuhii;
times causes (tylay.
WHITE * WHITE, Grand Rapids, Mick.
arrestedand White brought him to this
2BctS. A BOX.
There is not
criminal case on the ; city. He will be taken to Hattiesburg
Gallery on West Main street, near
docket of tlie Branch circuitcourt for the
to stand trial. Coy has been remarkcurrent term.
residence.
ably successful in getting away from
Marquette’sYou*g Men's Christianas- the officers.
H. J.
sociation is in debt, lias no funds, and has
•losed its rooms.
THE MOB FLED.
Ei^ith
Holland, ktlch
Pfilnis, Sanilaccounty, with a populaItiotrr* Kll«il anil FoiirtaoiiOther*
tion of 100, has two saloons, and is going
ZEELAND, MICH.
to have another.
Wmimltiilliy Helillera.
The Beit Shaves and Hair Outs in the
While cutting logs in the woods near
Palermo, Dbc. 12.— Serious rioting
city, at the Eagle Touserial Parlor*
Benzonia.W. J. Lampkins was struck l»y
1 have the negative of the wreck on
took place in the commune of Glardia falling iimb and fiistautlykilled.
North of DoKrakur's meat market,
A Mount Morris man got mud and swore nello Sunday morning. Tho disturb- the C. & W. M. Hy. near Zeeland on
on the public street, triid a Moant Morris ancen were instigatedby the Pasco doi the night of Nov. 23d. Pictures of this
River Stv Holland MSA.
justice lined him $0.
Lavoratoro society. Troops wore can bo had (size 8x10 inches) at 50 cents
West Branch is sending Detroit a whole hastily summoned from Montelepre
WEIGHT !
each.
carload of Christmas trow, the merchants
and upon arri ving at Giardinello they
Ilf iintittfDr.Kdlion'aFt
there purchasingthem from tho
b« farmers.
were attacked bv tho mob and a sovoro
Pills aud Uandi aii4 Ol
William Bice, an Allman oounly nlro- conflict followed. Finally the soldiers,
Fruit Salt: li will ft
rod, shot a 20-pound wildcat which atr
walglu without dl<
mistaking
an
ordpr,
fired
upon
the
tacked his dog while trotting by hi* situ
uiauuatlyrvauroa Uio can mi of ob«l
rioters, Killing light of them and
dybpevriik rliomnatKm, oorvoui&Mi.
Having no further immediate use for
klilaeftibublM, nuU keepi you haalthy,
wounding
14 others. Of the wounded
their wigwam at Au Sable, the Loud combeautffica tho cotupleiivn.
pany think of transformingit into on opera four are In a critical condition. None
DR. EDISON’S OBESITY FRUIT SALT
of the soldiers were injured.Further
house.
A fmlt Tuxativti. Coatalui all tha valuahW a* Office on River Street, Opposite old*
Maulstiquechomiereare return lag from troops were summoned, but before they
llua ootjhtitiieiiuof Uip« fruit; U everVMCant,
For Speculators and Homeseekers.
the lumber woods, and report that a re- arrivedthe mob had fled.
tHKti’BBvVeet.lIkeHoiltt.Nad
tblya y#| I* afcw tig*.
Phoenii Planing Mill.
duction iu wages was announced and they
FriHo. It pur bottlo hi uurt|j|nM,
or of urugfw*
TWO TRAGIC DEATHS.
MiyiBuroiaefiUfortlio
bap4
50,000 Acres of the Finest threw up their jobs in consequence.
'r tbu lartfifUpart of tk# alxfomuu- Tho ImikIb emi K M
Oue Man Com in Its ftulcld*, Mi* Othor
Holland, Mich., Feb. 19, 1893.
each for any lea^th up u :io
Agricultural Lands!
HliootM lllniN#!!Atml'Uutalljr.
Mu. Hull, Dear Sir:— I have paid
luuhuB, but for one larver tana
HO inuheB add t«a oeub ejtra
out for myself over Four Hundred and
Olncinnati,Dc*c.9.—
Two
tragic deaths
That can be found in Missouri. Beau- Fifty Dollars ($450) for medicine and
for ouch additionaliacb. You
occurred hern Friday afternoon,one a
tifully located on the southern slope of
doctor bills the last nine years, and suicide. T. C\ Baiter, an expert methe Ozark Mountains. Fine Climate; found no cure in the medicines for me, chanic, shot himself. His brother,
all
Good Water; Excellent Fruit and Agri- but found a cure in Hull's Superlative,
Jacob Baitei, is manager of Floischcultural region. Fruits of all kinds;
man’s
yeast
works
in
New
York.
of which I used five bottles in seven
Winter Wheat, Timothy,Clover, Corn months, and now I feel like a young Charles Baiter another brother lives iu
& CO.,
and all kinds of small grains grow in
A ganta for U. S. Dep't Itt,
of 25, and though I am nearly 48 years Baltimore.
Ham, Bacon, Dried Beef,
lYy thoa* flo* RoacW which w« an i«H*
abundance. From 2 to 15 miles from old. Hull’s Superlativehas done a
John T. Johnson, who came here with
railroad.Schools and churches in close
115
STR.
lag at the
wonder for me under God’s blessing. his wife and child from Pontiac, Ills.,
proximity.
My ailment was Nervous Prostration, where he had charge of a tobacco
CHICAGO,
ILL.
The Best Quality,
Catarrh of the bladder and Indigestion. works, attemptedto clean a revolver
Send for our 8 column artlcla on obaalty. (Third
and accidentallyshot himself through
Yours Respectfully,
•dlllou of 100,000.)
Or the fresh Sausage*
the heart. His home is in Russellville,
S. SPRIETSMA.
At
the
Lowest
Ohio.
Of the Pork Steahf
GIovph ami MltteiiH.
DR. lULD’S
FOOD. If net, you should do so. Have you any
Struck a Gunhor. *vAs cold weather has about startedin
Poultry to Mil ? If so, I will pay you
Grand Junction.Colo., Dec. 9.— An
Cattle and Hogs require no shelter you will lie looking for a good pair of
I’ams in the Hack, Cold Hindi or *
immense volume of natural gas was
the highest market price In cash
gloves
or
mittens.
Another
thing
will
during winter. Hogs fat on acorns
struck in the experimental well of the
under the Hyes, I*imple»
Suffvreri
Be that the price suits you. The largready for the market.
Western ColoradoDevelopment comall Nervous or Wood Disetie* from any
These lands can bo bought for from $2 est stock of gloves and mittens of all pany iu this city at a depth of 500 feet.
In either sex, a Positive
Derangement
to $5 per acre. Improvedfarms from $8 styles an ) prices can be found at the
for Nervous Prostration,-V- of the N erven,
Col Klcbth and Fish Bta.,Holland. )flcb.
The force was so strong as to blow out
Leucorrhoea,Seminal Impure Wood, or
to $1'» per acre. Also pine lands for clothingestablishment of Bosnian Bros. the pipes. The pressureis estimatedat
Weakness, Nightly
Post Errors,should
sale on which good money can be made. Call and see
K O T. M.
Emissions or I .oss
200 pounds to the square inch.

GUARANTEED TO CURE

.....

MATERIALS

CONKRIGHT

G.

BARBER.

JOHN PESSINK,

TROMP,

--AT--

Street.

F-A-T!
REDUCE

j

YOUR

LUMBER YARD.

......

Great Bargains
in

SCOTT'S

OYSTERS!

Land!

FRESH FISH
AND

Meats of

HOLLAND, MICH.

kinds

Did

top

You

STATE

city Meat

Winters
Very Mild!

%

market

NERVE

CASH PRICES.

A^^SS-£!S!r'^
and

WM. VAN DER VEERE.

Cure

•

Wood ami Coal.
Address.G. RanKaNS. Coopersville,
Springfield,O., Dec. 12..4c
Charles
The bent qualityof wood and coal for
Mich., or Grand Rapids, Hoorn 1.
Tower Block, or Holla. Crocker, and sale at Austin Harrington’s.Telephone A. Bauer, general manager off\Varder,
Boshneil 6c trleasner shops, state* the
orders promptly attended to.
Lebanon. Mo.
firm will put on Jan.

Smoke ORIGINAL CIGAR,

i

5 Cents.

Smoke Original

<

ilak. 5 Cents.

|

men.

1

mu

Kim

a force iof 1,000

River Street.

tf

A-;ii”«aNE«VES:Or

*y*-* Free;
sent
......

nervous
tern and bring*

OF

\ty

mail

wr-n^raiAsrtH lot
U. AULL a ravt 1030

men.,

Crescent Tent No. 08 K. O. T. Mmeet* every Monday evening at their
hull opposite the City Hotel. This
cheapest life insurance
^
W.. A. Holley. K. K.
A. W. Regal,
7-ly

order.

Com.

V

NEW OPENING
—

—

IN

now meat market on

I

I

PILES

PILES

I

INCEiNMAitY BLAZE.

O.

„

I

Fall

tlio sonth-oast

and Winter

corner of

Market and 13th
IS

Sts.

Overcoats,

NOW OPEN,

With

Hats and Caps.

a full line of

Fresh and Smoked
A new and complete

MEATS.

stock, at low prices.
You

ml it advantageousto deal
with us. Give us a call

will

V

ft

!

CALL ON US.

EUREKA

&

Lokker

s Distemper

23-

Eight

St.

Rutgers,

Lung Troubles
it

,

Holland.

Try

It!

Cure

Horses

has no equal.

AreYouGoing

And You Will Use No Other

PRICE,

25

CENTS A BOX.

to

Anyone intending to
call and see

us. We

Build?

build should

build houses

on EASY PAYMENTS.
Shingles, Lath, Building Hardware,

&

J.

JONGH

H. DE

Brick, Sash, Doors, Paints,etc.
C Special low prices on mouldings.

PROPRIETORS.

HOLLAND

Lumber

of

Price

of all kinds and grades.

Planing, Matching and Re-sawing.

CITY, MICH.

Sent to Any Address on Receipt

Plans and specifications for factories,
residences,and all buildings prepared
on short notice.

Lumber Wagons,

Slagh,SmitMCo.
Express Wagons,
Proprietors of Crescent Planing Mill,

Freight
Heavy

West Eighth St.,

Wagons, HOLLAND,

-

MICH.

Spring Wagons,

Manufacturedin

OVERMAN WHEEL
BOSTON,

First-class Style.

Horseshoeing,

and pine, besides about §25,000 worth of
cedar. This cedar has been sold to a
Cleveland firm and men are now at
work getting out poles, 0,000 to 8,000 of
which will be taken out this winter.
M. H. French, banker, of this village is
the presidentof the company, and carried on the negotiations for the purchase of the plant. Ho will also conduct the business of the company in the
selling of the lands and of the manufactured product of the mill. Milo
Eastman of East Tawas. who is vice
presidentof the company, will be general superintendent of the company’s
works at Rose City.

WILL SELL THE ENTIRE PROPERTY.
Final Dispositionof Nelson, Matter M
Company's Stock.

Grand Rapids, Deo. 7.— Judge Severens of the United States court
Wednesday cut through the tangle*'
mass of litigationover the affairsof
Nelson, Matter & Company, the embarrassed furnituremanufacturers, and
ordered the Michigan Trust company,

which is the receiver, to sell the entire
property, including the large fadtory,
the plant, finished and unfinishedgoods,
lumber, machinery, and everything exHUDSONVILLE, MICH.,
cept the bills receivable.
The sale is to be in parcels and is to
Specialistin Delicate Operations be effected during the month of January next. The order also directs the
receiverto reopen the big retail store
-INof the company for the sale of furniture
forthwith. The mortgagees and trustees
:
have filed a stipulationshowing that
they consent to the sale, and their reRIDGLINGSCASTRATED.
spective
pectiveclaims will be
no iransierreu
transferredfrom
irom
:lie property to funds realized from the

pERMS REASONABLE.

A.

ZEELAND,

Acquitted of the Charge.
City. Dec. 9.— Mrs. Maggie Andrews,on trial for setting finrto
a tenement house belonging to Hon.
John Welch, was acquitted in the circuit court. The trial occupiedthree
days. The building was occupiedby
Mrs. Andrews and caught fire three
times within as many hours. She was
seen using an oilcan in a back room
where the fire caught and in the room
rubbish was found covered with oil, but
the jury considered the circumstantial
evidence scarcely strong enough for'
conviction.

MARI

P.

W.

KANE)

Is the place to get

your

DR,TJG-S
PATENT

:

MEDICINES
School Books,

Toilet Articles,

Struck by an Kngine.

MICHIGAN.

& HUIZINGA

(SUCCESSORS TO

West Bay

Detroit, Dec. 12.— Barbara Lachant,
employed as a window washer by the
Michigan Central railroad, received injuries in the yards ot tne company Monday afternoonfrom which she’diea shortly afterwards. She was 50 years of ago
and had just finished the windows in
one car and was leaving it when she Prescriptions Carefully Compounded by a Registeredand Exwas struck by a switch engine. He*
perienced Pharmacist.
hips were terriblycrushed. She watpicked up in an unconscious condition Full line of Inside and Outside Paints, Varnishes and Brushes.
and conveyed to Harper hospital where
she died 2U minutes after arriving.

Stationery,

Perfumes,

Magazines, and Papers.

Fine Cigars,

Cor. Eighth and River. Holland, Mich.

Will Aid the Miner*.

Muskeuon, Dec. 12.— A

MARTIN. & HUIZINGA

citizens’ com-

mittee, appointed by President Ireland,

met at the Occidental to take action
looking towards the relief of the upper
peninsula miners. It was decided to
ask the common council to grant for
that purpose §300 left over from the
money appropriatedfor Muskegon’s
exhibit and the furnishing for a room
in the Michigan world’s fair building.
It was also decided to send out cards

A WOULDBE MURDERER.

asking for donations of clothing.

The

Muskegon Cracker company has

for-

UNDERTAKING!
«

Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

Caskets and everything necessary.

David Calhoun Attempt* to Kill Ufa Wife warded five barrels of crackers.
and A. H. Watt*.
Death of Hun. J. M. Oiiborn.
Marshall, Dec. 9.— David Calhoun, Hudson, Dec. 11.— Hon. J. M. Osborn, Give me a call if in need of such service. We will give jou firetlocomotive engineer on the Cincinnati, a prominent Pittsfordfarmer and capH. KREMERB, M. D., Prop’r.
class service at reasonable prices.
Jackson and Mackinaw railroad, while italist,died of gangrene of the foot, Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favora.
CONSTANTLYON HAND.
—A FULL LIXB OF—
under the influence of liquor, told his aged 74 years. He was a leading Rewife he would kill her, and seizing bis publican,and had served his county in
Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps, revolver attempted to carry out his both branchesof the legislature. He
CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTIB8.^|
was inspectorof wagons for the Indian
threats.
Mrs.
Calhoun
ran
to
a
neighPerfumery, Toilet Articles. Sec.
bor’s and then escaped.Calhoun then commissioner under Garfield. He was
went to the home of A. H. Watts, a high Mason. He had been connected
ALSO A FULL LINK OF
master mechanic of the road mentioned, with many business interestsin Hudand rapped at the door. Watts had just son, and we one of the original stockImporttd and Domestic Cigan.
retired, but answered the knock. Cal- holders of t.ie Cincinnati,Jackson and
HOLLAND, HIGH
MINTH STREET.
Mackinaw railroad.
B. Kaunas, M. D., keeps his officeat the etore houn immediately grabbed him by the
where calls will be received and promptly ah throat and fired one shot, but missed
Hurletl In • Cuveln.
him. The men then grabbed and strugleaded I*.
Detroit, Dec. 9.— John Eckert, a
gled for the iMMsessiou of the revolver.
Office hours,tf to 0 A. M., and 3 to ft P. If
Calhoun was master of the situatiou cigarmarker, 88 years old, living at 32
whea Turnkey Gill appeared and quick- Bellair street, was digging at the old
TfclEKKMA, O. J., Attorney »t Law, Offlos
reservoir Friday afternoon when the
over the First State Rank.
ly manacled the wouldtie murderer.
earth caved in on him and buried him
TJEACH, w. II.. Com mission Merchant, and
entirely. He was dug out in a few minIt M»y He Murder.
dealerin Grain.Flour itu'lProduce. lIlKhDetroit, Dec. 12.— Monday night utes and removed to Emergency hostit market price paid for wheat. Office In llrick
More, comer Elfhth and Kish Streets.
Robert Bertrem, aged 23, who gave his pital, wbere he was found to be someoccupation as that of a coachman, was what bruised,bnt probably not seriousUAUMOABTF.L, W.. TonsorlalParlore, Eighth
arrested by Detectives Crandall and ly hurt, although the doctors think
I) and Cedar Streets.Hair Dressing promptly
WILL NOT
THE BURNERS.
attendedto.
Greene and Patrolman Quinn and there may have been some internalin- NO OFFENSIVE ODORS.

Wagon Hardware Central

Drug Store.

JOHN DE KRUIF

V

-

DeKRUIF. Druggist,

legacy be given her as alimony.

sale.

ALL KINDS OF

SAN FRANCISCO*

owners

Lost

Veterinary Surgery

and Repairing.

CO.

DENVER,

Horse and Cattle

Bay

been run, not yet being quite comPort Huron, Dec. 8.— Mrs. James
pleted. The French Land and Lumber Boardman has commenced proceedings
company will at once utilize the plant for divorce in the circuit court from
for the manufactureof shingles, head- her husband, Jame4 Bardman, to whom
ing and lumber of all kinds, prepar- she was married in England 25 years
ations with that end in view being now ago. The petition states that Boardmade, and will employ about 100 hands. man desertedhis wife two years ago,
The starting up of this plaut rUl.give and that sin* ' a legacy of £290 has been
the little town of Rose City quite a left her in England. To get this money
boom. The company owns a large tract it would be ecessary for the husband
of land in the vicinity of the plant on and wife to jointly sign the receipt. To
which there is 100,000,090 feet of mar- do away with this formality Mrs.
ketable timber, oak, ash, elm, basswood Boardman seeks a divorce and that the

W.C. COVEY, V.S.

Blacksmithing,

WASHINGTON, */

commenced

place last week concluded negotiations
tor the purchase of the extensive heading mill plant of D. H. Burrell & Company at nose City. This plant is one of
police station.
the finest in northern Michigan, being
valued at §27,000, and has never yet
Proceed I»k* For Divorce.

stages.

in

There must be an inner tube removable through the
rim. Victors are built that way and they lead the world.
The most elegant bicycle catalog ever seen is yours
if you say so.

worms.

An Kxtmmlve Plant l’nrclia*f*(l.

For Coughs, Colds, Distemper, and foi
all

Remember one thing about excellence in pneumatic
tires.

HU DIhiiioikU nml Squcnlcd.
!
City, Dec. 12.— The traveling
representativeof a New York diamond
importing house who has been in Bay
Now is the time of year when horses catch cold. I am putting
City advertising §75,000 worth of precious stones, tackled a game of “little up medicine for this which I have found in hundreds of cases to be
horses" at the Alhambra saloon and
restaurant,and went away a loser of just the right thing. Most young horses and colts when taken
diamondsto the value of §800. He reup in the fall are troubled with
I prepare a worm and
ported the matter to the chief of police,
who told him to prefer a complaint tonic powder that is especiallya good remedy for this. If your
against the Alhambra. This the man
did not do, the owner of the Alhambra horses or cattle are sick, call and try my remedies. It will save you
having given him back his valuables.
The Alhambra is within 50 feet of the many a doctor’s bill.

West Branch, Dec. 11.— The French
Land and Lumber company of this

Hu Cured Heaves of Three Yean
its first

late,

was

The only reason Mr. Stearns can as
sign for the act is that the men wanted
work and attemptedto burn the building so ns to lie employed in building a
new one. Nearly 500 persons are employed and if the plot bad not been exposed they would all have been thrown
out of employment.

The Best Heave Powders in the Worldl

Heaves in

Ip

sent in from Box 104. A
chemical engine extinguished the fire against it within u few months on acwith but little damage. The firm will count of defective sidewalks. Miss
Moutier is still detained here on acoffer a reward for the arrest of the fire
count of her injuries.
alarm

POWDERS.
to

ns this is the third case

BICYCLE

fiends.

Miclimcrshuizen.

Standing. Warranted

DcwntlrerCrop Itopnrt.

Lansing, Dec. 9.— The crop report for
December says that while wheat has
made small growth, the plant, Dec. 1,
was in a fairly healthy condition. The
small growth is duo to late sowing and
In the Roof— A West Urniich Firm Fur- dry weather. Thoinjmy done by inctmses m Lurge Rending Mill Plmit nt sects is hardly perceptible. The total
number of bushels of wheat marketed
Hose City.
in November is 1.704,851; in the four
Detroit, Dec. 11.— Shortly after 2 months, August-November, 0,858,871,
o'clock Sunday morning a dastardly which is 378.825 bushels less than in the
attempt was made by two men to burn sumo months last year. Pasture this
FrederickStearns' laboratory at the fall has not been good, particularly in
corner of Twenty-first and Porter the southern counties, and the condition of live stock is reported from five
streets. About 0 o’clock Saturday
to seven points below a full average.
evening a boy who refused to give his Stock is practically free from disease.
name met one of the employes and told
Suit For l)ntiiHK«ft«
him that ho overheard two men talking
over the scheme. The man immediately Flint, Dec. 8.— Suit was begun in
the circuit court by Mary Moutier of
returned to the works and notified the
Pontiac, through* Attorney E. A.
firm. An extra watchman was put on Murphy, for §10,000 damages againstthe
duty. The two men gained an entrance city of Flint. In October last Miss
into a rear shed and they lit some ex- Moutier was here visiting friends. One
celsior. The watchman discovered evening she and some lady friends
them and fired two shots, bnt the men went to a neighbor’sto spend the evening. On her way homo she fell upon a
escaped through a hole in the roof.
Ho then tried to put out the Haines, defective sidewalk and broke her left
but they spread too rapidly, and an leg. The city has been unfortunate of

this line.

Van Zwaluwcnbcrg

Heave

— *

A DASTARDLY ATTEMPT TO BURN
STEARNS' LABORATORY.

Bargains for yon in

&

— —

court young Russell was sentenced to
fonr years at the industrial home for
toys.

Hams’ Indlou PlleOlntment Is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth,
mg else. Every box Is guaranteed.Sold by
druggists, sent bv mall, for ft pur box. Williams
MTg (Jo., Proprs. Cleveland,
lt
,
Wntohiniin Fired Two Shots »t the FireSold on a guaranteeby J. 0. uoesbu rg, lolland .
bugN' but They KiCH|>«d Through u Hole

MEATS.
Out*

PILES

Dr. Williams'Indian Pile Ointment will cure
blind, bleeding' ulceratedand Itotilnu Piles. It
adsorbs the tumors, allays the Itchingat once,
acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. \U1*

J. ft

ZEELAND, MICH.

N1BBELINK

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

White Rose Gasoline.

U

New

D

Wiater Stock
-OF-

JJOLLAND CJTY ST ATK^U

A^N

K

.

Dry Goods.

Ca|dta|WO.,

H. Heaeb, Vice President;6. Ver

coarytysixo

Sch'ure,

Saabier. General Banking Business.
TlRINft, PETER, dealer In Dry Goods, Groeerlea, Hat and Caps, Hoots and Shoes, etc.,
Elfhth Street, Opposite Schouten's Drug Store.

X

DRESS GOODS OF ALL KINDS,
MERES,
GINGHAMS,

CASSI

sear Tenth.

PRINTS,

«f a. MABBS, M. D. Office over First Stats
«!• bank. Office hours, 0 to 10 a. m., S to 5 and

emeu.
flo

8

r.

M. Residents,comsr Fish and Eighth

DR. W.

>>

jury.

PARRY JONES,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Office— New Holland City State

Bank

Block, cor. Eighth and River Sts.

ROOMS AT NEW CITY HOTEL.

First State
With Saving

CAPITAL

s

Bank

Department.

President.

ment.

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

C.

VAN PUTTEN

_

and unable to talk. The doctor is in
doubt as to her recovery and Bertrem
will be held to await the result of her

injuries.
A

$50,000.00.
(j. \V.

& SONS.

Mokha,

Cashier.

River Streat.

Holland, Mich.

It is

manufactured from the

finest

grade of Pennsylvania crude

12.—

We

produce the same amount of heat as one and one-quarter gallons of

Decatur, Dec.

11.— Fire destroyed a
•tore building on Main street owned by
I. B. Bagley and occupied as a photo
graph gallery by J. L Huff. The engine refused to work and for a time
disastrousresults were feared, but the
fire was confined to the burnt structure

Voting Crlmlnnl.

Port Huron, Dec.

_

Flro at Decotnr.

Frank Rus-

IB years old, while attempting to
Died of Heart DImiim.
sell a paper m 8. L. Boyce « Son’s
hardwarestore, entered the office durKalamazoo, Dec. 12.— Isaac Sitter, a
ing the liooklteeper's absence and, uu- ! blacksmith, aged 03, dropped dead of
locking the money drawer of the safe, j heart disease in the office of the Comabstracteda pocketbook containing§10. | morcial hotel. He leaves a wife and
As soon as the loss was discovered De- • nine children.
tective Buckeridgewas notiff ed. He

ordinary Gasoline which

is

sold at but a few cents per gallon less.

Save trouble and annoyance with your gasoline stoves by using
White Rose brand.

sell,

,

; Hotou^.

Cor. KlgliUi and ItDer Ntrswts.

Isaac Caim-on.

first-clansdry goods •tore.

ABSOLUTELY PURE!

ined for jurors and none accepted.
oil, and double refined and deodcrizcd.
fleers she stated that the quarrel was
Palmer was convicted on the third trial
over some furniturewhich she wished
and sent up for three years, bnt was
claim that the White Rose Gasoline is not only better is
to store. According to her Bertrem obgranted a new trial on error. In the
jected and assaulted her, choking her
first two trials there was a disagreeevery respect,but that it is more economical. One gallon of it will
until she was unable to stand, and then

(Successor to Dr. J. G. Huizinga.)
In fact, everything belonging to a

GUM

o(-

STAMPED LINEN GOODS,
kioking her in the head. The
LINEN GOODS OF ALL KINDS. woman is now in a serious condition
SHAWLS,
JACKETS,
HOSIERY,

_

lodged in the Central station. During
the day one of the city physicians
Fourth Trial For Murder.
called on Superintendent Starkweather
Saginaw, Dec. 12.— The fourth trial
and told him that a woman named of William Palmer for the murder of
Sadie Heinickewas lying very ill at bis brother Albert in 1890 is in progress
807 Antoine street,and she claimed that
here. Thirteen men have been exam-

Bertrem had choked her. To the

NO SMOKE!

Seventeendollars were found on his
person ami §15 more recovered that he
had thrown away. The rest of the
money had been spent In the police

one
of the oldest settlers of the lewabic
mine location, aged over 80 years, was
found dead in his cabin. The cause of
death was heart failure.

A

COMPLETE LINE OF GASOLINE STOVES.

J' B;

Van Oort
EIGHTH STRUCT!

Dealer in

Hardware Stoves, Paints, Etc.

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS.

Golden Seal Bitters
Contain six different Roots, Herbs
and Barks; the first a Demulcent,

|

discouraged invalid. We Guarantee to Cure Rheumatism with these *
two medicines, and you take them
with the understanding that they
cost you nothing if they do not

of the limbs, poor appetite,easily cure. Remember this.
vital organs indisturbed by noise or excitement,
nonce upon s^eu(j 0f leaving the body. From
LAGRIPPE.
desire to avoid company, are among
the inflamed lining of the stomach, ^ig yOU cail rea(iiiy gee how the
the difficulties.
the alimentary canal and the other
Every paper we take up gives the
nervous system, the action, of the
LIVER AND KIDNEY CURE, AND LIFE-GIVING PRINCIPLE!
inflamedsurfaces. This substance Heart, the Kidneys and Bladder,
names of man); old people being
A NERVE TONIC.
not only soothes the surfaces with and in fact every part of the sysSuch is Golden Seal Bitters. just at the point of death, the rewhich they come in contact, but tem is dependent upon the blood. THE NATURAL REMEDY FOR MANKIND, FROM INFANCY TO AGE I They will be found by analysis to sult, in many cases, of La Grippe.
also, taken internally, relieve irriPeople in America
contain the essential elements out If you are afraid of the return of
STRENGTHENS THE UKAIN AND QUIETS THE NERVES— REGULATES THE
tation in distant organs, lessening
of which nerve tissue is formed. this fatal epidemic fortify your sysLIVE TOO FAST.
the acridity of the urine and other
tem against the disease by purifyIIOWELS AND PURIFIES THE BLOOD.
This explains their magic power to
They hurry and worry too much,
secretions. The second, a harmless
ing the fluids with the greatest**
and in this way destroy the ner- A Remedy for Skin IHwam*, Dynpepsiaand Stomach Troubles, Nervous Diseases, cure all nervous derangements.
vegetable Soporific,which quiets
blood purifier and nerve strengthThose whose occupation is princivous system ; then when they have
Headache, IndiicfstkHi, Biliousand Liver Troubles, Scrofula and
the nerves and allays all pain and
ener
ever discovered. It is the
pally mental— ministers,lawyers,
broken down the nerves
kidney and Bladder Diseases.
excitement of the nervous system,
only true way to ward off disease,
students and business men— should
THEY GRASP
giving rest to the body and to the
for Golden Seal Bitters is a scienNO OTIIKK MEDICINE KNOWN SO EFFECTUALLY I'UKOKS THE HLOOD OF not fail to use them. They will give
for
a
quick
cure
and
get
some
nerve
mind by its soothing atid quieting
tific vegetable discovery for cleansDEEP-SET AND HTKONOLY ENTRENCHED DISEASE.
strength to the mind and prevent
influence. The third, a gentle Laxa- medicine which contains opium,
ing the blood of all impurities and
exhaustion of the brain.
tive which acts uj>on the Liver and morphine, cordeia or bromides.
to ward off disease.
on the mucous tissues, curing inDON’T THINK
CONSUMPTION
carries off through the bowels the These give relief for a time, as they
MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS!
impure substances from the blood, deaden the feelings and paralyze You know everything. Many physi- flammation and ulceration of the in- Which destroysits tens of thousands
Are you troubledwith cold feet and
the
system,
and
in
the
end
make
ternal
coat
of
the
bladder.
cians and amateur apothecariesdo,
leaving the vital current pure and
of precious lives each year, is the
hands f Do you find it difficultto
result of impure blood, but Golden
wholesome. The fourth a Diuretic the patient their slave. The health however; but the fortunate part of
IT IS FOR THE LIVER.
keep warm? If so, your blood is
which acts upon the Kidneys. The of the whole body is almost as de- the affair is they are alone in their
Seal Bitters will heal the broken
Acting moderately and successfully
poor and very thin and its circulapendent
upon
the
Nervous
System
weak and foolish imaginations.
fifth a Sudorific which opens the
tissues of the lungs ; it will invigorwithout purging or griping. It
tion is weak. Do pimples show *
as
upon
the
Blood.
Hunger
and
pores of the skin and allows the corate the digestive organs; it will fill
The Blood is the Life of the Flesh. ” never leaves you constipated as
themselcs upon your face? Don’t
thirst,
climate,
heat
and
cold,
all
rupt substances near the surface to
the blood with the life-giving elemost blood purifiers in use do. The
be foolish enough to use some poispass out in the form of sweat, pro- have their effect upon it. The ner- We should at least stop to think, so
ments out of which new tissue is
liver
is
invigorated
and
harmony
onous
face preparation ; rather puducing a soft and natural condition vous system is marvelously com- we may get the full meaning of the
formed; it will fill and heal the ulproduced
in every part of the system.
rify
the
blood, then the pimples and
plicated,
and
to
prepare
a
mediwords, for these are words of Holy
of the skin, keeping the oil ducts
cers and cavities in the lungs. This
discolorations will disappearand the
cine
that
will
make
a
strong
nerWrit.
healthy and strong and giving a
IT IS FOR THE STOMACH.
remedy should be used as soon as
natural warmth will return to the
beautiful tint to the skin. The vous system, one that can stand the
the
appetite begins to fail and the
DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
This organ is very liable to get
body. Golden Seal Bitters is a
Sixth, an Alterative winch acts upon constant mental labor and worry of
patient begins to lose flesh. These
All Skin Diseases are Blood Dis- out of order and there are very few
great
beautifler and the only true
all the fluids and juicesof the body America’s way of doing business,
eases, for when the btood is pure indeed who do not suffer from a signs show the approach of Con- cure for skin diseases.
and
at
the
same
time
a
medicine
and prevents an excess of acid or
sumption. Golden Seal Bitters,
the skin is free from all unhealthy weak stomach, and
We have heard someone say it is
alkali, always keeping the secre- that would free the blood from all
unaided and alone, has cured coneruptions.
DYSPEPSIA
scrofulous,
hereditary
or
ulcerative
a
Bitter.
Yes, aod so it is, Golden
tions of the body free from acrid
sumption, but it will take many botSeal
Bitters,
and that it contains
Is
to-day
the
prevailing
malady
of
and improper accumulations of un- humors, has been our great desire.
Pimples on the face or body,
tles and a long time to do so. To
POISONS.
civilizedlife. A weak, dyspeptic hasten a cure Dr. Pete’s Lung alcohol. Yes, it does contain a y
healty fluids.
EVysipelas,Salt Rheum,
A poison is a substance which, Ulcers, Sores, Boils and
stomacli acts very slowly or not at Food for Consumption should be very small per cent of alcohol; and
THE BODY AND THE BLOOD. when absorbed into the blood, is
all on many kinds of food, gasses used with the Golden Seal Bitters. we should like to ask what medicine,
Diseases in the Skin,
“For the life of the flesh is in capable of seriously affecting health Diseases on the Skin,
are extricated, acids are formed and
whether sarsaparilla,kidney cure,
CATARRH.
the blood."
or of destroying life. Iodine and
liver invigorator, etc. , does not conbecome a source of pain and disease
Diseasesunder the Skin,
It is now settled that this is a
The Blood representsLife. The Iodide of Potassa are poisons, and Are cured by that marvelous Blood until discharged by the use of Gold- blood disease, and we also read daily tain it? All do; and what is more,
every liquid prescription you get
en Seal Bitters. To be dyspeptic
Blood is Life. If pure it carries irritant poisons at that ; they both Purifier, Golden Seal Bitters.
in our papers that local applications
from your family physician contains
If the blood be pure, the skin is to be miserable, hopeless,connourishment to all of the bodily tis- irritateand rot the stomach. They
fused in mind, depressed, forgetful, cannot reach the seat of the disease. alcohol. The facts are, there is no
sues, supplying the brain, the liver, are to-day the blood purifying prin- will be pure.
Golden Seal Bitters acts directly other way known to pharmacy in
irresolute, drowsy, weak, languid
the stomach, the bowels, the kid- ciple of almost all our Sarsaparillas.
SCROFULA AND THE BLOOD.
on the blood and mucous surfaces.
and useless. It destroys the teeth,
any country upon earth of extractneys, the bladder and the lungs Many kidney and bladder medicines
They will cure this disgustingdis- ing the medicinal properties from
Scrofula
is
a
hereditary
disease.
contain
acids.
They
are
actually
complexion,
strength,
peace
of
with the necessary elements, thus
Consumption and Catarrh result mind and bodily ease. It produces ease if used regularly for a few roots, barks and herbs than by the
fortifying the body against disease destructive to persons suffering
from a scrofulouscondition of the headache, pain in the shoulders, months, but it would be useless to use of alcohol. In the preparation.
from
these
diseases.
Nerve
medi
and curing the body of disease.
blood. The organs of our bodies coughs, tightness of the chest, diz- begin unless you are in earnest and of Golden Seal Bitters only just^
cines
contain
narcotics
or
bromides
The Blood also carries off through
cannot
thrive on impoverished and ziness, sour eructations of the stom- want to be cured.
enough to extract the medicinal
the different organs all waste and which deaden the sensibilitiesand
diseased
blood. Health, strength ach, bad taste in the mouth, bilious RHEUMATISH AND NEURALGIA. properties from the plants and to
paralyze
disease
for
the
time.
poisonous matter, removing bad matand beauty depend upon the purity
ter and distributing healthy matter;
GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS and vitalityof the blood. All sick- attacks, palpitation of the heart, in- Are found to be caused by bad or keep the medicine from becoming
flammation of the lungs, pain in the impure blood. Words fail to ex- sour is used. It is so carefully made
thus every moment of our lives
DO NOT
ness, pain and disease of every region of the kidneys, and a hun- press the suffering. Purify the that the proprietors do not let a
every part of our body is wearing
name is caused by stagnant humors dred other painful symptoms. Dys- blood with Golden Seal Bitters particle of alcohol that contains
CONTAIN A
out and being built up anew. This
in the body. Golden Seal Bitters
pepsia always yields to the vegeta- and make use of that late discovery, fusel oil to enter its manufacture.
,000,000
work is accomplished by the blood.
makes pure and clean the vital fluids. ble remedies in Golden Seal Bit- Dr. Hill’s Rheumatic and NeuThe price is $1.00 per bottle or
The Blood, if pure, makes the entire
PART OF
ters.
KIDNEY AND BLADDER.
POISON.
ralgia Cure. They will promote three bottles for $2.50. It can be
circuit of the body every seven
NERVOUS DEBILITY
the secretionsof the fluids and re- sent to any part of the United
Golden Seal Bitters of course
minutes, but if it becomes weak or
They are absolutely pure, and
Is
caused
by a long-continuedim- move the stiffness of the muscles. States by express. Address all
vitiatedand unable to perform its what is more, arc sold to you on the contain Golden Seal root among its
work properly, then the whole sys- “ No Benefit,No Pay ” plan for all many other healing herbs, and is, purity of the blood, which irritates Rheumatism depends on the acrid orders, if your druggist does not .
tem soon becomes diseased and act- Blood, Liver, Stomach, Kidney and as all students of medicine know, a the nerves. Sleepless nights, humors in the blood, and two bot- keep it, to H. Walsh, Holland,*
out jimv Yrtuoaer iWnconcn.
vemedy tor iLouo. dUoUCCS, as ft acts twitching of the muscles, trembling tles of each, will convince the most Mich., who is also wholesaleagent.

THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER

a bland substance which exerts U|^L,r clogging the
ealming or

.1 .«
^soothing^infl

,

*

* ‘

•

1

Boiird of EducitUon.
Holland,.Mich., Dec. II, IHIKi.
The Hoard met In regular monthly session.
Meeting was called to order by the president.
Preaent,all the members.
Reading of mlnutea and regular order of husineas sus|>cnded.
On motion of Trustee Me Hrlde— Resolved,that
the matter pertaining to the duties of janitor,
etc., be referred to the committee on buildings
and grounds with power to act.— Carried.
The following billa were presented for payment, viz:
J. O. Doesburg,IS000 Ins. on high school. .8 30.00
1’. H. McHridc, $2500 Ins. on 1st ward school 45.00
A . V isscher, $2500 on 1 st ward school ...... 45.00
SlallngtonHangor Slate Syndicate ....... 104.50
Ottawa Co. Times. 1000 p. paper 2x4, ete. . 2.25
11. Wykhuyscn.3 clocks (8-day) .......... 10.00
J. Price, superln’ynew schoolking, plans
and specltlcaUonsfor closets ...........102.50
J. Meerman, 37 hours labor on seats ....... 7.50
C. Blom, draying, $1.35; fgt adv., laborand
hauling black hoards,etc ...............18.00
C. M. McLean, postage, fgt adv. exp. mlsc. 11.05
W. A. Olmsted,2 dusters ..................
1.42
T. Van Landegend, *3 paym. on furnaces.200.00
Itlnck & Co., 30 curtains. 4 waste baskets. ’34.00
K. A. Reynolds,varn. blacking 83 seats..
10.38
D. Weymar labor ..........................
1.50
*. Van Landegend, labor and material....55.13
A. P. Scott, material .......................
40 03
Mrs. Langeveld.cleaning windows ....... 2.00
K. A. Reynolds,labor us janitor 1st ward.. 8.43
A. Huntley, lakirand material ............
80.26
Ranters Urothora. supplies ................. 28.13
T. Keppcl, 32'i tons soft coal, $110.50,28

.

—On

motion of Trustee Van Duren— Resolved,
That the report of the spcelal buildingcommittee Ite adopted.— Curried.
Committee on teachersrecommendedthat the
board purchase paper for all tha schools for examination purposes. On motion same was referred to the committeeon teacherswith power

Red Oil burns

XMAS GOODS AT M. KIEKINTVELD.
We wish to call your attentionto the

best.

Bargains in jewelry at Wykhuysen’s. fine line of Holiday Good* we are receiving and showing at our store.
Christmas goods at M. Kiekintveld
Books! Books! Books!

to act,

On motion of Trustee Visscher—Resolved, Smoke Original Cigar, 5 Cents.
That the matter pertainingto the examinations
Daily papers at the Michigan Restauof teachers be referred to the committeeon
rules and teaching,togetherwith the Supt., as a
special committee, to arrange in detail for the
examination, viz: who are to be examined, in
A fine display of gold watches at H.
what branches,what certificates to he accepted,
duration of these certificates and such other Wykhuysen’s.
mutters as may be connected therewith.-Currled.
Win. Brusse & Co. are -showing the
On motion of Trustee McHridc— Resolvcd.That
the matter pertaininglo bioken blackboards he latest styles of suitings and overcoatreferredto committee on buildingsand grounds
47-48
with power to act. —Carried.
On motion, Hoard adjourned.
Boarders Wanted.
C. V Kit SfHURK. Secretary.

_
_

rant.

'

Books of Poems, Fiction, Travel and
Biography in fine and cheap bindings.
Books in sets, Standard Works, Juvenile, Toy and Picture Books.
Booklets for S. S. classes from 5o to

Detroit.

Inquire within or at Jacob Flieman, Sr.

A Cure

for

Fine

We

have on hand an elegant line

of

-

Woolens and Beaver Overcoatings
which we are making up in Suits and Ulsters.

New York Grain.
Wheat— January,68Kc; March, 71
May,

December,

74J£c;

stock.

and

SUITS

at prices as low

FINE

OVERCOATS

as ready-made clothing for

this year

_

only, while the quality of work and style remains the

same as

for-

merly. Leave an order for your

WINTER SUIT OR ULSTER,
AND WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

Prices to

Meet the Times!
WM. BRUSSE & CO.
I

Chrlatinaa Treaeuta.

«7%c.
May,

Corn— January, 44Xc;

It is a fact that we are making to order,

Croup.

_

32Kc.

*"

Christmas is near at hand. You will
want to present some of your friends
with a present. You can get 12 beautiful and appropriate presents for $3 at
Will D. Hopkin’s, over Kanters hardware, Eighth Street.

5-16o;
,

De-

_

cember,45c.
Oats— January, 34Kc; February,84Kc;'
May, 85%c; December, 83%c; No. 2 white,
84%(234%c; mixed western, 84)f(235Xc.
Rye— Nominal.

• - -

SLEIGHS
James Kole, the north River street
manufacturer and dealer in wagons and
sleighs, has just received a lot of the
best farm and road sleighsin the city.
The sleighsare of the best materialand
pattern and are warranted to start and
run easier and carry heavv loads with
greater ease than any. They combine
lightness, strength and durabilityand

WHO NEVER SAW

- - -

i

LOCAL MARKETS.
Trices Paid to Fanners.

PRODUCE.
Rutter, per

lb

m

...................................

Egg*, per do* ................................. -y
A. VlSBCIIKB, i
Dried Apples,per lb ........................ ofl
—On motion of TrusteeMcllrlde-Resolved.that Potatoes,per bu ..................... 40 to 45
the report be adopted and placed on file.—Car- Hcana, per bu ..........................1.2Hol 40
Sfad,
Heans, hand picked,perbu ............1.45 to 1.50
Sunt. McLean nqiorted for the month of No- jnions ...................................
to 30
vember. On motion same was placedon tile.
GRAIN.
Visiting committee for November reported Wheat, per bu. new ...........................57
having visited all the rooms.
Oats, per bu, mixed ..................... 28 lo 30
To the Hoard of Educationof tht City of Holland, Corn, per bu ....................................
88
Gentleraen-Your
special building committee Harley,per 100 ................................ no
beg leave to rc|K>rtthat they have accepted the Huckwheat, perbu .............................oo
bid of Mr. T. Van Landegendfor two No. 418 Rye, per bu ....................................42
Hoyntounew gas tight furnaces and have had Clover Seed, per bu ...........................4.50
same placed in the new school buildingat a cost Timothy seed, per bu. (to consumers) ....... 2.26
of $400. 70 percent of purchase price to be paid
UEEF. PORK, ETC.
when the furnacesare set up and completed and Shoulders,smoked, per lb ............... 00 to .8
30 per cent to be paid on the 15th of March, I8W. Chickens, dressed, per lb ................7 to 8 When of Husen you would buy,.
These furnacesare guaranteed for a term of six Chickens, live, per lb .................4 to4'4 And other jewelers you are asked to try,
years as per bid attached herewith. Your com Turkey, dressed, per lb .................
0 to 10
mlttee would also report that they have let the Turkey, live,|>er b ...................... 7 to 8 Then— just wink the other eye.
#
job of buildingthe closets as per plans and spe- Tallow, per lb ......................
.4
cifications furnished by.Mr.Jas Price. architect, Lard, per lb ...........................
7to 7'4
HUBEN'B stock of Watches and Diafor the sum of 1215. In regard to the matter of Heef. dressed, per ib ................04 to .05
filling In around the new school building and Pork, dressed, per lb ..................
to 6 monds is immense. Everybodybuys of
building the walks, your committee would re- Mutton, dressed,per lb ..................414 to 5 Husen. Get in line ana i will guaranport that this work Is only partially completed. Veal, per lb ............................. 04 to .05
tee you will never break the ranks.
It being delayed by the stormy weather. Your
WOOD AND COAL.
committee would m-uiuiuriid timt two fin- c*Price to consumers.
Bed
capes be placed on the cast side of the new school Dry Reach, per cord ........................ 2.0)
building. All of which is respectfully submitted.\ Dry Hard Maple, per cord ...................2.00
Smoke Original CIGAR, 5 Cents.
G. \V. Mokma, 1 Special
Green Beach per cord ........................
i .ao
Hard Coal, per ton ...........................7.50
W. H. Hkacii r lluilding
T. Kkvvil,
Committee. Soft Gaol, par too .......................... 4.00
Red Oil burns.
I

* #

Oil.

)

-

week.

WflBAT— No. 2 red, 02%c; January,
When on a visit to Iowa, Mr. K. DalA superb fitting suit made to order
63Xc; May, CStfc; No. 8 (red M%c; No. 1
white, OlXc. Corn— No. 2 mixed, UbKc; from the latest patterns and beskwear- ton, of Luray, Russell County, Kansas,
No. 2 yellow, SUj^c. Oats— No. 2 white, ing material at lowest prices at Bosman called at the laboratoryof Chamlwrlain & Co., Des Moines, to show them
700-2000 tons u $7.15,$202.81 ...............313.31
Bros., Eighth street.
On motion, Resolved, That bills be allowed
his six year old boy, whoso life had
Chicago
Livestock.
and orders drawn on the treasurerfor the sevFine Gold Spectaclesat Stevenson’s been saved by Chatrberlain’s Cough
eral amounts.— Curried.
Cattlk— ItecelptH,14,600: market steady;
Remedy, it having saved him of a very
Trustees Kremers and Mokmn asked to he ex- few Christmassteers, $5 40@5 75; shippers, Jewefry Store.
cused from further attendance.—Granted.
severe attack of croup. Mr. Dalton is
ti 75(g5 25; others, *1 60@4 50; no Texan*
To the Hoard of Educationof tht City of Holland,
For silk suspenders and Mufflers for certain that it saved his boy’s- life and
here: cows, $2 00(83 (10.
Gentlemen—Your committeeon teachers reHogs— Receipts,
seipis, au.ouu;
80,500; market steady; holiday presents see Brusse & Co.’s is enthusiasticin his praise of this remINictfullyrecommend that an examination of
tl rough,
row ' W 85(25 05,
"" packing
47—48 edy. For sale by H. Walsh, druggist.
teachersbe held on Friday and Saturday of the common and
week In next spring vacation,examinations to and shipping
?, 15 10(25 80; prime heavy and
A
splendid
assortment
of
Diamonds
commence at O u. m. and held at the hoard room butchers, 15 30(86
80(86 40; sorted light, |5 85Q
Dry Gooda HlHughterfor the Next 30 Daya!
In the I'nlon School buildingor at such place as 5 45.
at Stevenson’sJewelry Store.
We positivelyare going to make this
may hereafter be determined.
HliKKP— Receipts, 11,500; market shad*
Holland, Mich.. Dec. H, 1803.
A large stock of elegant piece goods the greatestslaughter sale in dry goods
stronger; native, (2 50(88 75; westerns,
P. H. McHuidk, i Com. on
12 75(88 50.
just received at the merchant tailoring ever given in Holland. We do not mean
G. J. Van Uuiikn, f Teachers.
LAM 118-12 75(24 65.
—On motion the report was adopted.
establishment of Bosman Bros., Eighth to make this reduction in word only,
Jothr Hoard 0/ Educationof tht City 0/ Holland,
but a genuine.Big Reduction. Como to
street.
CTile»fo Fruvlalon.
Gentlemen— Your committee In charge of proour store and see for yourselfthat what
viding for a night school for the boys and girls
Wheat— December. 62Kc; May, 68Kc.
we say is true. Dress Goods, Cloaks,
of the city above the ago of 14 years, beg leave
Corn— December, 85%c; January, 860;
to report that they have caused notice to he
Jackets. Shawls, Fascinators, Hoods,
May.-lOtfc.
given to the public through our newspapers, reMitts, and everything in the Dry Goods
OATS— December, 28Xc; January, 38^0;
questingall those who wish to avail themselves
line at cost price. Remember this sale
of u night school to hand In their names to the Mnv 81c.
Supt. ami secretary of the board, and found that
lasts for only 30 days.
x*ORK— January, 112 76; May, 812 85.
while several imuies have been handed in vet
LARD— January, 17 97K; May, |7 77^.
Notier & VerSchube,
iwurcommltteeWndsthat less tliun one-fourth Unis— January, $0 70; May, $0 75.
In the New Block, Eighth St.
of the applicantsare below the ago of 20 years,
while several of them vary from 30 to 40 years.
Your committee does not feel warranted to expend the public moneys for the nmlntainuiieeof
u night school for the benefit of persons threefourihsof whom are above the age of 20 years.
Inasmuch a* primary moneys are only received
for childrenof the age of 20 years or thereunder
and under our city charterchildrenbetween the
ages of 5 and 20 years are only entitled to enter
our public schools. Inasmuch as the number of
applicantsbelow the age of 20 years is not sulllclout to warrant the establishmentand mnlntainanceof a night school , your committeerecommend that for the present no night school be
establishedand your committee be discharged.
Dated Holland,Mich,,Dec. 11, 1803.
W. It. IlSACIl, )
llENBT KBSKEBS,-Com.

Co.

THE MERCHANT TAILORS.

$1.00.

Teachers’ Bibles and Holland Bibles
and Psalm Books in great variety.
Albums at from 25c to $10.00. Fine
full size Plush Albums for 75c and $1.00.
Toilet Cases, Cuff and Collar Boxes,
At the Michigan restaurant. Also Shaving Sets, Brush Broom Holders,
Eighty-five cent sale at Streng’s the home made Baking to be had at the Cigar Cases, etc., etc., in quality and
variety.
coming
t
Michigan restaurant.
A fine assortmentof dolls, blocks,
Store for Kent, Good Stand.
games and toys.
THE MARKETS.
Call and examine our goods. 46-47
Corner of River and Seventh streets.

ings.

Wm. Brusse &

_

Werkman

Fine Millinery.
AT COST UNTIL JAN. I, 1894

WE INVITE YOU TO CALL AND INSPECT
OUR LARGE ASSORTMENT OF READY-

have stood the test of years of service.
Call and examine and obtain prices.
DU.

FETE

TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS. PRICES
ARE ARRANGED TO MEET PRESENT CONDITIONS OF TIMES FOR BEST CLASS WORK.

acknowledgedto be a wonderful physician. His great medicine Golden
Seal Bitters the most wonderful disIs

covery for the cure of all diseases of the
stomach, liver and blood has been placed
within the reach of all; if you have any
of these diseases you will certainly be
cured by making use of this well known
remedy. For sale by H. Walsh.
A Word to tho WIh«‘ In

Werkman

If you want good Millinery at reasonable prices, go U» Mrs. M. Bertsch.
A complete line of Jackets.

A.

S to

’s

|

CHRISTMAS
BARGAINS.

SiiillHriit,

I

Go to C.
Goods.

Sisters’

Eighth Street,Holland.

vernon for Holiday

I

*

GOOD HUSBAND

A

Should look after the coraforteof his wife. There Is nothing that
would please her better than a LIGHT RUNNING NEW
SEWING
A full set of attachments is

HOME

MACHINE

go"

GIVEN AWAY

CONFIDENCE!

with each machine. Wo make 525 New Home Machinesa day as
well as a largo number of cheaper grades, and we furnish a warranty

Of

less money

—

G.

&

CORRESPONDENCE.
OTTAWA COUNTY.
NOORDELOOS.
John Rooks is home from Muskegon.
Considerable comment has been caus-

we look for bettor times as
all the

HOLIDAY TRADE,

great factories of

INCLUDING

The
The

One Week’s Trial Given

The
buy? When those who

advertise a $(50.00machine for
$22.00 offer to send you one on trial (if you will send them the price
in advance) call on our agent in your town and you will find he can
sell you one for $19.00 and save you freight and express charges and
teach you how to use it and stand ready at any time to see that it
gives you entire satisfaction.

before you

kerchiefs.

J^cver before hae our assortment
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Underwear

Qf

and Underwear for Children.

watches, clocks, silverware and

Jewelry been more

Fascinatorsfrom 25 cents to $1.00.
attractive or

A

MOW

IS

Prices more inviting.

YOUR CHAHCE

or our agents are now prepared to offer you bargains and a
chance to select from a large variety. If you want the best there is,
get a NEW HOME, but if you want somethingcheaper our agents
can supply you. Remember, every machine of our make is fully
warranted and

beautiful line of Infants’ Hocds,
silk

and wool.

The largest line of Hosiery in the
city for Ladies, Misses and Gentlemen.

Jt pays to trade with

I

We

Also a select line of Groceries.

Breyii]an& Son

Otto

CALL.

THE RELIABLE JEWELERS.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Call and get our catalogue;

if

Fine

not convenient to call at any of our

NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE, CHICAGO,

Meats

SUCH AS

Ham, Bacon, Sausage,

Etc.

ILL.

01?
*0-3m

CALL ON US OR OUR AGENT.

H.

Hermes, out of Manzaneta by Wedgewood second dam Malmaisen by Alexander’s Abdallah, died in Austria last
spring. This horse was bred at the
Forest City Farms and was taken to
Europe by Sire Brothers of New York.
He did well there, being a winner in
Germany, Austria, France, and England. Last spring ho showed several
miles over a half mile track close to

Theological student J. Timmerman
John Bosch, Jr. is hunting skunk and
mink now-a-days and has a good lot of occupied the pulpit in the Holland
Christian Reformed Church last Sunthem.
day, and next Sunday Rev. G. Haan of
John Hnyser was going to get raar- Borculo will have charge of the meetriad but could not get his papers.

ings.

John Gebbe is working for Dan

Good

sleighing does not bring as
to town as is usually the
some one lately.
ease here in the winter, the market is
Prices Satisfactory.Give me a trial.
Hauling logs is keeping some people dull. People who have not put in their
busy and the mills are getting a great stock of good wood yet will do well to
WM. BUTKAU,
supply.
come this way, as farmers are offering
F. Riemsma has changed his stock of a good article for a remarkably low
Cor. Twelfth Street and First Ave.
price.
Jewelry mostly in gold watches.
1). Koevers, veterinary surgeon, went
Our blacksmith is busy shoeing horses
to Grand Rapids on busines Thursday.
and repairing sleighs.

Class Meat Market.

TOC TRT

MEYER & SON, HOLLAND.

Meesen and he got

his

eye cracked by much wood

Singing school has startedagain, Mr.

Geo. K. Hurlbut
I’ltACTICAL

TAXIDERMIST.

PORTLAND

AND

Birds, Animals, Fishes, Etc.,
MOUNTED TO NATURE.

SWELL BODY

Furs

Tanned. Rugs made

H.

to Order. Buggies, Road
At prices as

Wagons and Carts,
low us anywhere.

Also manufacture Lumber- Wagons,
Cases Filled,
Trucks,
Drays, Dairy Wagons and all
Old SpecimensRe-mounted.

GUTTERS

work of that description.

AT

One Price to

TAKKBN
Manufacturer of and dealerIn

Horns Polished and. Mounted,

*

were buried Saturday afternoon.

GRAND HAVEN.

The Finest

wrr*

GRAAFSCHAP.
The remains of “Auntie” Mulder

Douwma is leader.

CXJTTBR.S

SLND FOR PRICE LIST.

Lowest Prices

137 West Fulton
Street,

Good Work and MaterialGuaranteed.

Grand Rapids, Mich. East Eighth Street, near City Mills.

All and that is The Lowest!

Housekeepers

Millinery at Cost!

You may have tried a washing machine that failed to give satisfacWe Have on Hand a
tion. We have a machine that has given satisfaction
wherever it is used. It is called
complete line of

THE HUMBUG.

Gov’t Report

With regret we mention that Rev.
hand of groceries, dry goods and crockery. They are competing for trade W. Pool has decided to leave us as he
accepted a call to Grand Rapids, neverwith F. Riemsma.
Simon Meeuscn visited his brother theless we wish the dominie success in
his new field of labor.
and friends a few days ago.

Everything belonging in a First-

EL

S.

plead guilty and was fined $8.70 includ- living.— American Sportsman.
ing costs. The warrant was served by
SOUTH BLENDON.
deputy sheriff Coburn of Zeeland.
Among
those that are on the sick
Married, Wednesday afternoon, at
list we mention Mrs. E. Moory, Mrs.
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. F. HeyBrown, mother of Mrs. William Hall,
boer, their son Peter, and Fanny Deur
and Mr. and Mrs. Vruggink, an aged
of Fillmore.The ceremony was percouple. La Grippe seems to be the
formed by Rev. F. Wieland, of East
cause of the illness.
Holland in the presence of a large
Vruggink an aged brother of the
company of relativesand friends.
Many presents were brought to grace above mentionedwas called to his final
the occasion. We wish the happy resting place last Monday, at the home
couple a successfulvoyage through the of his son Herman, where he spent his
last days in peace and love with the
storm-tossedsea of life.
family, having passed his eightieth
milestone.We are confidenthe has done
BORCULO.
Bouwman & Co. have started their his share in the programme of life, and
new store and have a large stock on performed his duties well.

Steak, Roast, Chops, Mutton, Pork,

can supply you with needles and repairs. We
never move; have been 25 years in this store, 248 State Street. If
you forget the number, write; a letter will reach us all right, if simply
offices,write. We

addressed to

Latest U.

ed by the actions of a certain individual
who had the cheek to interrupta marriage ceremony for the purpose of payland are resuming operations. A full stock of Ladies’ and Gents’
ing his taxes, the groom's father being 2:17, but unfortunatelypicked up a nail
and died of lockjaw. Manzaneta, the
tax-collector.
Mittens.
financial crisis has passed.
Roelof Bakker was Wednesday ar- dam of this horse, is still owned at ForThe largest line of Ladies’ Em- raigned before Justice Schilloraan on est City Farm, where she has dropped
era of good times is here.
broidered and Gentlemen’s Hand- the charge of beating his wife. He nine foals, all but two of which are still

Almost

and

—

ABSOLUTELY PURE

the people has returned

And

Leavening Power.

Son's

BARGAINS.

the confidence

all in

Van Putten

They have receiveda largo line of goods for the

can buy a better sewing machine, on better
us or of our agents than you can buv elsemoney away to strangers and buy a “pig in

machine for

Highest of

are confident

That

WITH EACH MACHINE
a

IT!

FOR

We

and guarantee that you
terms, at lower price, of
where. Why send your
a bag” when you can get

THY

autcH for lIolliluyH. -

As a liniment Dr. Pete's Magic Pain
For Christmas and New Year Holidays, the Chicago and West Michigan Oil is the best; it cures every and all
and Detroit, Lansing & Northern-Lineskinds of aches and pains of whatever
will sell excursion tickets on Dec. 2.'lrd, nature and from whatevercause. Price
24th, 25th, 30th and Jan. 1st at one and 25 cents. For sale by H. Walsh.
one-third fare for round trip. Tickets
will be good going only on date of sale
and for return until Jan. 2nd, inclusive.
Geo. DeHaven, G. P. A.

.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQDOUDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCKHKKIOtlO
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WINTER

EH

Monday witnessed two funeralshere,
Rev. Toewe, formerly of Pontiac, was
installedas pastor of the Lutheran G. J. Hagen, and Mrs. J. dipping: they
church here Sunday by Rev. Koester- both died Friday morning.
ing of Muskegon.
Saturday morning Jacob Van der
Grand Haven is puffed up with pride Heide died, aged 55 years and was
because travelingmen say that no other buried Tuesday,and Monday W. Jantown of its size in the country has so sen died, aged 88 years. Funeral Thursfine a court house as the new edifice.
day.
The steamer Osceola is on route to
H. Leramen is dangerouslyill with
this port from Port Huron to assist in
lungiever.
h Mulling Ih* ©Mrtrbound IrcigWt of tWw
P. Bovcii is clerking for P. Mulder.
Grand Haven route in case it may beThe
old lady Mrs. Geesje Eppink is
come necessary to call on her.
Grand Haven has a typical o’d salt in very ili and not expected recover.
the person of Capt. Harry Smith. The
The old lady Bonselaar is also very
captain is now 90 years of age and has low.
had an eventful life. He has commandD. J. Nyland is recoveringfrom a
ed a slaving vessel and also a vessel ensevere illness.
gaged in carrying ivory from the African coast. During the Mexican war he
Taxes In Fillmore Township.
commanded a United States dispatch John G. Boeve, the treasurer of Fillsteamer.
more township, will be ready to receive
Two of Holland’sprominent legal taxes at the following places on days
lights were here a short time ago on mentioned: On Tuesday, Dec. 19, and
business. Ole Olson was just playing Thursday, Dec. 28, at the store of Win.
here at the time and one of the attor- Borgman at Fillmore Centre. OnWedneys who is somewhat addicted to a joke nesdav, Dec. 20, at the store of Rutgers
induced his colleague to take in the & Tien at Graufsehap. On Thursday,
show with him. They went. When jjCCi >1. at the store of Mr. Dvkhuis at
they returned to Holland the quiet man East Holland. On Tuesday, Dee. 26, at
of the two was promptly called up
~
the store of J. Heerenga at EastSaugaphone and asked his opinion on the tuck and on Fridays at home from 9 a.
show. Our legal friend was somewhat, | ™ to~2:30~p. m*
surprised but managed to answer that :
.

by

—

’„ ,

~

.

.

gentlemanvrauld call at his office i
TaiMlnU«!l»uJTomuUp.
he would explain. Soon another busi- I be treasurer of Holland township
ness man rung up the lawyer and want- "'ill be ready to receive taxes during
ed to know about the show. About this this month on Monday and Wednesday
time the attorney was getting warmed at the office of C. Scbilleman at Noorup and when a third party rang him up deloos, on Tuesday at G. Rooks, East
and wanted information on the subject, Holland, and Thursday and Saturday
the lawyer got mad and dropped the at the office of Justice Isaac Fairbanks,
phone with a bang that startled the Holland. On Pee. 20 and 27 he will be
central. He refused to answer any at the house of J. Ploegsma on the
more calls as it dawned upon him that Lake Shore.
it was a premeditated
practicaljoke.
TMxt'H In Zet'Uml Township.
Treasurer Joseph Rychel will be
ZEELAND.
ready to receive taxes during this
Herbert Van Eenenaam lias returned month at the following places: at Vrieshomo for a few weeks vacation.
land, at the store of Den Herder & ToJ. W. Goozen and wife spent Sunday nis, on Dee. 11 and 26: at Zeeland, at
the store of J. Van den Bosch, on Dec.
in Grand Rapids.
15, 19 and 29: at Drenthe, at the store
H. Koppel & Son are putting in
of Bakker & Son, on Dec. 13 and 27; at
apparatus for steam heating in their
Beaverdam, at the house of W. Vergrist mill.
meulen, on Dec. 22, and on other week
Mart Elzinga returnedhomo from days at his homo three quarters of a
Grand Rapids, a victim of La Grippe mile north of Drenthe.
H. H. Kars ten made a flying business
Eighty-five cents goes a long way at
trip to the Valley City last Wednesday.
if

the

!
I

MILLINERY
pq

which will be sold

AT COST
AND BELOW

!

m

Must Be Sold by

JANUARY FIRST!
Call

and Examine

OOUOOOUUUUOOOOOOOOOOoOUOOiRMMI
tMMHMMJOM
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this Washing-Machine.

We Can Give You a Bargain in

Pounds

Buggies!

and Middlings given

We manufacture the

for one bushel of

BEST WOOD PUMP
in the Market

Also

MILK SAFES

!

manufactured.

Are you going to build?

We

in exchange

wheat.

Unexcelled facilities for grinding grists of

can save you

Standard Roller Mills.

MATCHING AND RE-SAWING!
ALL WORK WARRANTED!
Cheap

as

DE FREE

Anyone

!

&

Holland, Mich.

GO
TO

Benjamin Sisters
IN

THE NEW MILLINERY STORE.

ELEN BAAS, FALL AND
E

WINTER MILLINERY!
VER

Y T

KING NEW!!

Zeeland. Mich.
tor 85 cent

pi£».

Son are giving $1.00

i Gold ivutehe* at rock bottom

1

tives for a few weeks.

A. and H. De Kruif were in
Rapids on business Tuesday.

prices

A. Stevenson, Jewelry store.

Grand

C. L. Strong & Son’s this week.

Found.

A

K. O. T. M. watch charm, owner
can call at this office,prove property
and pay for this notice.

SURE THROAT.
Mrs. John Eding, one of our well
For
a
sore throat there is nothing
known pioneers, died last week at
Grand Rapids and was buried there in better than a flannel bandage dampened
with Chamberlain's Pain Balm. It will
Greenwood cemetery. She was 81 years
nearly always effect a cure in one night’s
time. This remedy is also a favorite
for rheumatism and has cured many sebe mentioned is Mrs. Jan Zoot who died
vere cases. 50 cent bottles for sale by
last Saturday.
Heber Walsh, druggist.
Mr. Bytweek who has been sick for a
long time, is reported improving.*
Choice styles iu neckwear at Wm.
C. De Jouge, the harness maker's son
Brusse & Co.
47 — 18
and ex-clerkof A. De Kruif, is expected
Albums, picture books, cards and
homo for the holidays.If Mr. Van Loo
is to be believed, (vide Expositor no so other Christmas goods atM. Kiekintand so much) this must be very good veld.
nows for Zeeland’sfair ones. Ann ArWood und Coni.
bor don’t give the boys time nor chance, Tho
quality of W0(k1 and coai for

Another old

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND.

settler

whose death

is

to

__

you

know

^

^

at Austin Harrington’s.Tele-

-

PhoIK ordtrB Promptly .ttended to.
the annual oyster-banquet of the Zee- j c. L. & Son are giving $1.00 worth
land fire brigade. It must have been a 0f goods for 85 eta the coming week.
glorious feast, for as we wearily
our way to our humble home and neared
CHILDS and youths' hats.

trudged
j

the festive halls, the sound of the J The neatest hats to be had for childsmacking lips could be plainly heard j^q und youths for only twenty five
and the fragrant smell of the luscious ut the clothing establishmentof
bivalve made the air around so
BosMAN Bros.

p;tf—
door

that the engine next
— —
sounded its pumps under the impres- Buy u sensible Christmas gift, silk
sion that its services were needed mufflersneckwear glove* or pi u»h cape.
The bay horse Woodlark 2:24$ by Win. Brusse A
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First Floor in the Y. M. C. A. Building.
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Mrs. D. Van Broe returned from
Benton Harbor last Tuesday, where
she has been visitingfriends and rela-

of age.
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make us believe that Christ ianity ix some- Mention ceased? No. Are you not cari- overwhelmed, I say there mast have
thing for men of small caliber, for wom- catured for your religion?In proportion been somethingin it. And, my dear
en with no capacityto reason, for chil- as you try to servo God and bo faithfnl brother, yoa will And that there is someToo High Proesuro.
DR. TALMAQE PREACHES ON 8T. PAUL dren in the infant class under 6 years to him, are you not sometimes mal- thing in religionsomewhere. The only
of age, but not far stalwartmen. Look treated?
questionis, Where?
Id Omm <Uja«f kMooompttitioiiineTerj
AT BIRMINGHAM- ALA.
That woman finds it hard to bo a Chris* There was a man who rode from Stamat this man of the text! Do you not
line, when the boiine— nun is compelledto
bend his intellect ud erery
to the
think that the religion that could cap- ! tian as her husband talks and jeers ford to London, 05 miles, in five hours
wccea of hk bosinem; the clerk, book* rtie Mlrscaloaa Convenilosof the Orest turo such a man us that must have some
'o she is trying to say her prayers or on horseback.Very swift. There was
keeper, profwiooel men end lebover, to
Psrsscutorlloth an Enoonragoment ami power in it? He was a logician; he was read the Bible. That daughter finds it a woman of Newmarket who rode on
drive themselves st e terrific rete, there cen
a Warning — Oat of Great Tribulation! a metaphysician;ho was an all conquer- hard to be a Christianwith the whole horseback a thousand miles in a thousand
be hat one remit— eu explosion, which, if
ing orator; ho was a poet of the highest family arrayed against her — father, hours. Very swift. Buttherearetho.se
Come Zeal and Clear Views of Truth.
not rseultinf in immedietedeeth, 1 fives
tyjie. Hu had a nature that could swamp mother, brother and sister making her here— aye, all of ns are speeding on at
them with shetteredbrains end bodies.
Birxinoham, Ain., Dec. 10.— Rev. Dr.
They era running et too high pressure. Talmage, who lectured in this city yes- the leading men of his own day, and the target of ridicule. That young man tenfold that velocity, at a thousandfold
hurled against the sanhedrin ho made finds it hard to be a Christian in the that rate, toward eternity. May AlThe strain is too greet. Something most
.
t* ^ ^ ,
j shop or factory or store when his com- mighty God, from the opening heavens,
it tremble.
He learned all that he could get in the ' rades jeer at him because he will not go flask upon your soul this hour the queslimited,they heve their deiiy burdens, frata, preached here this forenoon to a largo school of his native village; then he had to the gambling hell or other places of tion of your eternal destiny, and oh, that
end worries,and the resultsare the seme as | audience under the auspices of the Hap- gone to a higher school and there mas- ' iniquity.
Jesus would this hour overcome you
with their etronger companions.
tint church. The subject was “Un- tered the Greek and the Hebrew and
Oh, no, the days of persecutionhave with his pardoningmercy as he stands
This condition is growing worse every horsed," and the text chosen wan Acts
perfected himself in belles lettres.until not ceased and will not until the end hero with the pathos of a broken heart
dsy. The rapidity of ita increese is ewfhl ; ix, 8-5: “And as ho journeyed he came
iu after years ho astonishedthe Cretans,! of the world. But oh, you persecuted and sobs into your ear: “I have come for
to contemplate.Our homes, hospitals,end
near Damascus, and suddenly there and the Corinthians,and the Athenians ! ones, is it not time that you began to thee. I come with my back raw from
insane asylums ere full of these unfortunates,
shined round about him a light from by quotationsfrom their own authors. I pray for your persecutors? They are no the beating. I come with my feet manand era being crowdedstill further. There
' heaven, and ho fell to the earth and heard
have never found anything in Carlyleor prouder, no fiercer,no more set in their gled with the nails. 1 come with my
is but one eolutionof the matter. Recog*
niie the importance of the situationetonce, a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why Goeth or Herbert Spencer that could way than was this persecutorof the text. brow aching from the twisted bramble.
end take the necessary measures to over- perseentoet thou me? And ho said, Who compare in strength or l>cauty with Paul's t He fell. They will fall if Christ from I come with my heart bursting for your
come it. If you have failing memory, hot art thou, Lord? And the Lord said, I epistles. I do not think there is anything the heavens grandly and gloriously looks woes. I can stand it no longer. I am
flashes, diuineas, nervous or sick headache, am Jesus whom thou persecutest."
in the writingsof Sir William Hamilton out on them. God can by his grace Jesus whom thou persecutest.”
biliousness,irritability, melancholy,sleepThe Damascus of Bible times still that shows such mental discipline as you make a Renan believe in the divinityof
lessness,fainting, nervous dyspepsia, epi* stands, with a populationof 185,000. It
Out In a l!llr.r.iinl !
find in Paul's argumentabout justifica- Jesus and a Tyndall in the worth of
lepsy, etc., know that any one oi them is but
was a gay city of white and glistening tion and the resurrection. I have not prayer.
Mr. J. P. Blaizo, an extensive real
a symptom of the calamity that may befall
architecture, its minarets and crescents found anything in Milton liner in the
Robert Newton stamped the ship’s estate dealer in Des Moines, Iowa, naryou. and even though you have used soand domes playing with the light of the way of imagination than I can find in deck iu derisiveindignation ut Chris- rowly escaped one of the severest atcalled remedies and treated with reputable
physicians with little or no benefit, give Dr. morning sun: embowered in groves of Paul's illustrations drawn from the am- tianity only a little while before he be- tacks of pneumonia while in the northMUes’ Reetorative Nervine a trim. It is olive and citron and orange and pome- phitheater.
came a Christian. “Out of my house,” ern part of that state during a recent
blizzard, says the Saturday Review.
the only remedy that may be depended granate; a famous nver plungingits
There was nothing in Robert Emmet said a father to his daughter, “if you will Mr. Blaize had occasionto drive several
upon for nervous disorders.
brightness into the scene; a city by the pleadingfor his life, or in Edmund keep praying." Yet before many mouths
miles during the storm and was so thor•• Two yean ago 1 used Dr. Miles'Restorative
ancients styled “a pearl surrounded by Burke arraigning Warren Hastings in passed the father knelt ut the sumo altar
Nervinewith marked benefit, and later induced
oughly chilled that lie was unable to
my eon, who had been tick with catarrhof the emeralds."
Westminsterhall, that compared with with the child. And the Lord Jesus get warm, and inside of an hour after
THE COMING TERROR.
the scene in the courtroom when, before Christ is willing to look out from heaven his return he was threatened with a seA group of horsemen are advancing robed officials, Paul bowed and began his upon that derisive opponent of the Chris- vere ease of pneumonia or lung fever.
that he is attendingto business again. My wife upon that city. Let the Christians of
are offering
speech,saying, “I think myself happy, tian religion and address him, not in Mr. Blaize sent to the nearest drug
also used Nervine with most excellentresults.
All oi us togetherhive not used more than six the place hide, for that cavalcade com- King Agrippa, because I shall answer for glitteringgeneralities, but calling him store and got a bottle of Chamberlain’s
bottlss of NervlM. Severalof our Mends have ing over the hills is made up of persecuCough Remedy, of which he had often
myself this day." I repeat that a religion by name: “John! George! Henry!—
also used it, and an greatly improved."~Louia
heard, and took a number of large doses.
tors; their leader small and unattractive
Gibbs, Bucher A Gibbs now Co., Canton. Ohio.
Saul,
Saul,
why
persecutest
thou
me?"
that can capture a mau like that must
He says the effect was wonderful and in
Dr. Niles' RestorativeNervine is sold by all in some respects, as leaders sometimes
HOPE FOR THE WORST.
have some power in it. It is time yon
druggists on a positive guarantee,or sent by Dr.
a short time he was breathing quite
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind., on receipt of are insignificant in j)er son— witness the stopped talking as though all the brain
Again, I learn from this subject that easily. He kept on taking the mediprice, St per bottle,aix Bottles,K, exprssspr*pald. Duke of Wellington and Dr. Archibald
of the world were opposed to Christiani- th ro is hope for the worst offenders. It cine and the next day was able to come
ft is positively
fere from, opiatesor dangerous
Alexander. But there is something very ty. Where Paul leads, we cau afford to was particularlyoutrageous that Saul to Des Moines. Mr. Blaize regards his
drugs. Free book st druggists, or by mail.
should have gone to Damascus on that cure as simply wonderful. For sale by
SOM) HV DKUGGISTS KVEKYWIIKKK intent in the eye of this man of the text, follow.
and the horse he rides is latheredwith
srrand. Jesus Christ bad been dead only H. Walsh, druggist.
TALENTED CHRISTIANS.
the foam of a long and quick travel of 185
three years, and the story of his kindness,
I am glad to know that Christ has in
Wood mid Coal.
miles. He urges on his steed, for those the differentages of the world had in and his generosity, and his love filled all
The best quality of wood and coal for
Christians must bo captured and si- his discipleship a Mozart and a Handel the air. It was not an old story, as it is
sale at Austin Harrington’s.Telelenced, and that religionof the cross
in music, a Raphael and a Reynolds in now. It was a new story. Jesus had phone orders promptly attended to.
must be annihilated.
painting,an Angelo and a Canova in only three summers ago been in these
Suddenly the horses shy off and plunge sculpture, a Rush and a Harvey in medi- very places, aud Saul every day in JeruNov. 19. 1893.
It is a fact that many people buy poor until the riders are precipitated.Freed cine, a Grotius and a Washington iu »alem must have met people who know
grades of coffee and ka ami pay for from the riders, the horses bound snort- statesmanship;a Blackstoue,a Marshall Christ, people with good eyesightwhom
in
A WEST MICHIGAN RY.
them the prices that good grades can ing away. You know that dumb ani- and a Kent in law. And the time will Jesus had cured of blindness, people
TRAINS LEAVE HOLLAND.
be bought for. Just a trial order from mals, at the sight of an eclipse, or an
come when the religionof Christ will who had been dead and who had beeu
A.M. A.M. I’.M. P.M.
our bouse will convinceyou of this; earthquake, or anything like a supernatFor
Grand
Rapids *5.00 9.65 1.25
9.30
conquer all the observatoriesand uni- resurrectedby the Saviour, and people
compare the goods you get from us with ural appearance,sometimes become very
ForChicago ...... ..8 35 *12.30 2.09
versities, and philosophy will through who could tell Paul all the particulars of For Munkcgon... . .*5.00 8.10 1.25 C 40 9.30
what you arc using. Try some of th esc:
uncontrollable. A new sun had been her telescope behold the morning star of the crucifixion—
10.05 9.45
just how Jesus looked in For Allegan ......
6.40
kindled in the heavens,putting out the Jesus, and in her laboratorysee “that the last hour, just how the heavens grew For Pentwater. . . .8.10
For Manistee.....
1.25
£10, 25 and 28:
glare of the ordinary sun. Christ, with all things work togetherfor good,” and black in the face at the1 torture.
For Ludington ...5.00
1.25
sold at cost.
1.25
the glories of heaven wrapped about him, with her geological hammer discover the
He heard that recited every day by For Traverse City.. 5.00
MARICABO, 30;
1.25
For Rig Rapids. ...5.00
looked out from a cloud, and the splen- “Rock of Ages.”
people who were acquainted with all the Charlevoix,Petoskey
JAVA, 35 to 38;
5.00
1.25
dor was insufferable, and no wonder
Oh, instead of cowering and shivering circumstances,and yet iu the fresh memTRAINS ARRIVE AT HOLLAND.
the horses sprang and the equestrians when the skepticstands before you and ory of that scene he goes to persecute
35 to 38;
A.M. P.M. r.M. I’.M. A.M
dropped.
talks of religion as though it were a pu- Christ’s disciples,impatient at the time From G'd Rapids . ..8.35 2.09
0.40 *12.30
Dust covered and bruised, Saul at- sillanimousthing— instead of that, take it takes to feed the horses at the inn, not From Chicago .... *6.00
9.30 1.25
From
M uskegon . 8.35 2.09
9.45 *11:45 10.05
tempts to get up, shading bis eyes with your New Testamentfrom your pocket pulling at the snaffle,but riding with From Allegan ...... 8.10
50 to 80. i
6.10 a.m.
his hands from the severe luster of the and show him the picture of the intel- loose rein faster and faster. Oh, he was From Manistee
and
Ludington
...
2.09
!•
heavens, but unsuccessfully,for he is lectual giant of all the ages prostrated the chief of sinners! No outbreak of
From TraverseCity.
2.09 teal
struck stone blind as he cries out, “Who on the road to Damascus while his horse modesty when he said that. He was a From Big Rapids. .12.30
2.09
FAST, 50 to 80.
Fetoskey
art thou, Lord?" and J esus answered him : is flying wildly away. Then ask your murderer. He stood by when Stephen
and Charlevoix 12.30 2.09
“I am the one you have been chasing. skeptic what it was that frightenedthe died and helped in the execution of that
•Daily. Other trains daily except Sunday.
Also the Finest Spices and a spe- He that whips and scourges those Dam- one and threw the other. Oh, no, it is good man.
Connections in Union Depot at Grand Rapids
with
the Detroit, Lansing A Northern It. R.
cial grade of Baking: Powder
ascene Christianswhips and scourges no weak gospel. It is a gloriousgospel.
When the rabble wanted to be unim- Wagner
i'alace Sleeping Cara on night traina
malle from the Pure Cream
ma. It is not their back that is bleeding; It is an all conquering gospel. It is an peded in their work of destroyingSteph- to and from Chicago
Wagner Palace Uuffet Cara on day trainsto
it is mine. It is not their keart that is omnipotent gospel. It is the power of en and wanted to take off their coats,
Tartar at 35c per pound.
and from Chicago.
breaking; it is mine. I am Jesus whom God and the wisdom of God unto salva- but did not dare to lay them down lest Tli rough Parlor Cars to and from Petoskey.
If you want to try a sample order,
Tickets to all pointsin the United States and
thou persecutest."
tion.
they be stolen, Paul said, “I’ll take care
call or drop us a card and our agent
Canada.
HE MUST BE HUMBLED.
THE DEFORMED TRANSFORMED.
of the coats,” and they put them down
Peter Van Kolken will call on you with
From that wild, exciting and over- Again, I learn from the text a man can- at the feet of Paul, and he watched the
samples.
DETROIT, LANSING & NORTHERN.
whelming scene there rises up the great- not become a Christian until he is un- coats, and he watched the horrid manA.M. P.M. P.M.
est preacher of all the ages— Paul— in horsed. The trouble is, we want to ride gling of glorious Stephen. Is it a wonder Leave Grand Rapids ......7.00 *1.20 5.40 ..
NEW YORK TEA COMPANY,
whose behalf prisons were rocked down, into the kingdom of God just as the that when he fell from the horse he did Arrive at Grand Ledge ..... 6 25 2.38 7.15 ..
Grand Rapids, Mich, before whom soldiers turned pale, into knight rode into castle gate on palfrey, not break his neck— that his foot did not Arrive at Lansing .......... 8.54 8 0o 7.43 .
Arrive at Howell ........... 9.56 3.50 8-45 ..
45-3m
A/l goods ddimed.
whose hand Mediterranean sea captains beautifully caparisoned. We want to catch somewherein the trappingsof the Arrive at Detroit ..........11.40 5.25 10.25 ..
put control of their shipwrecking craft, come into the kingdom of God in fine saddle, and he was not dragged and kicked
A. M. P. M. P. If
and whose epistles are the avant courier style. No kneeling down at the altar, no to death? He deserved to die miserably, Leave Grand Rapids ............ 7.40 4.50 .....
Arrive at Howard City ......... 9.15 6.15 .....
sitting on “anxious seats.”no crying over wretchedly aud forever, notwithstanding Arrive at Edmore ............... 9.57 7.00 .....
of a resurrection day.
sin, no begging at the door of God’s mer- all his metaphysics,and his eloquence, Arriveat Alina ....... ......... 10.50 7.45 ....
I learn from this scene that a worldly
Arrive at St. Louis ..............11.00 8.12 .....
fall sometimes precedes a spiritual up- cy. . Clear the road and let us come in and his logic.
Arriveat Saginaw ...............12.20 9.37 .....
7.00 a. m. train runs through to Detroit with
lifting.A man does not get much sym- all prancing in the pride of our soul.
THE CHIEF OF .SINNERS.
seats 25 cents.
pathy by falling oft a horse. People say No, we will never get into heaven that
-OFHe was the chief of siuners. He said parloriiar
1.20 p. m., and 5.40 p. m. run through to Detroit
he ought not to have got into the saddle way. We must dismount.
what was true when he said that. And with parlor car seats 25 cents.
GKO. DE HAVEN,
There is no knight errantryin religion, yet the grace of God saved him, and so
if he could not ride. Those of us who
Gen. Passenger Agent Grand Rapids. Mich
no
fringed
trappings
of
repentance,
but
were
brought
up
in
the
country
rememit
will
you.
If
there
is
any
man
in
this
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#u
ber well bow the workmen laughed an utter prostration before God, a going house who thinks he is too bad to be
r\
CHANCERY SALE.
’u
when, on our way back from the brook, down in the dust, with the cry, “Un- sa^ed and says, “I have wandered very
C*
OF MICHIGAN—The Circuit Court for
we suddenly lost our ride. When in a clean, unclean!”— a bewailingof the soul, grievouslyfrom God; I do not believe STATE
the County of Ottawa, In chancery.
u
grand review a generaltoppled from the like David from the belly of hell— a there is any hope for me,” I tell you the EDWARD BUCKLEY,complainant,
Have been sold by us during
vs.
stirrups, it became a national merriment. going down in the dust until Christ story of this man in the text who was
o
Here
is Paul on horseback— a proud shall by his grace lift us up as he lifted brought to Jesus Christ in spite of his ADELINE CLARK,nd defendflntBthe past year, but we still
u
In pursuance of a decree of said court in said
mau, riding on with governmentdocu- Paul. Oh, proud hearted hearer, you sins and opposition.There may be some cause, made and dated on the NineteenthDay of
*
ments in his pocket, a graduate of a most must get off that horse! May a light here who are as stoutly opposed to Christ January,1893, notice Is hereby given (hut I
have a few left in Holland
Li
o
famous school, iu which the celebrated from the throne of God brighter than the as Paul was. There may be some here shall sell at publicauction to the highestbidder
utthe frontdoorof the court house In the city
V)
Dr. Gamaliel had been a professor, per- sun throw you! Come down into the who are captive of their sins as much so of Grand Haven In said county, on Monday.Hie
City which will be sold for
3
haps having alreadyattained two of the dust and cry for pardon and life and as the young man who said in regard to EmcvkntiiDay ok Dkcsmbeh. 1893. at eleven
o'clockin the forenoon, all the following deC
small payment down with
bis dissipatinghabits: “I will keep on scribedland situated in said county of Ottawa,
three titles of the school— rab, the first; heaven.
O
r- ^
Again, I learn from this scene of the with them. I know 1 am breaking my viz.: All that certain piece or parcelof land
rabbi, the seeond, and on his way to
situate
in
theefty
of
Grand
Haven,
In
the
county
balance on long time.
73
rabbak, the third and highest title. I text that the grace of God can overcome mother's heart, and I know I am killing of Ottawa, and state of Michigan, and described
know from his temperament that his the persecutor. Christ aud Paul were myself, aud 1 know that when I die I us follows, to-wlt:Lot Seven (7) and east half of
Lot Eight (8) in Hlock Seventeen (17) of Akeiey's
horse was ahead of the other horses. boys at the same time in different vil- shall go to hell, but it is now too late to Addition to the city of Grand Haven, according
to the recordedplat thereof, to satisfy the amount
lages, and Paul's antipathy to Christ was stop."
But
without
time
to
think
of
what
posIf you want to buy, sell or
due complainant under said decreetogetherwith
The steed on which you ride may be interest and costs of suit and of sale.
ture he should take, or without consid- increasing. He hated everything about
Dated October 24th, 1893.
eration for his dignity, ho is tumbled Christ. He was going down then with swifter and stronger and higher mettled
rent a house in Holland City,
JOHN C. POST,
into the dust. And yet that was the best writs in his pocketsto have Christ's dis- than that on which the Cilician perseCircuit Court CoimnlsHioner,
call on
Ottawa County, Michigan.
ride Paul ever took. Out of that vio- ciples arrested. He was not going as a cutor rode, but Christ can catch it by
SMILEY. SMITH A STEVENS,
lent fall be arose into the apostleship. sheriff goes to arrest a man against the bridle and hurl it back aud hurl it
Solicitors for Complainant.[oct27dec8]
So it has been in all ages, and so it is now. whom he had no spite, but Paul was go- down. There is mercy for you who say
Tiie above sale is hereby adjourned until Deing down to arrest those people because you are too bad to be saved. You say cember twenty-sixth.A. I). 1H93, at ten o.ciock
PURIFIED BY BUFFERING.
Holland
In the forenoon,at the same place.
you have put off the matter so long; Dated December II, 1893.
You will never be worth much for he was glad to arrest them.
The
Bible
says,
“He
breathed
out
JOHN C. POST.
God and the church until you lose yodr
Paul had neglected it a great while.
CircuitCourt Commissioner Ottawa Co., Mich.
fortune, or have your reputationupset, slaughter.” He wanted them capture*!, You say that the sin you have commit- SMILEY, SMITH A STEVENS.
Real
47-48 Solicitors for Complainant.
or in some way, somehow,are thrown and he wanted them butchered.I hear ted has been among the most aggravatJ. C. POST. Manager.
and humiliated. You must go down be- the click and clash and clatter of the ing circumstances; that was ho with
fore you go up. Joseph finds bis path to hoofs of the gallopingsteeds on the way Paul's.
You say you have exasperated Christ
the Egyptian court through the pit into to Damascus. Oh, do you think that
which his brothers threw him. Daniel proud man on horseback can ever be- and coaxed your own rain; so did Paul.
would never have walked among the come a Christian?Yes! There is a voice And yet he sits today on one of the highbronzed lions that adorned the Babylon- from heaven like a thunderclap uttering est of the heavenly thrones, and there is
ish throne if he had not first walked two words, the second word the same as mercy for you, and good days for you,
among the real lions of the cave. And the first, but uttered with more emphasis, and gladness for you, if you will only
In exchange for Dental Work.
Paul marshals all the generations of so that the proud equestrianmay have take the same Christ which first threw
PRACTICAL
Christendom by falling flat on bis face no doubt as to who is meant: “Saul! him down aud then raised him up. It
Enquire of F. M'. GILLESPIE, on the road to Damascus.
Saul!” That man was saved, and he was seems to me as if I can see Paul today
Men who have been always prospered a persecutor,and so God can by his rising up from the highway to DamasAt Central Dental Parlors, Eighth
cus, and brushing off the dust from his
may be efficientservants of the world, grace overcome any persecutor.
— AND
Street, Holland,
n-tr.
STILL SOME PERSECUTION.
cloak, and wiping the sweat of excitebut will be of no advantage to Christ.
The days of sword and fire for Chris- ment from his brow, as he turns to us
You may ride majesticallyseated on
your charger, rein in hand, foot in stir- tians seem to have gone by. The bayo- and all the agNs, saying,“This a faithRepairing of all kinds. Mill and EnHOLLAND CITY STATE BANK. rup, but yon will never be worth any- nets of Napoleon I pried open the "in ful saying aud worthy of all acceptation
Over Van der Veen's Hard wore Store.
thing spiritually until you fall off. They quisitioii"and let the rotting wretches 1 that Christ Jesus came into the world to
Eifhth Xt reel,Holland, Mich
gine Repairs a Specialty.
who graduate from the school of Christ out. The ancient dungeons around Rome save sinners, of whom 1 am chief."
EiUbliahtd Itli.
Castings in Brass and Iron.
THE SUBLIME BEAUTY.
MICH.
with the highest honors have on their are today mere curiosities for the travel-
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ers. The Coliseum, where wild beasts
Once more, 1 learn from this subject
used to suck up the life of the martyrs that there is a tremendous reality iu reI).,
while the emperor watched and Lolia ligion. If it had been a mere optical de- J.
Paulina sat with emerald adornments lusion on the road to Damascus,was not
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
worth 00,000,900 sesterces, clapping her Paul just the man to find it out? If it
hands as the Christians died under the had been a sham and pretense, would he Office Eighth Street, over P. St<*kepaw and the tooth of the lion— that Col- not have pricked the bubble? He was a
tee's Crockery Store, next to H.
iseum is a ruin now. The scene of the mau of facts and arguments, of the most
Walsh s Drug Store, where
.hat 6mitbfieldfires is a haymarket. The day gigantic intellectual nature, and not a
lean be found day or night.
reiijji0nof Christ is not a pusillan- of fire and sword for Christiansseems to man of hallucinations.And when 1 see
o flier Ilnurs. 11:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. M.,
imona thing. People iu this day try to have gone by. But has the day of per- him fall from the saddle, blinded aud

diploma the seal of a lion's muddy paw,
or the plash of an angry wave, or the
Interest paid on certificates.
drop
of a stray tear, or the brown scorch
Loans made.
of a persecutingfire. In 9&y cases but
§50,000. of 1,000 there is no moral or spiritual
i elevation until there has been a thorough
worldly upsetting.

A general bfinldcr businpsstransacted

MACHINIST.

G. Huizinga, M.

mid

«::»«»

tu

0:00 r.

M.

4<t,

Cor. River and Seventh Streets,

HOLLAND, MICH.
(iF.XKKAI. KKPAIK HHOP.
Any person desiring any work done
such a* repairing aewing machines,
locks, guns, umbrellas, or Htnall machinery of any kind, call ut John F.
Zaluman on Eighth street, in tin* basement of the American Hotel, next door
to U. Biom'h bakery, Holland, Mich.
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AN ANARCHIST BOMB

SHADOW

A

EXPLODED

all

we

how we

BEDROOM SUITES,
PARLOR SUITES,
SIDEBOARDS,
BOOKCASES,

CARPETS AND CURTAINS.

RINCK & COMPANY,

"WA.G-ON'S!

court of

i Ib.pnHtiun on I
oyer and terminerwas crowded MonKeport of (ho Judges of Awards at tho World's Columbian
day with an expectant audience.Tho
A. B.
PIANOS.
The Fir u.l Who Throw the Terrible Ei- Meyer case was reopenedpromptly at
10:80 o’clock and several women who
ploalve I'rovee to He on AnerchUt
had gained entrance to the courtroom
Kunicd Vaillmit— He Mode • Full Con- were interestedspectators. The cross- TO TUB COM MITT BBS OF JUUGB8. CARD NO. 180M. nXIIIUITOB -TUB A. 15. CIIASB
CO., NORWALK, OHIO. BXIIIIUT-IMANOS.
feimlon nii'1 Glories lu His DMUrdly examination of Mueller was immediate/ HR PORT THAT THIS EXHIBIT DESERVES AN AWARD :
ly taken up. Dr. Meyer says Mueller’s
Crime.
«
wtuh Atm i. ___ real name is Arnold Kirfel. The witInt. For tlie tone, quality, which Ih of the lllgheNt Order, broad, rich and aonoroua,
Paris. Dec. 11.— While the chamber new, Wftg jcllown ^ August Wimmers
yet nym pathetic and muilcal. The duration and singingquality of the tone Is
excellent.
of deputies was in session Saturday \n the conspiracy to defraud the insur2d. The scale Is very even and is graduated with great skill. \
afternoon a bomb was thrown from one •nee
ance companies—
comnanies— the conspiracy which
3d. The action 1h of the lllgheNt Class,raqiondlng readily to wrery demand made upon
of the galleria*and exploded with a it is charged ended in the murder of
It by the player.
double report in the midst of the law- one of the conspirators,Brandt, under
4th The touch is tlrm, elastic mid prompt In repetition.
the
name
of
Joseph
Baum—
the
collecmakers.
Mh The Beat Materialsmid the most conscientiousworkmanship are exhibited In
tion of $4,000 worth of checks on the
A scene of terrible excitementfolevery detail. The cases are artistic In design.
policies by Mrs. Dr. Meyer claiming to
Cth A new featuredeservingof the Highest Commendation. Is the octavo pedals, by
lowed. The crowds in the galleries be the widow of Baum, and the cashing
means of which etfeeU heretofore iiiiuttuinuMemay be obtained.
were seized with panic and through of these checks by Dr. Meyer, under
7th The indal manual deservessjieelalmention and proves very useful.
blinding smoke and dust fought fiercely the name of Woerner, the landlord of
Max KttllEUMAYi:it. .IikU'c.
signed.
to escape from the building.
the flat where the alleged murder was
K. Hmz, I'realdeut.
Both in the galleries and on tho floor committed, identifyinghim at the bank.
J. II. Gohk, Secretary.
of the chamber many persons,includMystery surrounds the cose at every
ing women, were hurt more or less turn. The defense claims that Baum,
From the reportIt will be icon that inch au|>erlat!ve« a* ••lllghext order." "IllgheatClua.
seriously, but so far as is known only alias Brandt, is alive, and it is believed
-'Heat .Material/' are freely used to ex|>re*« kix'Ii essential feature* as tone, quality, action,mateone was fatally wounded.
that they will admit the conspiracy to rial. and workmanship, and highestcommendationIs given to the octavo pedal, becauae by It,
The police detained on suspicion 200 defraud" the insurance companies, hut "effects heretoforeunattainablemay be obtained."o ci C—
If the A. H. Chase Pianos are In the highestclass in every essential feature and then go a atop
persons,hut after thorough examina- declarethat no murder was committed,
farther and "obtain heretoforeunattainablemusical effects, ' why can It not he said that they not
tion dischargedall hut 00, who were a bogus corpse having been substituted only "have no superior,"but, in fact, "have no equal."
held under lock and key.
for the alleged sick man, Brandt, alias
After several hours’ investigationthe Baum.
authoritieshave announced that they
FAILED TO MATERIALIZE.
have tlie bomb-throwerin custody. The
miscreantis named Vaillant.and he The Debate on the Federal Flections Law
has made a full confession. Vaillant,
In the Senate.
it appears, was among the injured perAGENTS,
Washington,
Dec. 12.— In the senate
sons taken to the Hotel Dieu, the large
Monday
the unexpectedhappened and
MICHIGAN. I
hospital on the north side of the Place
do Paris. Notre Dame. Vaillant soon the expected failed to materialize. The
f eYrnHle/tho* suspicion (Ythe autki“
pollt.cal debate oa the fed(ties and, i, reseed by the prefect of
police, he decided to make a full con- Mr. Hill of New \urk acquieraug
tension and did so, glorying in his das- 1 ^ *“K»f 'on of Mr. Hoar that the
tardly crime. The discovery of the bl1.1? ’ould to referred to committeeon
fiend was made in the following man- 1 Prmlep* «n«l elections,
ner: Among the persons questioned by ! . ?“ 1118 other hand no one expected
the police
r _____ Saturday
Saturday evening
evening was
whs a
a man
man debate on the Hawaiian question until
the resolution calling for* information
whose nose was almost blown off by
agreed to by the senate last week laid
the explosion. The suspect gave the
Requires no flue; always
name of Vaillant and said that he lived been complied with by the executive.
Mr. Hoar, however, submittedanother
at Choisy le Itoi. This man. who was
ready
for use.
resolutioncalling upon the president
attended by the physicians summoned
for specific answers to question which
to the refreshment room of the chamWill warm a room 15 feet
literally complied with would lay beber after tho explosion,was taken to
the Hotel Dien after heini? examined *ore tlie »e,,ate »n(i the country the
square at a cost of less than

:
1 law

>on|
|H.NMEYER & SON

CHEAPER THAN EVER!
Used and All Work Guaranteed!
To those who purchase now
or to cash buyers.

Jholland,

^
m

An

Marchnl.

EXTRA INDUCEMENTS

The

GENERAL

Eighth Street.

of Material

:T5sl
HIGHEST AWARDS

Henry C. W.

_

Lamps, Pictures, Mouldings,
and "Wall Paper.

The Best

New

Meyer.
York, Dec. 13.—

„

are selling our

goods now.

*

I'ulioiilncCline of Dr.

CHASE

require. Customers get the lion’s share. Get our

prices and convince yourself that is

THE FRENCH CHAM-

BER OF DEPUTIES.

of PROFITS
Is

IN

Th*

Ideal Heater.

cent an hour.

1

:
I -

Ga>« th« Name of
debate between the author of the resoAt the hospital mentioned the suspect lution and Mr. Gray (Del.) the resoluwas carefully watched by four detect- tion went over until today.
ives and it was noticed that he gave the
name of Marchal when his “pedigree"
T,l« Bonne,
was taken upon enteringthe Hotel Washington, Dec. 12.— The session
Dieu. This was reported to the author- i of the house was brief and uninterestities .and confirmedthe suspicionsal- j ing Monday. Several bills of minor
ready entertainedregarding tho wound- ! importance were passed during the
ed man and several detectiveswere im- : morning hour and an arrangementwas
mediately started out with instructionsj reached by which today and tontorrow
to spend the night in establishing the ! will he devoted to the considerationof
identity of Vaillant or Marchal and to ! the hill for the admissionof the terrifurnish a completereport of tho man ' tory of Utah. The remainder of the
and his surroundings.This was done: session after the expiration of tlie
the detectives worked quickly and morning hour was devoted to District
cleverly on tlie case and by morning of Columbia matters,
the prefect of police was in possession
Uecord In Brief.
of several police reports concerning tho
Washington, Dec. 0.— In the senate:
suspect, which, upon being joined togetlier and condensed, made it clear to Among the petitionspresentedwas
the authoritiesthat the man in tlie one by Mr. Dolph (Rep., Or.) of the
Hotel Dieu with his nose almost blown Oregon Horticultural society, favoring
off was a dangerous anarchist named the maintenanceof the present duty on
Vaillant, who was born at Mezieres,a prunes. House joint resolutionappro-

Solid brass removable
oil

tank holds five quarts.

Brass burner with patent
overflow prevents leakage
and odor.

Wick

device simply per-

fect.

Barler’s
Ideal

i

Oil

Heater

Has the most

evenly bal-

•

It will

Repairing of

pay you to buy a new

all kinds,

Wagon now

;

!

from a baby cab to a threshing machine

!

Km1§

;

v

GENERAL BLACKSMITHING
North River

I

!

1

strongly fortified town of about .’5,001)
population in tlie department of Ardennes.
M. Lepine, the prefect of police, the
Holland. Mich. public prosecutor and the
magistrate visited the Hotel Dieu ami
had a long interview with Vaillant, who
at first protestedhis innocence and was

HORSESHOEING A SPECIALTY!
Street.
JAS. KOLE, -

•

Do Not

Fail

TO GET

PRICES

SUITS,

UNDERWEAR,
-AND-

1

payment of salaries
expenses of additional deputy

priating $50,000 for

and

collectors of internal revenue, to carry
out the Chinese exclusionact, was re-

It will

priations
business of importance transacted.
Washington,Dec. 7.— The senate
adopted a resolution Wednesday re-

natare'of'ff
himby
uuiuie ul win
uy
- - Finally
r • • -

questing
^
— o the
: - «presidentto forward to the
senate all the correspondence on the
, senate all the con
suspect: | Hawaiian question. House: The senamendment to
to tthe resolutionappro“Your name is Vaillant and not ate amendment
Marchal as you claimed when you came printing $50,000 to carry out the provisions of the Chinese exclusion act as exto the hospital."
tended was agreed to.
Coiifcaaed the Crime.
Washington, Dec. 8.— Senate ThursAfter a moment of hesitation the sus- day passed bills as follows: House
pected man admitted his identityand bill to amend the railroad land
confessed that he had thrown the bomb grunt forfeiture acts; senate bill grantwhich, in exploding, wounded nearly ing to the state of North Dakota for the
100 people in the chamber of deputies. use of its militia certain lands heretoAfter questioned as to his reasons for fore set apart as a wood reservationfor
attempting to take the lives of so many Fort Totten military reservation;senpeople, Vaillant replied defiantly: “I ate bill granting a pension of $100 per
wished to deal a thoroughlydramatic month to Frances Cores, widow of Genblow at the institutions of the country, eral Cores. House: General debate on
and wished to cause a great sensation. the bankruptcy bill closed.
I endeavoredto aim the bomb at M.
Washington, Dec. 9.— The enacting
Dupuy, the president of the chamber clause of the bankruptcy bill was deof deputies.
feated in the house Friday by a vote of
“I glory in the act, and I only regret 142 to 111.
that my hand swerved and that the
MURDERER PRENDERGAST
bomb did not explode near the mark.”
This bold and defiant statement from
Froteata Agaiiiat the Tint of Inaanlty Bethe lips of tlie bandagedprisonercaused
ing Introduced.
a sensation, even among the stern

1

i

_

Such perfect combustion
a solid while flame

luii

nearly \\ inches high can be

f

had with not a
smoke or odor.

m

j
,

uuunuuii.i ijul iu uiui
the different officials. -the publie prosecutorsaid to the

not crawl up and

smoke.

examining
the committee on approand passed. House: No

particle of

Ilif
Thus we obtain more square inches

of flame from a nine-inchcircular
wick than others do with a 15-inch size, and having a less wick exposure
effect a corresponding saving in oil consumption.

The constructionof our heater appeals to the intelligent buyer, who
wants a strictly first-class article — one that gives satisfaction.
FOB SALK BY

RANTERS BROS.
The Mutual

Insurance Co.

Life/

NEW YORK
Issues Every Conceivable Form of
tlF

Life Rates

Life Insurance.

Endowment Options, Endowment with

Life Options,

5 per cent, 0 per cent, 7 cer cent, and 8 per cent Consuls,

,

OVERCOATS,

anced flame in the world.

J

WITH LIFBgOHTONS.

Chicago, Dec. 9.— Prondergast, the Those interested in Life Insurance will consult their own interests
officials of the law, who were acctis
tomed to startlingsituations and used assassin, made a formal protest against
by investigating1the plans of the Mutual Life.
to all kinds of surprises. There was so the plea of insanitybeing introduced in
much bitter hatred in the anarchist’s his case Friday. When he was led
$
tone as ho delivered his defiance and into Judge Bretano’s courtroom,ho

CASH ASSETS,

over

KOONTZ,

-

175,000,000.00.

handed his attorney, Mr. Essex, a letter,
J. D.
P. H. McBRIDE, Local Agent,
lic prosecution started and seemed to in which he asked that the insanity
plea 1m* withdrawn, declaring that he
Special
Holland, Mich.
grow pale.
AT
believedpeoule will get an idea that he
STILL IN POWER.
did not kill Carter Harrison for the benFINEST
efit of tho people at large, but rather
TIm I'rovlaloiml Government of llnwall from a jiersonal or selfish motive. AtSTOCK OF
Hnlntnlua n DotarmlnatlAttitude.
torney Essex declined to state whether
Glassware, Lamps,
Yokohoma. Dec. 12.— The steamer he would give the letter any considera- Crock
China which left San Francisco Nov. 21 tion.
CHINESE GOODS, Etc.
and Honolulu probably about Nov. 28,
A gul n on Deck.
KVBR MSPLAYBO IN THIS COTNTY.
has just arrived here. A reporter imChicago, Dec. 9.— The noted board of
mediately went aboard of her and bad
trade operator. B. P. Hutchinson, “Old
PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY.
interviewswith the officers and passenHutch,” will again embark in business
gers regarding the situation of affairs
on the board. JTe will open an office
in Hawaii. They stated that when the
Monday to deal in grain, provisions,
steamer left the island the provisional
stocks “and all o*her merchandise.”
governmentwas still in power and was
blnce bis return from New York several
maintaining a determined attitude.
Much excitement prevailed among months ago his fortunes have changed
for the better. At one time since his
businessmen and the people generally,
refttruthe old man sold his memberand the action *f United States government was awaited with greatest ship to relieve current pressing neceslattes, but a few days later no made
anxiety. Tlie members of the provisional
We have just opened business in the store formerly occupied by Dr. governmentwere resolute in their some lucky trades and bought it back
Wm. Van Puttcn and have all the leading Patet Medicines. declarationsagainst the restorationof again.
Aaking Pnrffon.
the monarchy and openly expressed
their intention of resisting to tlie utFrankfort, Ky.. Dec. 12.— A petition
The only aafU, aur« anfl
most any attempt that PresidentCleve- asking for the pardon of ex-State Treasland might make to reinstate the queen. nrer James W. Tate has been circulated
reliable Female FILL
ever offeredto Ladiee,
in this city and county and also in
SUSPENDED ANIMATION.
especially recommendother countiesof the state. There are
Wines and Liquors for Medicinal Perposes !
_________ ____ _ ____ I ed to married Ladiee.
A Wuiaitn Ruppoaed to Be Dead Beturna over 400 signatures to the petition in
__ ik for B*. MOTTO FBVSTBOTAL FXUff and take no other.
this city.
to Life on tho Fourth Day.
CM' Send for circular. Frlce « 1.00 per box* • bexee for 96.0U*

-

-

Agent.

gloried in his crime that even the pub-

BOSMAN BROTHERS,

__

THE RELIABLE CLOTHIERS.

THE LARGEST AND
buy,

PAUL

y

•

A

COMPLETE STOCK OF PURE DRUGS

Toilet Articles, Sponges and Chamoise Skins.

An

Berlin, Dec. 12.—
extraordinary
case of suspended animation is reported

_

DIAMOND DYES,

U£L XdOTT’t* CHKNflOAJLi CO., Fur Heir Inzllolluud by J. O. Domini

ETC.

FINEST BRANDS OF CIGARS.

RESTORE!)

Cleveland, Ohio,

rg.
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HUmrlMpflta,
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KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Rook-keenrrr, Stenorre-j Centlr l-odgt No 168 Urg tiler ronvrntlora
pbm.indTrechcr*.Edu 1 rvrry ritlayrvrtiliigat TtMuYUirk at Hull. nor.
New York. Dec. 12.--Lay.ardFranc New York, Dec. 11— Ives won Mon- •vt'' f»r rurh porition* ut tlm Grand Ke|iidi llu>- i l.lghth etui Merkrt «trreU Vf nit Ing Fnlghte
day night’s game with Hloasun. Hcore- inr», CuSU-gr, oboriuauti.ami Nuruiai pviiuu'i., *im n}, wi'icuiiir r »i (•ii.i.Enrii,, i i,
b tipped $1,200,1)00in gold on the steamter Citiloguc, oddrcM
I'urUh, I’ropr. ! \v a llou.n K ot 1C A N
Ives, IXH); Sloseon, 500.
er Teutonic, which sailed today.
Klilpiuriita.f Oold.

LAWRENCE KRAMER.

STEXETEE.

PENNYROYAL PILLS,

CruatiMlBar Skull.

Chic ago. Dec. 12.— After a quarrel
from Militach, a town of Prussian with his wife Sunday night, Luke DohETC.,
Silesia. Tho wife of a major of the ney, a laboring man, arose from bed
army had apparently died and prepara- and taking a heavy flatiron, crushed
tions were made for her funeral.Owing her skull into a shapeless mass. He is
Special attention given to the careful compounding of prescriptions! to some delay in getting a grave ready, in jail.
the funeral was postponed until tfie
Another Attempt at Suicide.
fourth dav after the supposed death.
On that day. shortly before tho time
Monticello, N. Y., Dec. 12.— Mrs.
set for the removal of the body to the Halliday again attemptedsuicide Moncemetery, the woman arose in her day, this time by gashing her throat
For the accommodationof the public we have put in a full
coflin, greatly to the horror of those with a piece of glass. She did not seri*
aupply of btampH, postal cards and wrapper*. ../*>
aronnd her. She had been in a trance. otuly injure herself.

A.
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-WEEKS MORE!
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THE RELIABLE CLOTHIERS.

STERN

|-|.

Everything Must be Sold

LOOK AT

THIS

LOOK AT

!

MEN’S SUITS.
Men’s Heavy Working Suits,

Men’s Heavy

All

-

- -

Wool Suits,

- $3.00

All

Wool Scotch Suits,

LOOK AT

-

-

-

4.50

Boys’

-

- - 2.00
Bovs’ Heavy
Wool Suits - - 2.50
Boys’ Fine Worsted Suits, - 3.00

6.00

Boys’ Solid Mixed

7.50

Suits,

All

- -

9.00

Heavy
Heavy
Heavv
Heavy
Heavy

!

THIS!

OVERCOATS.

Warm Suits - - $1.00
Heavy School Suits,
1.63

Boys’ Heavy

THE RELIABLE CLOTHIERS.

All will be Sacrificed

THIS!

___ TIME!

Men’s

S

BOYS’ SUITS.

Men’s Heavy Oassimer Suits,
Men’s Business Suits,

-

Si C 0/

!

SALE!

w

Winter Overcoats,

$2.50

-

Chinchilla Overcoats.

Melton Overcoats,

3.65

- 4.50

Oassimer Overcoats,

6.00

-

Kersey Overcoats

7.50

SPECIALTIES— Knee pants, 17 Cents. Jersey shirts, 43 Cents.

NOW

IS

THE

WE WILL

$2.00
We

DEEAYS ARE DANGEROUS!

GIVE

YOU

Worth of Goods for $1.00 in Money!

are obliged to close up our business in just a few weeks more and every dollar’s worth of goods must be sold.

Yours, for

Bargains,

H.

STERN & COMPANY,

Reliable Clothiers,

3. What is the London Fabian Sociis proposed to purify the Thames
Dandruffforms when the glands of
importing u. school of crocodilesto ety?
the skin are weakened, and if neglectact as river scavengers.
4. What was Fremont’s proclamation?
ed, baldness is sure to follow. Hall’s
14. Italy is in serious financial trouble.
5. What was the Pine Ridge Agency?
COMM'K COHA M. GOODENOtV.Kditoh.
Hair Renewer is the best preventive.
6. Why was the Atlantic Ocean called
the
Sea
of
Darkness
at
the
time
of
Red Oil burns best, lasts the longest
The teachers visited during the past
[All couimimicatioiiHfor this department
and gives the clearestlight.
two weeks were as follows: Mrs. Wyatt Columbus?
ahould be sent to the Editor, Berlin, Mich.)
7. On what American’s coffin was
at Eastmanville and Miss Lizzie Golden
For the next 30 days silver plated
of district No. 7 of Polkton are both do- placed % wreath given by the Queen of
ware and mantel clocks at cost price at
6. What is a court of record?
ing excellentwork. Ned Spencer, dis8. What great statesman was stoned H. Wykhuysen’s.
Ans. A court of record is any court trict No. 2, Spring Lake; C. C. Stiles,
that keeps a record of its proceedings. district No. 8, Polkton; Misses Hattie at a public meeting?
Teacher’s Bibles and Holland Bibles
9. What was the Scrub Race?
7. How does a person when nominat- Wright, districtNo. 9, Wright, and
and Psalm Books in great variety at
What was the Terrapin War?
ed receivea fractional vote?
Myra Dickerson, districtNo. 8, and
M. Kiekintveld.
Ans. When a party sends two sets of Jennie Vinson, districtNo. 10, TallMichigan Crop Report.
delegates to a convention and are al- madge, have in their charge model
Lashino. Dec. 8, 1803.
Christmas presents at C. A. Stevenlowed therein, each member has a frac- country schools. Those schoolsare not
The reports this month, with rare ex- son’s Jewelry Store.
tional vote.
over-suppliedwith maps, globes, charts
8. What constitutesthe state board etc., but they are supplied with teach- ception, show that while wheat has
It Is WurrHiiteri to Cunt.
made small growth, the plant, Decemof equalization?
ers who can teach something besides
Your
druggist
is told to warrant Dr.
ber
1st,
was
in
fairly
healthy
condition.
Ans. Lieutenant Governor, secretary the common branches and in consePete's 35-Cent Cough Cure. It will sureof state, land commissioner,auditor quence we find in these schools young The small growth is due to late sowing
general,and treasurer. Regular meet- men and women studying algebra, phi- and dry weather. For the southern ly cure Coughs and Colds, and is the
ing on the third Monday of August, losophy, civil government and book- counties,the average condition Is re- best lung medicine ever discovered,try
ported at 84 per cent; for the central, it. For sale by H. Walsh
1851, and every fifth year thereafter.
keeping, pupils not suffering from “in9. What was the ‘Trost-bittenCon- digestion” of mathematics, physics, 89 per cent; and for the northern, 96
Piles of Holiday presents; low prices
percent, comparison being with vitality
vention?”
grammar, morality,etc.
and growth of average years. The cor- and honest dealing at C. A. Stevenson’s
Ans. In December of 1836, a body of
Miss Kate Burns, district No. 7, and
Jewelry Store.
politicians(?) met at Ann Arbor and Miss Alla Gilbert, both of Wright, and responding figures one year ago were
82,
93
and
97.
The
presence
of
insects
decided to accept the terms proposed by
B. Wilms, district No. 1, Grand HaMORTGAGE SALE.
Congress. This convention was called ven, are without any question good is noted by a few correspondents, but
the “Frost-bitten Convention.”The teachers,well qualifiedfor their posi- the injury done by them, if any, is I U: FAULT having been made In the condl
Gem
action of this oody was accepted by con- tions and are a credit to the communi- hardly perceptible. The ground has J/ Hons of a mortKaxeexecuted by uccn,
OrlnghulsaudJannuGrlnKhuls
Ills wife of the
gress and by an act approved January ty wherein they work. Miss Margaret been well covered with snow since the city, of Grand Haven, Michigan, to Tobias B.
2nd of December.
26,
1837, Michigan became a state.
K offers of the same place,dated February SevMalone, district No. 3, Tallmadge, also
The total number of bushels of wheat entoenth A. V. IH80, and duly recorded In the
10. What are the legal holidays?
Miss Masterson, districtNo. 4, same
of the register of deeds of Ottawa County,
Ans. The legal holidays are New township, and Miss Grace Buzer, dis- reported marketed in November isl,- otllce
Michigan, on the Twenty-First day of June A.
Year, Washington’s Birthday, Decora- trict No. 1, frac. Polkton, were visited 704,351. The number of bushels of I). 18w. in liber 32 of mortgages, on page btt, by
wheat reported marketed in the four which defaultthe jtower of sale In said morttion Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, and seem to be doing very good work.
months August-November is 6,358,371, gage contained has become operative;on which
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and any
Carpenter Dunning is reported as domortgage there Is claimed to be due at the date
other day set aside by the executive ing excellent work at Conklin. Miss which is 378,825 bushels less than that of this notice the sum of Sixteen Hundred and
reported
marketed
in
the
same
months
1 wenty-Throe Dollars, and no suit or proceedauthority.
Ingham takes charge of district No. 1,
ing having been Institutedto recover the debt
Ji. What is the amendment to the Robinson, for the winter. Miss Edna last year.
secured by said mortgage, or any part thereof,
Pasture this fall has not been good, Notice Is, therefore,hereby given that by virtue
Geary act?
Chappell, at the urgent request of her
Ans. An extension of six months' patrons,will remain with them for the particularlyin the southern counties; of said power of sale and of the statue in such
time for obtaining cortiflcatea and for winter. Miss Mary Malone contem- and the condition of live stock is re- case made and provided,said mortgage will be
foreclosedby a sale at public vendue of the
registeringthe 85,000 Chinoae in Amer- plates entering the Berlin school after ported from five to seven points below a mortgagedpromises therein described,to-wlt;
ica. President Clevelandsigned this the holidays. Miss Kate Burns' social full average. Stock is practicallyfree that certain parcel of land situated lu the township of Grand Haven, In the county of Ottawa,
from disease of any kind.
amendment Nov. 3.
Friday evening, December 8th. was a
and stab) of Michigan,and describedas follows,
John W. Jochim,
12. What state lias recently adopted decided success, over $8 netted. Miss
to-wlt: The north one-half(tf) of the north oneSecretary
of
State.
half (%) of the north east quarter <}<) of section
the woman’s suffrage to ita constitution?Ida Ulburg lias charge of the school in
thirty
four (31) Town Eight (8) north of range
Ans, Colorado.
district No. 3, Georgetown.
sixteen (l«) west: said sale to take place at the
DISORDERLY
LAW
STUDENTS.
front
door
of the court house of Ottawa County,
Miss Agnes Brown has entered the
in the city of Grand Haven, Michigan, on the
1. Brazil is in a state of rebellion.
High School at Grand Rapids as stu- The Heiiloni ••Htumped" Prof. Meechuu Tenth
Day of March A. 1). 1M04, at eleven
Out of the Lwcture-Koom.
2. The one hundredthanniversary of dent. Messrs.Fred Raymond of Berlin
o'clockforenoon of said day, to pay the sum due
laying iho corner stone of the national and William Gillet of Herrington, two
Ann Arbor, Dec. 11,— A class of 300 on said mortgage, with Interest and coats.
capitol was observed at Washington, of Ottawa’s favorite young men, are senior law students Iwcamo turbulent Dated December FifteenthA. D. IWM.
(dccIBmarVi TOBIAS B. KOFFEKS,
Sept. 18.
worthy of all the complimentsthey are during one of the lecturesthis morning J. C. POST,
Mortgagee.
3. Rio Janeiro of Brazil was bom- receivingfrom the faculty of this same and “stamped”the professor who was
barded.
school.
in charge out of the room. Prof. MooUTATE or MICHIGAN, Cocarr or Ottawa, sm
4. Each new congress comes into exAt a sessionof the Probate Court for the
The State Teachers’ Association will chum had been “Quizzing,”and the 300
istence March 4th of each odd year.
County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office,
students
objected
to
his
keeping
one
meet at Lansing Dec. 26 at 2 p. m. and
In the City of Grand Haven, In said county, on
5. King George of Greece opened in
continue the 27th and 28th. Prepara- person on tho floor too long at one time. Wednesday, the Thirteenthday of December, in
September the Corinth Canal, the work tions are being made for a grand rally A class meeting was immediately hold, the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety
was begun in 1882, the canal is about for the teachersof Kent, Ottawa, Alle- however, and resolutions adopted conPresent, John V. H. Goodrich, Judge of Profour miles long.
gan, Muskegon, etc. Supt. Pattengill demning the outbreak. The faculty bate.
6. It is authentic that Dr. Emin has
will lecture on the evening of the 5th will make an investigation,and if the
l«i the matter of the estate of Charles Scott,
met his death by the Arab slave deal- and on the 6th will be a joint associa- instigators of the outbreak are discov- deceased..
On readingand filing the petition, duly verb
ers. Ho embraced the Mohammedan tion. The programme will appear soon. ered, suspensions will follow.
lied of Marla K. Scott, widow of said deceased,
faith.
Questions for Teachers to answer for
representingthat Charles Scott of the City of
FlguroN That Talk.
7. Claus Spreckles is the American themselves:—
Holland,in said county, lately died Intestate,
(From the Baltimore Sun.)
leavingestate to bo administered and praying
.sugar-king;he is one of the producers
1. Was I tardy?
J he publicationof the Wilson tariff tor the appointment of herself as administratrix
of sugar on the Sandwich Islands.
2. Have I talked too much or too little? bill seems to have had already a stimu- thereof,
8. It was Dorr who said, “As I am a
Thereuponit is ordered, That Saturday, the
3. Did I understandthe lessons for
lating effect on the industriesin North Sixth day of January next, at 10 o’clock
little lame, I guess 1 will go now."
to-dav?
in tbeforenoon be assignedfor the hearingofsald
Alabama.
Within
the
past
three
days
9. Lake Biakal is called the Holy Sea
4. Have my pupils been studious totho Tennessee Coal and Iron Company petition, and that the heirs at law of said deby the natives. It is the largest body day?
ceased and all other persons intereatedin said
has ordered throe of its Alabama fur- estate are requiredto appear at a session of said
of fresh water in Asia. Many rivers 0. Did I ventilate my school-room?
naces,
now
idle,
to blow in at once. This court, then to be holden at the Probate Office in
enter it, but it has but one outlet
6. Did my pupils snow-bal1 passers-by?
the City of Grand Haven, lu said county, ami
company has also refused to sell 100,- show
which flows so rapidly that the lake
cause, If any there be. why the prayer of
7. Have I been just?
000
tons
of
Iron
at
present
prices
for
six
the petitioner should not be granted: And It Is
has no chance to freeze over.
H. Did I work with a will?
further
Ordered,That said petitlouerKlve
notice
months' delivery to London bankers, as
10. When mercury freezes the tem9. Have I been brave?
to the persons Interestedlu said estate, of the
the
market
is
now
advancing.
The
perature Is told by a spirit thermome- 19. Have I been an example?
pendency of said petition, and the heurlugthereGaUi City and Birmingham Rolling- of. by causing a copy of this order to be pubter.
Questions for research:—
lished In the Ottawa County Times, a newspaper
Mills,
which
have
been
idle
for
some
11. The diacriticalmurks should be
1. What was He words Folly?
and circulatedIn said County of Ottawa
months, will be put to work at once. printed
Uugbt thoroughly.
for three successiveweeks previous to said day
When were a high tariff president The blowing iu of three furnaces and of
hearing.
JOHN V. 11. GOODRICH,
12. Women-physiclansinEngland are and a low tariff vice president elected
the resumption of two rolling mills will
,
Judge of Probate.
called lady medicals.
together?
Mikkii
P. Gooimicii,ProbateClerk.
give employment to 3,000 men.

Ward

Block, Holland.

13. It

Teachers’ Department. by

HOLIDAY HINTS
WITH A GENUINE RING TO THE LOW PRICES.

BARGAINS BRISTLING ON EVERY

10.

COUNTER AND SHELF.
These items are only hints as to what is going on
all over the store. Look alive and get here
early for the best that’s going.

We

arc opening our extensive line of these goods.

O.

Attorney.

F

or this week only we will offer some special values

to buy Dry Goods regardless of cost; means some-

many odds and
means that you can buy as many more

thing at this season when one has so

ends.

It

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
as you otherwise could with the same

ey. Take

amount

of

mon-

note of our reductions. A beautiful line of

POCKET-BOOKS,
Just the thing for a present, will be sold

PER CENT LESS

during this

at

TWENTY

sale.

PERFUMERY.
A

large line of the very best

makes will

be sold at

enormous low prices during this sale. A nice present, useful and inexpensive, for a gentleman, is a

U

„

,Attest.)

(A true copy,

47

^1

SILK MUFFLER,
a

Box

of Collars and Cuffs, Silk Handkerchief,

Linen,

Hemstitched, or numerous lines that we can show
you when you call. A beautiful line of Handkerchiefs

ONE CENT EACH.
To-morrow (Saturday) remnants

of Dress Goods of

every description will be sold regardless of

Come

cost.

early and secure the best bargains, positively

the best bargains that have been offered to the peopie of Holland and vicinity.

NELSON PITTON,
New

City Hotel Block.

*

